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EDITORS' r-.OTEBOOK 

Getting up from our knees, which production of this buMper issue had 
brought us to, your editors wish everyone a Meriy Christmas and happy 
computing in the Ne\v Year. You may notice from the ne"" Committee list 
that Heniy is now called '1-laoaging Editor'. '•o one seenlS to have any 
idea what this title means wt, though lS'lder pressure, we are both 
managing. This is almost certainly the last year this team will produce 
your Newsletter, but it seems to us that any\v;ry it is high time it ,vas 
produced bv new tecmology - bv interacti\11! page make-up on an Amiga 
screen and by laser printer, rather than bv PET ~ume. 

Our second article reviews Superbase on the Amiga and is almost the 
most fascinating it has been our lot to bring to you. It ls not that 
most of the things Superbase does are new but the speed and ease \Vit h 
which it does them. My 16-bit database worth its salt today, and 
certainly my favourite, Smart, will do most of them - and who wants a 
17 Cb database? - but not that fast, that easy. Rearranging sc reen 
format at will as the records whizz by at 12 per second - Wowee! 

\Vhat is new, at least for micro users, is the ability to store 
digitized images as records. Jim gives one possible use in security 
work, but what about estate agents, \vho could now show custo mers a 
graphic of each property on screen as they page through potential 
properties in the database? And n1any other uses. 

It is interesting to note that Precision propose to port the progra m 
to other micros, and it will be even rnore interesting to see ho'v nuch 
of the Amiga's facilities can be reproduced, or mimicked on, say, an 
AT. Many of us will surely hanker after Superbase/ Aniga but n1ost \viii 
hesitate to go out on a limb which Commodore, to judge by their record 
for shooting themselves in the foot, are eminently capable of sa '"ing 
off on the tree side. 

This issue contains rather more ad'llertisenents than is our policy, 
due to the changeo\ler of ad\lertising r.lanagers. This is not a sigii tha t 
we are going to fill the Newsletter with advertisements because thev 
mean less work for us - indeed, '"e grudge the extra pages '"e could ha11e 
used ourselves. Contributions are building up \veil - whether because ~e 
now have the largest mernbership in our histoiy or because you-all ;i re 
getting the right ideas, \Ve don't l<now - but just keep them corning and 
let's have some more fat issues. 

4S4 
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CO\t1PLEX DESIGNS-THE MANDELBROT SET 

by Eddie ~ratt 

In recent months, a new benchmark test for t iming hich-speed computers 
has co1Tie int o use - it contains so many operat ions that the fastest 
existing computer - an array of 250 parallel INMOS transputers - took 
over 2 seconds tn complete it: the array was performing about 2500 
r.1illion operations per second! You \viii be pleased to learn that a C64 
or a C128 can do it, albeit more slowly. The test dra'vs one of an 
infinite number of coloured, high-resolution pictures, based on a 
mathemat ical concept called the 'set of Mandelbrot numbers', which can 
be ~ry beaut iful. 

Benoit Mandelbrot, of the IBM Research Centre, New York, was \VOrking 
on a method for computer generation of na t ural-looking objects (e.g. 
Mountain ranges \Vhich are not just triangular), and developed a 
technique which he called 'fractal geometry' involving the use of 
complex numbers for cistorting a regular outline in a controlled way. 
Part of this work produced the particular set of numbers which is now 
blown as the ~.\andelbrot set, or /\I-set, which has the reputation of 
being 'the most complicated object in mathematics'. 

Complex number:s themselves are not cifficult to unders tand: the name 
arises because such a number Is the sum of t wo dif ferent enti ties \Vhich 
can't be added norinally - like 'one hamburger plus two times the speed 
of light', which doesn't equal three of anything. Complex nu1nbers do 
hu,vever have SllES, and also very real applications, e.g. in electrical 
circuit theory: no complex numbers, no computers. 

'.iandelbrot was concerned with the changing SIZE of complex numbers 
"".hen a square-and-add operation was repeat edly done on thern; some get 
bigger, but not all, and for no predictable reason. Those \Vh0&e size 
stays low after an indefinite series of iterat ions iorm the Mandelbrot 
set; those 'JOT in the set 'escape' to a high value, after a number of 
iterations which depends on their nearness to the set boundary. 

Turning all this into a coloured picture is done by regarding the C64 
high-resolution screen as a 'map' '"ith each point on the screen 
representing a afferent complex number, and its colour denoting the 
number of iterations necessary for that number to 'escape' to a high 
value: 2 iterations might give a red dot, 3 a brown dot, 4 yellow etc. 
Those inside the ~I-set (which do not escape) are coloured black. 
Plotting sufficient of the map sho,vs that the whole I.I-set resembles a 
black insect-like blob '"ith a knobbly and whiskery skin. 
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The interest lies In 'zooming in' on the skin boundary, which turns 
out to be extremely complex in nature, and even to include miniature 
MAUOaBROT sets. The detail is brought out by defining a part icular 
rectangle, and specifying certain other parameters, which then con
struct the 'map'. Zooming can be continued as far as desired, the only 
limits being the resolution of floating point arithmetic in the com
puter and time available. The complexity goes on indefinitely! 

The magazine 'Scientific American' had an article (August 1985) on 
the ).i-set, and Steyen Thorpe printed in 'Compute!' (July 1966: p96) a 
BASIC C64 program for generating pictures; this can be modified in 
various ways to achie\'e di ffer'€!nt results. It requires the top, bottom, 
left and right limits of the desired area of the complex plane to be 
specified, as well as two other factors: the SlZE at \Vhich a number is 
deemed to have 'escaped', and the maximum number of iterations before 
giving up and deciding it is in the M-set. An array holds a sequence of 
colours which will be allocated to increasing pre-escape iteration 
nur.ibers. The high-resolution screen has 320 x 200 dots, or 160 x 200 in 
the multi-colour mode: for these dots, which each corresponds t o a 
different complex number, the program iterates the (Z1=ZO-W + C) 
formula until either a pre-determined 1naxin1um has been done, or t he 
size 'escapes'. Each iteration involves almost 100 arithmetic and 
logical operations, so if a maximum of 256 iterations has been 
specified, over 2500:> operations rnight be needed to decide that a 
particular dot is or is not within the M-set, and hence its colour. 

The program can be customised and compiled (which then runs at about 
2.S times the BASIC speed), and can produce a complete picture in 
3 - 12 hours, depending on its complexity. The program allows the 
picture to be saved to disk, and an auxiliary program permits it t o be 
read back into the high-res screen. At the very least, it gives the 
computer something to do overnight, with a colourful result visible d t 

breakfast time. 

--oOo-

64 SOFTVIARE LIBRARY CHANGE 

Would nernbers with surnames beginning 1vit h H who us the 64 librarv 
please note that David l.liller has taken over from Richard \\leston as 'H' 
librarian. His address appears on the inside back cover. 
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A t landelbrot picture: the original, of course, is in glo rious technicolor 
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SUPEBASE ON THE AMIGA 

by Jim Kennedy 

Well, it's here! Superbase for the Amiga, or at least the Personal 
version has arrived. There will be a second, even 1nore po\verful 
Professional version coming out in the next few months, but in this 
article I'll cover what the Personal version can do. 

Sinon Tranner of Precision Software, who dd the prograc1ming, 
originally furnished me \Vith Superbase for the Amiga in what is known 
as beta-test format. To explain, alpha-testing is done first, usually 
'in house', and then beta tests are carried out by a combination of 
outside experts and 'average' users. l.klfortunately, today it is 
beco1ning fairly common practice to rush both software and hardware t o 
market too soon thereby reducing the beta-, and sometimes the alpha
testing to a minimum. Adding to the customer's frustration is the fact 
there is more to release of a software package than just the prograri 
itself; manuals must be published and their productioo can take longer 
than the program itself. However, the Superbase prograM for the Amiga 
appears to have been reasonably well beta-tested (I found one bug, 
'vhich Sinon tells me has been fixed) but the manual 'vas already in 
print during my testing anci therefore the first versions sold reflect 
this. 1iore about the docunentation later. 

Breaking \Vith their past tradition of copy-protecting the disk 
itself, Precision have introduced the use of a dongle for this program. 
As many will know a dongle is an electrical 'key' that plugs into a 
port on the machine and whose presence is required before certain 
essential operations r.iay be done. You t"lay nake as many copies of the 
;>rogram disk as you like but each v1ill run only "vith the correct don~le 
present. All inprovement over the head-bashing protectioo of Su:>erbase 
on the 64. (It rlay be of interest to note that in the US market sone 
companies, such as Borland, are elin1inating protection from 'serious' 
software altogether in response to customer demand.) This type or 
protection allows Superbase to be installed on a hard disk, essential 
for large databases. l~ot having a hard disk to hand I have not tested 
this point. 

Starting to use Superbase on the Arnita (from no'v on Superbase' is 

rather easy. No programming experience is required and one need not 
even use the keyboard very much. In this respect it acts like most 
Amiga programs that use icons, pull-down menus and mice should. The 
program loads in around 60 seconds and in one of three \vays. First, but 
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only in those versions with \Vorkbench on the dsk, it is loaded by 
inserting the Superbase disk following the boot or Kickstart disk. 
\Vhereas niy beta-test 11ersions permitted this method, the final 
production version of Superbase Personal didn't. This omission of 
\Vorlo.bench from the Superbase dsk is merely to save dsk space and 
should cause no problems. Second, it may be loaded by clicking on the 
Superbase icon from the \'iorkbench screen just like other Amiga progra1ns 
using icons. Thi rd, it may be loaded using the Command line Interpreter 
(CU). flow I 'vould suspect that 1nost people will load it by the first 
or second method and \Von't \vish to bother with Amiga DOS or the CLI. In 
the Personal version at least, the averoge user is almost completely 
shielded from Amiga DOS except for a couple of housekeeping tasks. 

Pull-down menus using the mouse are available at the top of the 
Superbase screen. Actually they drop down but since everyone uses the 
pull-down term I'll stick to it. For example, various options such as 
"lew, <)pen, Close, Edit, Save, Remove and Quit are displayed under 
Pro1ect \Vhich is just one of r.iany entries along the top menu. The Open 
command in tum has its own subrnenu including File, which when selected 
causes a windo'v t o appear listing all the files on the disk. Clicking 
whilst the pointer is on a file name loads up that particular file and 
displays its first record on the screen. Bear in nind that up to this 
point one has not yet t ouched the keyboard. 

The file selected 1nay now be displayed in one of three ways: 1) In 
Record View format where the data appears one record at a time 'vith the 
fields aligned 'vith the left side of the nain window; 2) In Form View 
format, again one record at a time, ,..,ith each field arranged anywhere 
you like in the \Vindow just like a traditional card forr1 for holding 
data; 3) In Table Vie'v format but this time the display is 1.1any rows of 
records with the data from each field in its own particular column. 

One r:lay change the layout of these displays Jt will For instance, in 
Forr:l View forinat and \Vhen scanning through the entire file in a 'fast 
forward' mode \Vith records con1in~ onto the screen at the rate of rnany 
per second, one 1,ay use the mouse to 'grab' one field. The dsplay will 
then autonat1cally pause whilst one then drags the 'grabbed' field to 
another point on the screen by holding do'"" the nouse button and 
releasing 1t at the new field location. Upon release the fast forward 
display will then resume where it left off and go right on displaying 
data fro1n each record in that new location. The system is cor:lpletely 
indifferent to the changed layout and no delay is observed. How one 
rvarrange~ the fields Makes no difference to the nachine except that it 
doe<-n't Ii ke one field be1ni placed on top of another, i.e. t\vO into 
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one won't go. The Table Vie'v format is an exception to this, however, 
in which one may make columns overlap each other so as to lea-.ie only a 
few characters of the 'covered' column sho,vin~ This is very useful for 
screen display of names, addresses, telephone numbers, etc which would 
normally take up more than 80 columns. 

One may also do things like temporarily displaying only selected 
fields such as first and last name along with telephone number from a 
record which includes dozens of fields containing address, birthday, 
occupation, hobbies, et<J All it takes to do this is a couple of clicks 
on the mouse buttons. Be warned! After using Superbase on the Amiga you 
will not like to go back to any other database on any other micro. 

In fact , people using this package will quickly fo rget most 
principles of planning the form layout of the their database. If they 
don't like it they'll just go and change it, either temporarily or 
permanently, bv adding new fields, deleting old ones, and moving 
existing ones around If they still don't like it when using it ne"t 
\Yeek, well, change it again. '•Y first reaction \Vas that \Ye shall now 
see lo ts of sloppy form designs in many databases 'vith this s~teM but 
upon reflection I have concluded 'Why spend an hour designing something 
that you may \Vish to change latter, particularly when the change will 
only take a couple of seconds?' 

The same thought applies to a lesser degree to the key fields chosen 
in a file. For example, one may start an address and telephone file 
with one key field for last names. At a later date one may then decide 
that another key field is required fo r the city, county or count ry 
field. A couple of mouse mo11ements and c lic ks and the change is made. 
Incidentally, you may have up to 999 key fields for a given file. 
Caution• The more key fields the longer it takes to update all the 
indices. 

To access records in a file using the r.1ouse there is a series of 
icons along the bottom of the main \Yindow \vhich co rrespond to buttons 
similar to those found on a tape recorder: for,vard, back, fast forwa rcJ, 
fast back, pause, stop, first record and last plus three other icons. I 
suspect most people with reasonably sized files will zip through all 
records from either beginning o r end of file to approximately the 
desired point with the two fast buttons and then step t hroui:h morl! 
slowly to find the exact one. In very large files, on the other hand, 
one may click on a Key Lookup icon, one of the other three icons. This 
icon 1s pictured as question rna rk in a box. I pe1Sonally \vould have 
preferred an outline of a key instead but e11eryone to their o w•n taste~. 
Who knows, a newcomer to databases rnight find the ? easier to usP. 
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Using this Key Lookup icon brings forth what is called a requester. 
Requesters are windows which open when necessary and ask for details 
about your request. In this case the requester asks you to type in the 
record key from the keyboard. (Notice this is the first time I have 
mentioned the keyboard.) To use this Key Lookup requester one \vould 
type in Smith to find a person in the file under that last name. 

Another type of requester may be called up using the second of the 
'other' icons with the equals sign in its box. This is known as the 
Filter requester and displays 1) a list of all the fields in the file, 
2) a series of icons depicting logical, relational and mathematical 
operators and 3) two other small boxes. One of these boxes i.s called 
the Value Rox and is used for entering text whilst the other is called 
the Hain Box and displays both the text as well as the fields and 
operators which are selected. For example, if you wished to find all 
people with the last name of \'lood and living in Leeds you first dick 
on the Filter icon, up comes the requester, then click on the LastNarne 
field, click on the 'd or 'LIKE' icon, type Wood in the text entry 
box, click on 'AND', click on City field, click on the ':I or ' LIKE' 
again, and then type Leeds in the Value Box. El/erytime you click on a 
field or icon that Item is transferred to the Main Box, our example 
resulting in: 

Lastt~ame LIKE ' wood' At JD City LIKE 'leeds' 
'lotice that when using LIKE one need not worry about upper or lower 
case. This is in contrast to the equals sign ':=! which is case
sensitive. Other operato1S such as <, >, (;;, >=, <>, +, - , • , / ,OR, NOT 
plus brackets are all available \Yith their own icon. Double quotes are 
added automatically bv Superbase where required. In other \Yords, to 
find everyone named \Yood living in Leeds required only a few clicks on 
the mouse and typing 9 characters from the keyboard One need not go 
back and forth between mouse and keyboard, ho\ve>Rr, as an option of 
entering e>Rrything fron the keyboard is available. 

Like the Amiga itself, Superbase can be very addictive as it is both 
po\verful and easy to use. I should imagine that many uselS will buy an 
Amiga just to use Superbase on it. This is because certain features are 
just not present on any other system. Suppose, for example, you were a 
security guard at a Yery important installation and all employees had 
passes which contained not only their picture but also a unique 
fluorescent pattern on the back of each pass, As each person entered 
and placed their pass under the ultraviolet light you could call up 
their record in the screen and click the mouse button using the third 
of the 'other' icons, \vhich is an outline of a camera, to display their 
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digitized photo. You would then click again t o see the display of the 
unique fluorescent pattem. Yes, pictures may be treated almost like 
any other record in any other file with almos t any number of records in 
a file and multiple pictures in each record. Pictures are stored in 
what is known as Extemal Files in standard IFF format, which virtually 
all Amiga graphic programs can handle, and called up b'( the camera 
icon. 

The only real limits of Superbase are more a matter of the mass 
storage capacity and Amiga system limitations rather than Superbase 
itself. Do you really expect to have more than the 16 rrlillion records 
whi~h Superbase a1IO\YS in one of your files l It would require thousands 
of floppy disks to contain a file of that size even if each record were 
only a few bvtes long. Almost everything about Superbase on the Amiga 
is virtually unlimited. <Jne 'vould run out of space on a 40~\b hard cis~ 
long before one would run out of capacity in Superbase. It has a 
maximum file size of 17Gb - that's right, 17,000 Mb' t~ormal comparative 
standards such as number of records per file, number of fields per 
record and number of key fields are no'v approaching the irrelevant. 
There are really no limits to the number of fields in a file especia1ly 
if one restricts the display to Record Vie\v format. There are, as 
expected, limits in Table Vie\11 and Form View formats simply because 
there is a limit to the number of fields \vhich can be disp layed on the 
Amiga itself. This leads to an effectiYe restriction of around 2<XXl 
fields when used in Form View format as only 256 lines r.lay be used with 
each line having say around 8 fields. The numbers of total files and 
open files is likewise unlimited in Superbase. 

One could place the entire Unabridged Oxford English Dictionary (all 
16 volumes, containing about 65 million words under some 400,00'l 
keywords) plus the entire Encyclopaedia Britannica in one Superbase 
tile if one so desired. Of course one would need a sort of supersized 
CO-RO\\ drive for a single file of this size as current CD-RO~I dis~ 
hold only 550 'lb. I understand from Dr Bruce Hunt of Precision that 
they had one file of 9 •.lb and 35,000 records up and running durini: 
Superbase development. And all of this is on a systen for around the 
£1000 mark. 

Superbase supports various field types including Text, 'luneric, oate 
and External File (which is used for pictures). \Vi th Numeric fields one 
may chose dozens of different fornats. For example, you could dspla~ 
or print the quantity 32.3 as 32.3, 32.300, .. .,2.30, or 00032.30. You 
may also select \vhether to haYe a •ninus sign for only negative numbe.rs. 
both plus and minus signs, parentheses (i.e. (123.88)) for negat ive 

numbers, or no signs at alL You the n also have a choice of whether the 
currency sign is to the immediate left of the number such as £12.66 or 
positioned in outriding fashion as follows: 

f 12.66 
f 12345.99 

Other options are available. You may select whether a zero quantity 
is to be displayed as O or left blank, whether thousands should be 
separated b'( a comma and whether you wish to use exponential format. 
\Vhilst on the subject of expnoential format, Superbase handles numbers 
to 1.797693134863E306 1JSing 13 <igits. However, it handles integers 
only to +/- 2, 147 ,483,647 (i.e. 2 to the 32 power). 

You have a rich choice of currency symbols including the Pound, 
Oollar, Deutsche ~lark, Franc, French Franc, Peseta, Yen, Danish Krone, 
Swedish Krona, ~pecified Krona/Krone, Schilling, l.\ark/~arkka, 
Drachma, Lira, Turkish Lira, Guilder and Rand. The only niggle is that 
in the Personal lll!rsion of Superbase these settings are global. In the 
Professional version I understand one will ha\IE! the option of making 
them loc.tl, thereby permitting exchange rate routines in financial 
packages to display the appropriate symbol for each currency. However, 
one may still accomplish the same thing br' adding an extra separate 
currency symbol field just before the numeric field so that upon 
printout one would actually prin t bot h fields, the first one being the 
symbol. 

Date fields are handled lll!ry elegantly with the following date 
formats representing just a few of the t otal options: 

19 Sep 86 19 Septe1nber 1966 19 9 II> 19/9/1986 
19.9.86 II) 9 19 1986 September 19 Sep 19 1986 
Sep 1<1,1986 9/19/86 19-9-86 and so on. 

I a1n certain everyone will find the date format they wish to use as one 
of the options. Again, they are easily changed 1JSing the requeste r from 
a pull down menu. Superbase also allows a short-cut for dat e entry. If 
your forriat is set for 19 September 1986 you need only type in 19 9 11> 
and the full format is then auto:natically displayed. One only needs to 
i;et tile rlay, riont"I and year in the right order with a space between 
theM for everything to sort itself out - a nice touch. r.enealogists 
'viii be happy to note that dates r.l<IY range bet,veen 1 Jan 0001 and 31 
r>ec 9999. 

Ooe has a choice of making a key field Norr.iaf (ie Duplicate in old 
Superbase language) or Unique. Superbase on the Amiga doesn't have the 
1uoblem that it did \v1tli duplicate key fields on 8-bit machines where 
1f you had a duplicate fa,t na !"'.le key field and ten Smiths in the 
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records, a sorted list \vould print the first Smith's name and address 
ten times over. But even on the Amiga Superbase cannot read your mind• 
If you refer to one Smith's record in another file it won't mo'" which 
Smith you have in rnind unless you tell itl 

Fields may also have three further designations appended to them. 
First are Validated fields where one may only enter text or numbers 
meeting certain criteria such as >= 8X> or lastName LIKE •Smith' OR 
lastName LIKE ' Jones ', Second, fields may be Calculation ones such as: 

Amount • lnterestRate / 100 • 
Calculation fields are built up with a requester that is sornev1hat 
similar to that used in the filter requester. Constant f ields are just 
a form of a Calculation field. A third option is the Required field 
where one is forced to make an entry. 

As Mentioned before one may change these types at will as \Vell as 
adding or deleting others. In fact, adding or deleting is done merely 
by clicking on an icon. It really is that easy to design and n odify a 
database in Superbase as 1 mentioned earlier in the article. 

The only thing I feel is missing from these field types is one for 
time formats. Of course one nay set up special time fields and by means 
of Calculation fie lds handle time entered as Hours , 1\inutes and Seconds 
but having a built-in facility would have been even nicer. This would 
be particularly advantageous for users like travel agents where the 
local departure time in London could be also displayed alongside t he 
local arrival time for in ~ew York. 

Other options may also be set as desired. I rnent ioned earlier that 
the records were displayed al a rapid rate in fast forward mode. In 
Table View fornat I was able to dsplay records at the rate of 12 per 
second, admittedly these records only had about 10 fields. However, one 
may change (slow) this rate to allow easier readng of records in fast 
forward mode to say one per second. One may also select paging options 
whereby things either pause after a full screen or scroll upwards 
without a pause. Superbase has buffers which store blocks of records 
from the current file being read. Sy changing the size or numbers ot 
these buffers one may store even more records in RAJ.~ and access time is 
thereby decreased. The penalty for doing this is somewhat reduced 
available memory. like so r:\any other options this 1s easy to change. 

The characters used to separate fields and records in import and 
export operations may also be specified and changed at will. The 
default ones are the comma bet,veen fields and carriage return bet,veen 
records. And since fields may contain punctuation marks such as commas 
and double quotes which cause problems especially upon export and 
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irnport one may specify that all exported fields are automatically 
enclosed in double quotation marks. These double quote mark> are 
automatically dscarded upon import. Another useful feature I have not 
seen before. 

Pass \Vord protection is prollided for three levels for each file· Read , 
Only privileges, Read and Write privileges but without the ability to 
delete the file, and Full privileges. Not all three levels need be set 
and I suspect that few users of the Personal version of Superbase will 
use more than one level if any, I understand the Professional lo'ersion 
will have a more sophisticated form of password protection. Two minor 
complaints about it on this version. First, the password(s) you type in 
are echoed to the screen so others r:\ay observe them. It would have been 
nice if they 'vere echoed as asterisks instead but Si1non tells me the 
Amiga DOS prevented hi1n from being able to intercept the input 
characters during these types of operations and substitute asterisks in 
their place. The other is that you cannot change the passwor~ (at 
least in this version) once they are set. I suspect most users won't 
find either of these things of any serious consequence, however. Much 
better security is to lock valuable things up when you are not using 
then. 

One thing all users should be aware of; the Superbase drectory is 
he ld in RAM. This was done because the nornal A1niga DOS routine to get 
a directory is a comparatively slow operation due largely to the manner 
in which the directory is stored on disk. Storage in RAi.t means the 
directory for Superbase files comes up instantly. However the price one 
pays for this increased sµeed is that after scratching a file it still 
shows up in the RA\\ directory even though it has been deleted on the 
dis!.. One has to reload the directory in RAM if one \vishes to ha11e an 
absolutely up-to-date directory or else enter the CU and do a dr 
command to see that is is really gone. 

Records created by Superbase are now stored in blocks of varying size 
unlike the old versions which were in 12&-byte blocks with only 123 
being usable. In this version the blocks may be as small as 64 bytes 
with 60 being usable. The block sizes get larger as the sum of the 
field sizes in a record becomes larger. This allows databases with many 
small records to have 1nore of them per disk than those with large 
records. 

Next we shall examine the manual and there are three comrnents I 
should like to make. First, it starts off at a basic level and is quite 
\veil 'vritten, particularly in the first half. To their credit Precision 
ha'lle included both a co.,prehensive table of contents as well as an 
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index. Various tutorials are included which help the new user along. At 
about the halfway point the standard begins to fall down a little. The 
tutorials cease and one comes across examples with the warning 'but 
please don't try and make it actually work - it's only an illus
tration'. This must be changed if new users are to be able to learn to 
use the program! t know that this portion of the manual was written 
before the progra1n was finished but a couple of days' delay so as to 
write a proper tutorial \Vhere the disk examples match the manual 
examples would have been in order. 

My second comment concems sparsity of tutorials and examples in 
certain sections of the manual. Certainly sor.'le are there but I \VOuld 
have liked to have seen more. If you read BYTE, the premier American 
microcomputer journal, you will know of Jerry Poumelle. In it he 
writes a well mown column ef'ltitled Computing At Chaos ~lanor and is 
probably the most widely read author on computers in the world. ~4ow 
Jerry never tires of saying, about computer manuals, 'You cannot have 
too many examples·. So often, in fact, that I refer to Jerry's views as 
PLO~~CS; pronounced like the plural of the cheap wine I'm accused of 
drinking. Of course, as the Newsletter doesn't pay me for writing this 
stuff that's all I can afford [as has been said before, neither do \Ve 
charge you for the privilege- Ed]. Any\vay, PLONCS stands for 
Poumelle's La\v ()i t~e,.,, Computer Software and I agree with hirn 
\Vholeheartedly. My advice to all on how to write computer manuals is, 
'If in doubt, follow PLOt~CS. And then after finishing this go back 
through it again and double the number of examples for good measure.' 

i.•y third comment is about \vhat was left out of the manual, at least 
in the first version. Superbase on the Amiga is a true relational 
database unlike previous editions of Superbase on the PET, 64 and 128. 
This allows one to handle many files \Vith many keys in each file in one 
operation. Imagine one file of clients' names and their addresses, a 
second file of accounts for each client \vith their balance (bear in 
mind one client may have many accounts and hence many records) and a 
third file of banking institutions and their addresses where these 
various accounts are held. Suppose one \vould like to display the nar.1es 
of clients and their addresses along with the names of the banks and 
their addresses for all balances exceeding £10,000. I consider this to 
be a reasonable and straightforward query. But how to do multiple file 
queries is not demonstrated in the manual! It had only two pages out of 
over 170 devoted to these relational queries and no example or tutorial 
was provided whatsoever. An analogy \vould be like buying a Porsche and 
not being able figure out how to shift out of second gear. I know that 

a manual of this size cannot hope to teach very much about designing 
and working with relational databases but surely a couple of examples, 
or better still, an elementary tutorial, should have been included 
here. After all the real conceptual difference bet\veen the old and the 
ne\v versions of Superbase is that it is now a true relational database. 
So why hide the fact and not let µeoµle mow how to use itl If, like 
Hertz or dt3ase, you are nu1noer one, rnaybe you can ~et ~ with these 
011lissioos. If, like Avis or Precision Software, you are not 4uite there 
yet, then you 1nust try harder or suffer tile cons&.1uences. 

Thankfully Precision rang me after I had done the first draft of this 
review and these matters have been discussed with them. They stated 
that they are to bring out an appendix covering the use of relational 
queries along with nany additional examples and that this appendix will 
be made available to all customers inclucing those furnished the 
original r.ianual. This is very welcome ne\.VS indeed. I am also informed 
that a revised manual will also be prepared and with luck be published 
in a fe,v rnonths and so this will be even rnore good news for users. 

Error messages are very complete and also listed in one appendix. 
Another appendix has a true ASCII table as used on the Amiga; very 
useful for dyed-in-the-wool CBM programmers accustor.1ed to PET A~ll 
(also known as Comnlodore A~lt). 

I had no printer available so could not test the print facilities but 
from the manual everything seems to be covered and I should not expect 
to see any awkward surprises here. Labels are catered for as a built-in 
facility available straight from the normal menu unlike most other 
databases. 

A Professional version of Superbase on t he Amiga is to be available 
in the not too distant future. It differs from the Personal version in 
various minor features plus three major addit ions. First, there will be 
an Application Form Builder allowing the user to design business forms 
including rnatching of existing forms if desired. 

Second, a programming language facility will be avai lable. This is 
probably not as an important an omission from the Personal version as 
most readers may imagine as one may save the queries generated to disk 
and recall them repeatedly somewhat like macro commands. 1 believe that 
full-blown programs will be most important either where someone wishes 
to rnake an idiot-proof interface for Llltrained office staff or for very 
long and specialized tasb. I can see no real reason for writing a 
program such as one 'vould do in the versioos of Superbase on an 8-bit 
machine to specify say the screen layout of the data when one can 
change it so easily on the Amiga with the mouse. It also makes little 
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sense to spend an hour or two writing a program to output the data from 
selected fields in records chosen from the file when one can select the 
'active' fields in a couple of seconds. 

Third, a word processor will be built into the Professional \ll!rsion. 
Precision don't claim it will be a complete desktop-publishing facility 
but rather a standard office-type word-processing program. I ha\11! not 
actually seen this in the Professional \ll!rsion yet but if Superscript 
is anything t o go by I shall probably be happy. I'll report on it as 
soon as I can get my hands on a copy. 

I like Superbase on the Amiga very much. As mentioned before I would 
judge the progra1n good enough to cause nany people to purchase the 
computer just t o run Superbase on it. I ha\11! not had a chance to test 
any other database packages on the Amiga such as Acquisition, only read 
their spec sheets, but I would be very surprised indeed if any were to 
come with substantially more features than this one. 

Precision plan to port this progra1n to quite a few other 1nachines. It 
should v1orlc very nicely on therfl. But I doubt if any of these other 
systems will be able to handle the display features available on the 
Amil!la• \Vith regard to the bit about rearranging the display in the 
middle of a fast forward \Vithout missing a beat, as they are •vont to 
say on the other side of the pond, 'You gotta see 1t to believe it!' 

The Personal version of Superbase is to be sold at £149.95 but see 
the Discounts Officer for price to 1nernbers. The price of the Pro
fessional version has not yet been set. The Personal versi01 is very 
good value in comparison to other popular database packages around, and 
much easier to use. But what \vould really set thini;s alight would be a 
price of just under £100. That should place Superbase for the Amiga 11p 

on the map alongside programs like VisiCalc and Turbo Pascal. After 
all, the key marketing question to ask these days is, 'What \vould i\lan 
Sugar or Philippe Kahn do with this product in today's market?' If 
Superbase is narketed properly it may '"ell become a'lother milestooe 1n 
microcomputing.. 

--000-

VIZA DISK DIRECTORY UPDATE 

Peter •(cl)onald has \vritten to say that, when using VIZ'\\/RITE CLASSIC, 
documents can be deleted from disks in the course of updating hrs VllA 
DISK DIRECTORY routine puhlished in the )uly ' \ui;ust 1966 issue of the 
~l/letter (Vol 8 No 4 p303). If users of the Cl A.SC\IC version ha...e an~ 
difficult in \VOrking out ho\v to do this, send an Sl\E to PetPr at 
254 Leigh Rd, \"lorsley, • \anchestt>r \\28 4LF. 

MIKE'S 1'v1EANDERINGS 

by I.like Todd 

\'fell, I seem to be getting to the botto1n of 1ny IN-tray at long last, 
and the AtllGA library is being distributed, with 25 disks of freely 
distributable soft ware in its first release {October '86). It is my 
intention to keep this up to date, with update disks being made 
available every couple of months for those \vho already ha...e the 
library. I e><pect the first update disks to be ready bf the New Year. 

On the subject of the New Year (by the way, Happy Christmas!), in the 
first newsletter of 1967 it is my intentiO'I to publish details of the 
ICPUG technical advice teaM. This is a list of names and addresses (and 
in some cases, telephone numbers) of those prepared to answer high- and 
lo\v-tech questions. Alon., v1ith this ne•vsletter you will find a 
4uestionnalre thdt is at the heart of this 're6ister of advisors' and 
I would ask EVERYONE \vho is willing to offer any of his or her time, to 
complete it and send it to rrie as soon as possible. This especially 
applies to comrr.irtee members and regional organisers who may consider 
that they have no need to complete it! Only those who complete the 
questionnaire .viii be included in the final list. 

Those 1vlth questions on a specific topic have had, up until no1v, no 
means of identifying eicactly who should receive their queries. As a 
result, a handful of the committee recei...e large numbers of queries 
that they can on:y make a tentative stab at. Ho\vever, there rs a huge 
pool of e><pertise in tbe 5roup, ranging fron commmications e><perts to 
BASIC proi;ra •nmers, fror.i those with particular hardware e><perience to 
those with e><perience of specific software packages. \Vith a register of 
advisors available, the queries should efld up in front of someone ·~ho, 
if nothin0 else, hds the sµecific han:hvare or soft\vare available. This 
should result rn better .md 111ore useful responses. 

The final list 1vill consist of names, addre>s and phone nurnbers in 
several specific categ<lries - all of the infurmati01 derived from the 
conlµleteo questionnaires. For tnose \vho prefer that their nanies, 
dck.lresses anu/ur f'none nurnl>ers are not inclui:M!d, uut who \vOuld still be 
.,reµared to nt!I.,, d centrdl re&ister will be r.iaintainec.l and 4ueries 
<>1recteo 1n their 01rectiui .is aµpro,>riate. I .1oulo not e><µect n10re 
tnan a nanarul of 4ueries d 1.1unth. 

So please, all those 'vho have wlunteered their services in the past, 
or who are already answering r.iembers queries or who are part of the 
ICPUG organisation - co-:iplete the questionnaire as soon as possible. 



In recent months, both the British Post Office and 3.5' disks have COr:le 

under my critical eye! \Yhat's the connection? None ••• other than t he 
fact that I have been keeping sorne statistics on both. 

First, the Post Office. Since 1st January, I have kept a record of 
all incoming mail - its postmark date, delivery date and postage 
'class'. In the 10 months to the end of October, I have received a 
total of 1492 letters {or packages, sent as letter post). Of these, 845 
were posted first class, 504 were second class and the remaining 143 
were of indeterminate class, or had no visible sign of a postmark. 

Now t he- Post Office aitl"6 to deliver 90% of first class letters by the 
first wori'lg day folloWing the day of collection and 96 % of second 
class letters by the third working day fol lo,vin4' the day of collection. 

·~y statistics are rather different . 

wo rking first second 
days class class 

1st 510 9 
2nd 106 43 
3rd 88 310 
4th 92 50 
5th 25 52 
>5th 22 35 

That's only 60% of first class and 73% of second class reaching their 
target figures. That doesn't include a tvtal of 12 letters that ha~ 
never arrived {they' re the ones that I kno\v about) and one lette r thil t 
was found by a passer-by in the roadl 

I blow it's got nothing to do .vith cornputers, but I thought it wo rth 
airing anyway. 

As for the 3.5' disks, I mentioned in the Seµt / Oct ne,vsletter about t"te 
hazards of using single-sided disks \Vi th the Amiga. I used to use 
single-sided 3.S'disks (after all, they're a fair bit cheaper) unt il I 
was badly bitten on a couple of occasions. Since the last newslette r I 
have been analysing my disk usage and lo oking at failure rates. 

I use a variety of disks, mostly lalbranded double-sided, of which, 
out of a total o f 135 I have used, t\vo were faulty {in both cases, 
flaws could be seen on one of the disk surfaces). I have also used 
about SO branded double-sided disks and only one {of 20 Sony cisks) 
proved faulty - the rest have all proved satisfactory. 
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As for the single-sided disks, I tried a batch of 10 unbranded, with 
a failure of 4 - l also used ao 3.\\ single sided, of which 5 would not 
format, and 10 have subsequently failed. Having examined the single
sided failures, most had obvious fla,vs on the second surface. 

Looking overall {and ignoring the difference bet ween branded and 
unbranded), that's not quite a 2 % failure rate for double-sided disks 
and over 20% for single-sided. I'd be interested to hear others' 
experiences in this area as the single- versus double-sided argume nt 
is, if my postbag is anything to go by, starting all over again. 

Recently, Commodore announced a 'special deal' for Commodore Users. 
Those registered as customers of such Commodore dealers as Supersoft 
will have received a letter from Chris Kaday (UK t\anaging Director) 
offering, for 'only' E1121.25 {inc VAT), an Amiga system 1 - that's the 
256k, single-drive version. lt is true that this is a saving of £575 on 
the original price, and I'm sure that many will take advantage of it -
especially with the offer of '• •• a lead to connect your exlsting 
Commodore equipment {64, 128, +4 or C16) to the 1~1 monitor'. 

As r.iany existing Amiga o wners Nill be a\vare, a 256k, single-drive 
system is painfully inadequate for all but the least demanding of 
applications. Unfortunately, the offer doesn't apply to the 512k, two
drive systern, which still costs f19'26.25. 

Of course, Commodore will soon have another t wo Amigas on the market 
- one, a low-end home machine (but really just a re-engineered version 
of the existing machine) and the other a fully fledged business 
version, complete \Yith the IBM compatibility built-in. I wonder what 
the prices \Viii be - I doubt that they could sell the low-end machine 
if it were priced at over ESOO. 

The one thing that Con1n1odore does not have, is t he market awareness 
of successful entrepreneurs such as Alan Sugar. 

In a recent exercise amongst a group of work colleagues (representing 
the gamut of computer interest - from those who enthuse about computers 
to those who have absolutely no time for the ' infe1J1al' machines), the 
possibility of very cheap Amigas was discussed. 

At a price of over E600, few were interested but \Yhen a price bet~veen 
[300-500 \vas suggested, I could have taken 20 orders there and then. 

I do hope that Commodore left their pistols behind in Corby when they 
moved to '\aidenhead - mind you, they have shot themselves in the feet 
so often now, they only have their brains [one is sometimes tempted to 
say, '\Vhat brains?' - Ed] left to blow out! 

--000--
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EXHIBITIONS REPORT 

by Jim Kennedy 

I promised a report about the Manchester Show held at UMIST for this 
issue. \Yell, it was very successful from our standpoint. We took in 
more memberships in one day than ever before at any sho'v anyone can 
renember - over n> lle\Y members joined Commodore computer users of the 
northeast turned out in large numbers. It was a pity that more 
companies dim't do likewise; many dim't bother to take stands and a 
fe,v even pulled out at the last moment. However, those companies tha t 
did attend did well by all reports; rnany sold out of stock. Res t 
assured that ICPUC will support the 'lorthem Commodore Show next year 
and we plan on holding a get-together at it, probably on the Saturday. 

The raffle priz.es for the combined PC\V and U'llST shows are as 
follows : 
\YINNER PRIZE DONATED BY 
Martin Kay Amiga •c• Commodore Electronics 
Ray 'Aedford 10 disks ICPUC 
Andrew Gatland Superbase: The Boo!.. Precision Software Ltd 
john Burge \\ains Filter Tony Firshrnan Services 
Chris )ones Picasso's Revenge Precision Software Ltd 
Mike Hatt 'Aultisoft Assembler Commodore Electronics 
John Hickinbotham Office Master 64 Gemini Marketing Ltd 
Harry Frost Uniprint lnterface Precision Software Ltd 
Mustufa Desai Office •tate 64 Gemini \tarketing Ltd 
Paul Littlewood \Vord Shuttle 64 Commodore Electronics 
Jim Kennedy • The Amiga System Rook Precision Software Ltd 
Mrs Janet Long 128 Prog Ref Guide Raeto \'lest / Level Ltd 
Michael Kirk Year's Free Membership ICPUG 

• 1 swear l had nothing to do with this - it was sheer chancel 
There are still some prizes to be '"on for the Amiga as \Yell as ot her 
machines; \Ye only drew the names of t\YO Amiga owners so the rest will 
be added to the No11ember raffle. Also some of the Sunshine books on the 
64, the l.tusic \taster for the Plus 4 / C16, Numbers at \York package and 
the 128 Digital Research CP/ \I Guide and Disks .. viii be added t o the 
November pot of raffle goodies. I'll cover the results of the "lo111ember 
Show in the Jan/ Feb 87 Ne,vsletter. 

The Commodore Show in London for 1967 is scheduled for April 10-12 at 
the Novotel. These things have a tendency to change so only pencil 1t 
into your diary. \Ve are also planning an.>ther Get-together one e\'ening 
during the London Commodore Show, 
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REVIEW-CBM MUSIC EXPANSION SYSTEM 

by Alan G Hoskins 

This Comrnodore pack consists of three separate items - an FM module 
which plugs int o the expansion port, called the Sound Expander 
(including driver soft ware on tape) - a 5-octa-R, full-sire keyboard 
which plugs into the Fl~ module - and Sound Studio, a synthesizer/sound 
editor package which ,vorks on the computer's internal sound chip. 

After the Somd Expander has been connected int o the 64 the output 
(from a phono-type socket) can be fed either to the TV or monitor Ilia 
the leads provided or to a separate hi-fi amplifier - this latter being 
the only method capable of doing justice to the quality of the sound 
available. 

The unit provides for 8-note polyphonic input (or 4-note polyphonic 
in the Ensernble r:iode) and Is based on the Yamaha dedicated chip (a la 
OX..). It is fully tunable over 3 octaves. 

Although the Expander can be used with the ~lusic Maker keyboard 
o-Rrlay, for anything approaching serious use it will pro11e essential 
to have the full-size keyboard This is connected to the Expander 
cartridge by a rather short length of IDC ribbon cable which, although 
being a trifle flif1"6y, should pro11e to be perfectly adequat e and can of 
course be easily (and cheaply) extended. 

Software is provided en cassette with the option to upgrade t o disk -
there are apparently more voices, etc, on the dsk (see below). 

Once loaded, the options are displayed on four pull-down menus, 'vith 
the main display being of short lengths of treble & bass staves en 
which the notes appear when played. 

The 'Setup' menu allows split keyboard (only with full-size keyboard, 
however), one-fingered chord, fingered chord and memory (which 
continues one chord until the next chord is played). 

'Synth Voices', the second rnenu, provides 12 different sounds - I 
t hought the Brass was brilliant. Also from this 1nenu a further menu for 
Left-hand voices is available, chosen from the same list as centained 
in the main menu. 

The 'Rhythm' menu provides backing accompaniments in 12 styles, with 
full control over tempo and it can be based on any of the one-fingered 
chords mentioned earlier (only major and minor chords are available -
no sevent hs , minor sevenths, etc., but t.nless yoo have a particularly 
good musical ear you can easily get away \Yith just using those 
provided). 
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'Riff', the final menu was rat.her obscure to me ISltil I found out 
what one was (it being a short phrase repeated over and over - its 
origins being in jazz). There are three sets of riffs available - each 
containing 12 patterns - and these can be programmed to play in a ny 
order in a sequence of up to 256 steps. 

The keyboani and f~\ module are of very good quality and make up an 
excellent package. The main drawback being the lack of prograrnmable 
sounds. Music Sales assure me that a software package to program the F\\ 
chip (no mean featl) will be available in about a :nonth - I am eagerly 
awaiting its arrival. 

After playing with the FH sounds for some time I decided to look at 
the other software - the Sound Studio synthesizer and editor. What a 
disappointment! - although I ha11e enthused over the excellent SIO chip 
in the past, it has no chance whatsoever of attaining the quality of 
the Yamaha FM chip. 

As a music package, Sound Studio is excellent and it can be used m 
conjunction 'vith the long keyboard, which then only plays 111000-
phonically. I was initially a li ttle surprised that this software was 
included in the package at all. What it does, though is gi..ie the user 
an introduction to both real-time and step-time sequencing which will 
be of great help when the FM Composer Package finally arrives. It is 
also Midi compatible if used with a suitable Interface. 

Unusually (for Commodore) the price of the system (£149.99) appears 
to be pitched about right. The quality compares very well with the mid
range keyboards from other manufacturers, but of course you do need a 
C64/128 to make it work! 

P.S. I have since exchanged the tape soft,vare for the dsk ..iersion. 
Unfortunately this appears to contain a rather large bug - the program 
crashes after loading music examples and attempting to run ther.\. My 
copies (I had a replacement vvhich behaved the same \Vay) have now been 
returned to Music Sales for their observations and I have not yet 
received further communication from them. 

--00 0--

COVER C().'.\PETITION 

A surprising number of excellent entries for this competition were 
received and the final decision on the winner has not been taken, but 
unforeseen objections excepted, this should be the last appearance of 
the present venerable if slightly lewd cover. 
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WORD PROCESSING ON THE PLUS 4 

bv /.like Hatt 

I am a relative novice, bot learning (like most of us - Ed) and the 
Plus/ 4 seemed impressive to me, bot expensive, when it first appeared 
at £300. It tempted many of us when the price dropped to £150. But now 
it can be obtained 'vith cassette, joystick and even some games for less 
than £In; that's got to be a bargain. The one great asset is that IT 
IVILL RU•I ~PERBASE, in so·ne respects bener than the 64 does. Howe\ll!r, 
the built-in 3+1 software does have limitatioos; on the word processing 
side one was stuck with the 3+1 \Yord Processor and couldn't use either 
of the two 'Scripts', EasyScript or Superscript! This was particularly 
sad for r:ie because I wanted to have some degree ·of compatibility 
bet \Veen the Plus/ 4 and 64, l.l!>ing the Plus/ 4 as backup r:iachine. 

The first glimmer of light appeared when I tried reading a 3+1 file 
while running EasyScript on the 64. You can get some so rt of text on to 
the screen, but there's a lot of garbage at the head of the document, 
··~·s have shifted into paragraph markers and it's all in lower easel 
However, it was cle.u that a disk l.l!>er could load 3+1 files to 
EasyScript in an e1nergency - but the Plus/ 4 didn't like taking them 
back! 

Other Plus/ 4 users may lack the rnoney to buy a dsk drive, without 
which 3+1 is not supposed to \York. The 1551, believed to be the 
production ver.;ioo of the proposed fast SFS481, and commissioned nainly 
for Laskys' packages, is no'v getting very cheap, but if You've missed 
the last one, then various 'reliable sources' suggest that a good and 
cheap solution to 3+1 problems is the 'Tape 3+1' program which allows 
the user to put files on cassette and appear.; to have a better file 
structure for the word processor files, all f<V under .E5. It would be 
nice to see a review of this program if any member has tried it. 

There ts also a useful routine developed bv Amie Blomberg, and 
described in the August 1<J66 editioo of 'Your Commodore'. The idea is 
to type your text in 3+1, note the bottom line count and then exit bv 
pressing RESET followed im'l'lediately bv RU'J/STOP to enter the 'lonitor. 
Release RESET and use the t\onitor conmand $'Filename' ,1,Cax>,XXXX(R) to 
save the text to tape for reloading as a nachine code file before the 
next use of 3+1, '-Jote that you can' t get back directly to BASIC without 
ii full RESET, the 'X' comrnand throws you back into the 3+1 spreadsheet! 

Blomberg's article gave a table of end addresses (XXXX) for each line 
length of the docu'llent up to QEA6 hex (569)8 dee) for a 99-line 
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document. This method does \VOrk, at least one other rnember has already 
used it several times, and for the purposes of this article the first 
outline was '"ritten on 3+1 and saved in this way to tape, reloaded and 
saved to disk, then loaded on into the other programs described below 
and combined with other files to produce the final text. 

The latter stages of this process were achieved as a result of one o f 
Precision's products, under their alias of 'Parasoft' - Script/Plus. At 
a sho'" late in 1965 I had seen, on a forgotten comer of the CB\i stand, 
a lone Plus/4 running what appeared to be EasyScript on a Plus/ 4 
cartridge, and subsequently there were odd mentions of some such thing 
costing about £35. The recent advertisements, however, ;nade things a 
little clearer and, moreover, the price was only just over £20, so I 
now own a Script/Plus cartridge. This progral"1 has been very favourably 
reviewed by Fred Reid in the August 19&; 'Comnodore User', and 
rnentioned in kincly terms else·.vhere. Even better ne•vs is that recently 
Precision have started giving a discount to ICPIJG n-.embeis on this 
product. 

As Mr Reid has \vritten a fairly comµrehensive review, I shall be lazy 
and avoid giving a very detailed account; essentially, Scriµt /Plus 
behaves in most cases exactly the same as our old friend EasyScript , 
with the exception of a few changes in keystrokes. The most obvious 
difference is that ESC is used instead of F1 to enter Cornmand •.\ode; 
after that, many of the co1111o1ands are identical. 

One obvious advantage is that Script/Plus in its cartridge forr:i is 
available immediately from switch-on. The cartridge can be kept plugged 
into the back of the Plus/ 4, or into the 1551 connector if you ha\le one 
already plugged in there. On po,ver up, the Plus/ 4 -nessage has changed 
to indicate Script/Plus available on f':2, with 3+1 STILL AVAILABLE on 
f1 and of course BASIC still available if you don't use either of the 
function keys (which give appropriate SYS calls). 

In case you '"ere \vondering, an initial check indicated you can 
happily run g)PERBASE \vith the Script/Plus cartridge plugged in, 
providing you are in BASIC to load gJPERBASEI It is also possible t o 
exit to RASIC from Script/Plus, thus immediately overcorning one of the 
3+1 quirks. For those who are adventurous, it is said that t he 
Script/Plus ROH can be, and supposedly has been, plugged into the 
Plus/ 4 board as a perr.ianent replace,1ent for 3+1 •• • I tl-tink I'll s tay 
a live coward! 

On entering Script/Plus, the choices of screen columns, disk/tape ~nd 
printer types are very much in the EasyScript style \Vith so"1e 
differences •vith printer settings. You don't have the 3+1 proble1n o r 
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having to press the Commodore and C keys for each command, then finding 
it didn't work and leaving you with a 'C' and part of a comnand in the 
middle of your text •• • 3+1 veterans can add their own tales of woe 
here. 

There are a few minor grouches. So far there is no sign of any 
ability to change display colours in Script/Plus, although the actual 
text colour appears to remain whatever one cares to set it in BASIC, 
and the background and border could presumably be set by POKES before 
hitting the f':2 key. A little experimentation may be worthwhile. 

The only apparent bugs which have been foL11d, whether in Script/Plus 
or my particular Plus/ 4 rs i.ncertain, are the failure of Script/Plus to 
stay in Disk Mode if RETURN is pressed after a disk operation, and a 
refusal to save- and- replace. In Disk '.-lode the first key press appears 
to haYe no effect, a further press returns to Edit \-lode and can 'return 
out' some text. It is better to go to Disk Mode separately for each 
task and use STOP to go back every time. Also, work in INSERT node as 
far as possible. 

With file replacernent fOU are asked for a 'Y' to replace, but the 
program apparently takes it as an 'N' and does nothing. This needs 
further checking, but at least the latter quirk 'l'\Clkes me use rename
and-scratch and should be a really good way of avoiding the famous disk 
bug (they ahvays said one man's bug 'vas another 1nan's feature • •• ). 

Returning to the problem of file compatibility with the 64; once 
Script/Plus is running on the Plus/ 4 a link is available to both of the 
two 'Scripts'. First there is the problem of the old 3+1 files to be 
sorted out. Rut, most of the garbage, as well as the 'I.I' and lower case 
problem, is avoided in Script/Plus by using E~-9-ilFT/l. This 
conveniently gives a 'reformatting' load for pre-Script/Plus files. A 
3+1 file \viii still have a slight garbage header to be deleted but the 
docunent ~hould be usabte. One point, it's a lot easier if you set the 
screen '"idth in Seri pt/Plus to 77 lines to .-iatch the 3+1 screen when 
loading; then having edited the document, save the new Ye rs ion and 
re load to the 40 colurnn screen. 

The \Vay is no'v clear to e)(change documents •vith the 64. For example, 
the text of this article was S\vapped between the two 1:iachines using the 
various 'Scripts'. Additional information has also kindly been supplied 
by Peter i..\acLaurin of PSL's Support Department, including some on the 
128. At the end of this article is a compatibility table which results 
from both Peter's and Tl'/ info rmation. 

There's plenty of ro om for rnore e)(periments and more detailed 
comments, but for the time being I'm just hapPf to haYe an eictra 
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1nachine available for typing that urgent letter. For those \Vith a 
Plus/4, Script/Plus may be well worth the investr1ent. And if 3+1 is 
getting you down, this is the answer to quite a few of your prayers. I 
did once manage 'vithout it - but I'm glad those days are over. 

ORIG 
ALE 
CREATED 
ON 

PLUS/4 
3+1 

PLUS/4 
S/PLUS 

C64 
E/SCPT 

C64 
S/SCPT 

128 
S/SCPT 

PLUS/4 
3+1 

OK 

NO 
coon 
NO 
GOOD 

NO 
coon 
r 10 
coon 

COMPATIBILITY TABLE 
CURRENTLY USIMG 

PLUS/4 C64 
$/PLUS E/SCP 

------
C64 
S/SCPT 

A\VK\VARD AllKWARDNO 
Note 1 GOOD 

OK 

OK 

EDIT 
Note 2 

EDIT 
•jote 2 

OK 

OK 

EDIT 
Note 2 

EDIT 
Note 2 

OK 

EDIT 

OK 

OK 

Notes: 1. Load with 9-llfT/l gives fair results 

128 
S/SCPT 

NO 
GOOD 

OK 

EDIT 

OK 

OK 

2. Remove TAB infornation fro'.ll end of text plus other editing 

References 
1) Blomber~, A. \Vordprocessing on the Plus/ 4. Your Cor1nodore, August 
1986, pp49-51. 
2) Reid, F. Tried and Tested - Script Plus. Commodore user, August 
1986, pp56-7. 
3) anon. Script/Plus. Comr:iodore Cor.iputing International, Septer:1ber 
1966, p24. (Treat some details \v1th caution). 

--oOo--

We also had a long review from IVGC Austin making mostly the sa r.ie 
points \Vith similar enthusiasm about Script/Plus, which he, \vith •n o re 
courage than l.\ike Hatt, intends to install in his Plus 4 if he can find 
out how to do so. He suggests that if 3+1 had contained Script/Plus the 
Plus 4 might have achieved the success it de5cnies, though pointing out 
that any program to n.n on both the C16 and Plus 4 is restricted to 
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the r.iemory size of the C16 and therefore cannot do the Plus 4 justice. 
He has the usual criticisms of the r.ianual: even after malcing the 

multiple corrections sent with it there were still errors, and the 
index was incor.iplete. He also makes an interesting point that has often 
irritated us with other manuals - why on earth do people so often 
choose a typeface that does not distinguish clearly between 'one' and 
'I' for a computer manuall The answer must be that they like the look 
of a sans serif face and think it is modem and appropriate, without 
thinking the decision right through. (\'le throw this stone unashamedly 
from the "Jewsletter's glass house because, as we explained recently 
\vhen under fire from Peter Reynolds, we do not have much choice: 
software houses do - Ed.) 

REVIEW-PLUS40RTH V2.0 

by Richard G Hunt 

PLUS40RTH is an implementcltion of AG Forth for the CB.'\ Plus 4, and a 
'pre-release' version 'llay no'v be obtained. It is a pre-release veision 
because it is both incomplete and has numerous errors, although these 
are fairly transparent to the user. Working backwards (as usual), I 
shall explain. 

The Plus 4 has so-ne 60K RA\\ available on power-up in BASIC. From S8:XX> 
this is banked under RO,'.\. Therefore it is necessary when writing ~\L 
routines that read memory above S80Xl to incoq>orate some routine that 
selects the RAM rather than the ROM, otherwise one experiences a little 
bit of bother. The r.1emory map of my Forth implementation makes use of 
such high RA/\\. Unfortunately it was not until I had coded about 75% 
t>iat I discovered that the standard Forth words such as [&) and [cmove) 
were not accessing high RA\i correctly. As I \vishecl not to switch off 
RO•A totally (even if I knew how to handle the result - which I don't 

' yet) I found the \Vay the inbui It i\\L monitor did it and rewrote the 
offending Forth primitives to include a few extra instructions. It 
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worked nicely, until I needed to implement the [load] function. Unlike 
any other LOAD instruction you r:tay have come across, the Forth [load) 
merely changes the source of the input stream from the terminal input 
buffer to the address containing the block to be loaded. The Forth 
interpreter then handles the rest , interpreting or compiling as 
required. Alas, here I discovered that by putting my cisk buffers into 
high RAM, I had dug a hole for myself, because the Forth interpreter, 
using indirect addressing techniques, was tl()T reading RAt.I at this point 
(it took me more than three weeks to work this out!). The result is 
that I needed to rewrite r:tost of the Forth primitive definitions that 
contain any indirect addressing, or alternatively not to use RO'\ except 
when calling Kemal routines (which also presents problems.) 
Fortunately, as mentioned elsewhere, I am now using a proper symbolic 
assembler 'vhich makes the task much easier to conte1nplate than by the 
hand assembly method by which V2JJ was installed. Incidentally, 
versions 0.1 through 1.9 (approx.) either cidn't work or failed in some 
other way to please me. 

V2JJ is incomplete therefore (see, there is logic In \Vorking 
backwards) because of the need to rewrite. It does not have l/O words 
defined for file loading/saving, nor an asse'11bler, nor can it possibly 
hope to 'vork \vith any graphics commands, even if I had defined them, 
purely because l have had to move the disk buffers to the RAii area I 
had reserved for graphics use, viz. S2000 et seq. t.lot\vithstanding •• • 

PlUS40RTH supports the Ar:; standard dictionary. It has an editor 
vocabulary and supports some special Plus 4 functions such as COLOUR, 
SOUND and the function keys. Gratefully I aclaio\vledge the tutoring of 
Tom Cranstoun, who has made a number of (helpful ) suggestions and 
taught me specific techniques to use for the machine-dependent 
routines. I do not wish to write a complete description of an 
incomplete implementation. Hov11ever, if anyone is sufficiently 
interested in a) the Plus 4 and b) Forth, I a1n prepared to let them 
have gratis a copy of the implementation as it stands, \varts and all. 
It is available on disk or tape (courtesy of UNICOPY) sub1ect to the 
usual ICPUC library conditions. Please note that PLUS40RTH is the 
copyright of me, Richard llunt, and is therefore not to be copied, 
altered or otherwise hacked about. "lote also that I shall be keeping a 
record of all copies of the prograrn files that I issue! 

(Note: lCPUC National - please feel free to copy this article - thanks, 
Ed.) 
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AMIGA-WATCH 

by Mike Todd 

The vast majority of Amiga owners in the UK will have bought PAL 
versions of the machine. That means that the display, in its normal 
non-interlaced mode, has 256 active lines to play with - but you can 
only get at the first 200 when you use version 1.1 of the operating 
syst em. That's because version 1.1 (or 1.1E for Europe - to get the 
internal clock keeping the right time) was written assuming the NTSC 
(US) standard of only 200 lines. 

When version 1.2 1s released (which should be any day now) you will 
be able to use all 256 lines. IYindows in the \YorlcSench screen can then 
be dragged and sized so that they co\ll?r the botto'll 56 lines, and CU 
\Yindows can have space for 30 lines of te>tt (as opposed to 23). 

Unfortunately, software \Yritten for 11ersion 1.1 will probably ha11e 
intrinsic w1ndoN-size limits of 200 lines and so not be able to take 
advantage of the increase in display area - but it will still work. 

The 1.2 refers to the version number of the operating system loaded 
from the KJCKST ART disk. The copyright message, and 11ersion number 
which appears 'vhen you insert the \YorkOench disk derive from this 
'soft-loaded' operating system. The IVorkBench disk simply contains a 
startup-sequence which loads 2k of code to activate the WorkRench 
environment from inside the operating syste1n - howe11er, this code is 
operating-system-dependant and should 'match' the operating systen1 
version. 

PAL or NOT PAL? 
I have recently come across a problem with the PAL video chip in the 
Amiga that may cause problems for those using the Amiga in a 
professional video context. 

In redesigning the AGNUS chip for PAL, the designers appear to have 
overlooked sometting. Although the main difference be~veen NTSC and PAL 
is the difference in frame rate (30 per second, as opposed to PAL's 25) 
and number of lines (525, as opposed to PAL'S 625), there is another 
difference that is not so obvious. 

Those \Yho understand a little about the television signal 1.vill know 
that, at the end of each field scan, come the ft"ame pulses. These 
consist of S equalising pulses (sometimes known as half-line pulses • 
the actual frame sync (consisting of S broad pulses) followed by a 
further 5 equalising pulses. The needs for these are highly techn1ca , 
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and I certainly don't want to go into them here other than to point out 
that many television systems (especially professional synchronisers and 
video recorders) are timed to expect this number of pulses. 

NTSC has 6 of each of these of pulses, instead of PAL's 5 - but the 
Amiga insists on inserting 6 into the PAL signal! The result is to 
upset some types of video systems. 

The designers of the Agnus chip either failed to 1X1derstand this 
difference between NTSC and PAL, chose to ignore it Jn the hope that it 
wouldn't cause any problenis, or they \Vere just too lazy to make the 
extra mask changes to accomodate this difference. 

Whatever the reasons, the majority of Amiga users should have no 
problems whatsoever. 

BOX !JOT SO CLEVER 
Just to prove that it's not just Commodore that is fickle - you may 
recall that, in the July/ August ne,vsletter, I referred to the Amiga 
being used to generate the ganes graphics on a BBC-TV program called 
'Box Clever' to be aired between 1~1800 each weekday evening. 

This WAS the plan before the series was shot - but along came the 
BBC's daytime television and 1520 on a Friday aftemoon seemed to be a 
much better placing. 

So, instead of Emlyn Hughes and the Amiga graphics running up to the 
six o'clock News each weekday evening, we have Angela Rippon and her 
Mastertear:lS. Well, it was a good try! 

BASICs 
There is no doubt that the vast majority of Amiga owners will be 
programing in BASIC. AmigaBASIC, the version nO\Y supplied with the 
Amiga, is powerful and easy to use, and accessing fancy features such 
as screens, 1vindO\YS, menus, graphics and sound is so very easy. Not 
every Amiga feature is available, and it may not be super-fast, but 
it's certainly faster than most ! 111e come across, and is a valuable 
language to have available. 

Its main drawback is that it is difficult t o run more than one BASIC 
program at once, and that partially defeats the object of a multi 
tasking cnmputer like the Amiga. To run a second BASIC PfOgram would 
require that a second complete version of the interpreter be loaded and 
run. On a 512k .4.miga, this is certainly possible, provided that you 
don't need to open screens or extra 'vindows. 

There is another version of BASIC that was released with very early 
Amigas - this was ABasic, which is irilikely to be seen in the UK since 



it was superceded by AmigaBASIC before Amigas were sold here. 
ABasic was written by '.\etaComco (the authors of part of the Amiga's 

operating system), had an attrocious line editor, was less structured 
and was fairly unpopular. 

AmigaBASIC was \Vritten by '\icroSoft (and is sir.1ilar to the BASICs on 
many other machine, apart from Amiga-specific features), has a good 
screen editor, lends itself to structured programming and is popular. 

Don't get the two mixed up - they are inconpatible, although I'm sure 
that progra1T'6 written in ABasic could be converted with a bit of work. 

OA!.IC UE.\\ORY 
Although S12k of men1ory in the expanded Amiga seems a great deal, it 
soon trickles through your fingers. Select AmigaBASIC and it's amazing 
ho\v much gets eaten up. 

For those ,vith 256k Amigas, by the time the interpreter is loaded and 
has allocated 14,000 bytes for program and variable storage, t he 
initial 130,<XX> (or thereabouts) bytes of RAM reduces to around 14,520. 
Then up pops the LIST 1vindo\v and free memoiy (outside BASlC) is 
reduced to only 11,000, although you can recover so.ne 2,700 bytes by 
closing this \Vindo1v. Because of the nature of the Amiga, these values 
will be approxirnate and will vary acco rding t•> several fact<>rs. 

for 512k owners, BASIC allocates 25,000 for program and variable 
stora.;e and the i11itial 404,000 bytes reduces to around 233,<XX> left in 
the system - 212,000 after the UST 1vindow opens. 

When A1nigaBASIC loads, the code for the interpreter takes up around 
93,<XX> bytes. Once running, it allocates 25,000 bytes (I will talk in 
terms of a 512k .\miga from no1v on) for progr.t"1 and variable space, t 

further 4,800 bytes for stack usage aod .troi.nd another 4,<XX> bytes f1>r 
its own internal 1vorkspace. It also creates a full-size, &4Qx200-p1xel, 
BASIC \vindow (two bit planes, so another 32,<XX> bytes). 

Then, the UST 1vindo1v opens (another 16,000 bytes) claimins about d 

further 5,000 bytes for its workspace. 

tn total, once BASIC is operating, a grand total of about 180,(X)') of 
the system's RA>.I has been used un. What ls left belongs to the system, 
and is used by anytliing else that is going <Yl at the tiine. T'lis free 
RA" ls referred to in the ArnigaBASIC: guide as the 'SysteM I-leap' and it 

is from this that rnernory for screens, 1vindo1vs and audio is aequired. 
All this is fine if one si rnply 1vants to write B <\SIC programs that use 
only the existing 1vindo1v. 4.5 soon as Jie 1vants to play around \Vith ne" 
\vindows or screens, rnemoiy for these has to be acquired from the ~tern 

Heap. A new screen takes 8,<XX> bytes for e11ery bit plane allocated 
using the ~REEN command (that's for 320x200; a 640x200 tak.es 16,<XX> 
and a screen of 640x400 a total of 32,<XX> - and when 11ersion 1.2 comes 
along, a full size, 640x512 screen will take nearly 41,<XX> bytes per 
bit plane!). 

Windows themselves take up at least as ""1ch memory as their size 
dictates (horizontal pixels x 11ertical pixels / fl •• • and that's per 
bit plane defined for that screen), although they start 'borrowing' 
me-noiy as soon as you mo11e the'll aro~d or size them. 

\Vith all this memory-guzz.ling going on, it's a miracle there's space 
to do much else. Even if the system (that's outside the 160,<XX> used by 
BASIC) appears to have enough memory to do all you want (and you can 
examine the actual amount available using the FRE(-1 ) function ) it may 
still not be enough unless the memory required is all in a solid block 
and not fragmented here aod there. 

There are a couple of ways of reducing memory requirements when 
working at the limit. First of all, you can reduce the 25,<XX> bytes of 
programjvariable space and the 4,800 bytes of stack space using the 
CLEAR command. Its format is: 

CLEAR , progra:nsize, stacksize 
The minimum for both is 1,0'24 bytes - so you could reduce the 
requirements to only 2,048 bytes, although there's not a lot one could 
do v1ith that amount of space. 

Other savings can be had by keeping the number of bit planes down to 
an absolute minimum and ensuring that 1vindows and screens are closed 
'vhen not required. This could save a lot. 

There is really little point in trying to economise by re-using 
variables, leaving out comments and cutting down on Sp.tees 1vithin BASIC 
programs as the savings are going to be relati11ely tiny compared with 
what could be achieved by deciding to have only 7 colours instead of 
15, thereby saving a whole bit plane and at least 8,<n> bytes. 

Of course, windows left 'laying' around on the \VorkBench screen also 
use up nemory - closing these will sa11e quite a bit of memory too. 

SOii.\ E OOOKS 
So far, I have seen fe,v of the books available for the Amiga. Howe11er, 
I have looked at three which may be of interest. 

The first, from Sybex, is the 'Amiga Progra'!lmer's Handbook' by Eugene 
P. \lortimore. This is NOT for the average prolrammer, and nowhere does 
it co-.er BASIC. Instead, it looks at some of the internal system calls 



and it is mainly intended for those programming In 'C'. 
The sections cover EXEC functions, graphics, drawing, animation and 

text functions, the layer functions, and Intuition and WorkBench 
functions. There is also an introduction to the concept of the library 
in the Amiga, the data structures required to use them and the 
significance of INCLUDE files for 'C' and assembler pro,rammers. 

'Nhile the book covers what it covers thoroughly and well, it does 
miss out important areas such as AmigaOOS, devices and math functions. 

If you're intent on reading about the innards, it may be a book to 
browse through, but at (24.95 it 'vould ha\11! to be a very serious 
browse. I kno\v of one ICPUG member who bou~ht It by mail order and was 
very disappointed with what he got. 

A rather fuller, and better, overview of the Amiga can be had in 
Computel's 'Amiga Programmer's Guide'. This has eight chapters, each 
giving an overview of different aspects of the Amiga - from BASIC 
programming, to 'C'; from using AmlgaDOS and the CU, to graphics and 
sound. 

At £14.95, this is certainly a better and more general book than the 
Svt>ex title - but my feeling was that for the serious user (in whatever 
language you choose) it failed to cover ground thoroughly enough 
despite the occasional large example program in 'C' and assembler. 

A more useful book is Computers 'AmigaDOS P.eference Guide'. This just 
sticks to the aspects of AmigaDOS that you'll need to use the CLI to 
best effect. 

It examines how to use the CU console, the editing features (what 
there is), \Vindows, processes, files (and the complexities of 
directories and subdirectories and pattern matching), the various 
devices available, command sequence files (batch files, using the 
EXECUTE command), the two editors (ED and EDIT) and the many commands 
available from the CLI. 

I have few criticisms of this book, and it is by far the most 
practical of the the three I looked at, and at £12.95, it is not 
unreasonably Pficed. 

LIBRARIES & LANGUAGES 
Apart from BASIC, I have recently been examining other languages 
available for the Amiga. 'C', ~tODULA-2 and assembler are all very 
powerful languages, but which lack the ease with which BASIC accesses 
Amiga features. None of them have simple commands, like the SCRES~ 
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command in BASIC. Instead, programmers have to use other means. 
The routines that provide access to these sophistications are, for 

the rnost part, included as part of the operating system (collected into 
'libraries') and are loaded into protected memory from the Kickstart 
disk. Accessing the"TI is, in theory, straightforward, but to get over 
some of tl-e oomplicatior6 that old?f Commocbre machine cod! proiJalllrllers 
used to encounter (such as routines rnoving about between different 
machines, and even between cifferent versions of the same machine) a 
different approach has been adopted. 

On the Amiga, one directly accesses the library routines by issuing a 
specidl 'open library' call, with the name of the library required. 
This returns an address which points to the start of the Ii bra ry code 
within the operating system and &ives us access to a jump table (much 
the same as the Kemal jump table in other Commodore computers) 
containing jumps to the various routines contained within the library, 

Oetermining which jump instruction to go for is straightforward since 
each routine is given a name, and these names are set up in various 
ways, depending on which language one is using. 

To confound matters even further, the special 'open library' call is 
itself part of a library (the 'execJibrary') , 

To denonstrate how this works, take the example of a piece of assembly 
code to open a \Vindow on the screen. The Open\Yindow function is part of 
the intuition.library and requires several pararneters giving the 
position and size of the 'vindow, its title, minimum and maximum sizes, 
which gadgets are required and a host of other information. For this 
exercise, we will assu1ne that the table has been set up and is held in 
memory at an address which has been given the label \'lindowData, 

\Ye also need the name of the required library to be set up - in this 
case, we will assume that •ve have already put the library name 
'intuition.library' in me1nory at an address labelled lntui'lame, 

Our first action is to prepare to use the exec.library. Its address 
is held at the only absolute address in the entire Amiga - at location 
4. This is sometimes mo\vn as the Svstem Base, and is held as SvsBase. 
In asse1nbler, this is done by: 

move.I 4,SvsBase ;SvsBase = 32bit contents of loc 4 

The pointer ,,_sBase no\v contains the address of the exec.library, and 
preceding it will be the jump table - organised as follows: 
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address offset instruct ion 

SysBase-552 LVOOpenlibrary JMP S00971A 
SysBase-546 LVOVacate JMP SFC1%0 
SysBase-540 LVOProcure J'.IP SFC194A 

• • • • • 
SysBase-36 LVOExitlntr J•~P SFCOCA4 
SysBase-30 L VOSupervisor JMP SFC07E8 
SysBase-24 EXTFUNC J•.\P SFC202A 
SysBase-18 EXPU"IGE J•\P SFC2028 
SysBase-12 CLOSE J' IP SFC2024 
SysBase-6 OPEN J'.\P SFC201C 
Sys Base library base address 

Each of these entries in the table is a routine \Vithin exec.library, 
and the special 'offset' names given to each represent t~ numbers that 
nust be added t o SysBase t o find the correct address in the table. The 
slightly odd form of these names (preceded by LVO) identifies the,.,, 
uniquely as library offsets and these are assigned values when the 
assembled code is linked using one of the files supplied. 

The last four names are routines that are directly related to setting 
up the library and need not concern us here. 

Therefore, the entry we require for the 'Open library' routine ls at 
the address SysRase+ LVOOpenlibrary and, referring to the syste1n 
documentation, we discover that C)penlibrary requires tv,.o ite1ns of 
information - the pointer to the library name (which \Ve have already 
determined 'viii be lntuitJame) r:iust be in register ~1, and the version 
number of the library we are expecting (which ,.,.e can set to zero for 
this exercise) in :JO. 

So, no\v 've can open the library as follows: 

\\OVE.l SysBase,A6 
MOVE.l lntuiName,A1 
MOVE.l 'J(),00 
JSR L VOOpenUbr.iry(A6) 
1\0VE.l 00,lntuibase 

;register A6 points to exec.library 
;set up pointer to library name 
;version nu1nber = 0 
;JSR through the table entry 
;00 = address of intuitiooJibrary 

The address of the JSR instruction is ccrnputed by adding the offset 
value of LVOOpenUbrary (which is actually SFFFFFDD8, or -552 in 
decimal) to contents of A6, and JSRing to it. 

The result of this routine is to hunt tlirough the libraries and find 
the base address of the specified library and return this in :JO. Thi~ 
we stash a\vay in lntuiBase for the moment. 

Now \Ve are ready to go into the intuition.library and access the 
Open\Vindow routine. This is done in very much the same was as we used 
the Openlibrary routine in exec.library: 

MOVE.l lntuiBase,A6 ;address of intuition.library 
MOVE.l WindowData,AO ;the start of the window table 
JSR LVO()pen\Vindow(A6) ;execute the routine 
'\OVE.l 00, WindowPtr ;saYe the p0inter to the window 

The address of the window table is passed to Open\Vindow in Al) and 
the routine returns the address of where intuition is hol<ing its' own 
data about this window. This 'viii be needed if we need to do anything 
at all with this window, so it's stashed away in WindowPtr for the time 
being. 

It's important to close a library when done, especially since it will 
be using up valuable memory if it was loaded from disk. This is handled 
by the Closelibrary routine within exec.library and, in our example, it 
goes something like: 

MOVE.l SysBase,A6 ;we need to lcnow where exec.library is 
MOVE.l lntuiRase ,A1 ;which library we're closing 
ISR L VOCloseLibrary(A6) ;close it. 

This may all seem very long-winded, but it does at least allow 
routines to move about in memory without programmers ever needing to 
know where they've got to. Provided that the pointer at location 4 is 
correct, and that the order of J\4Ps at the base of a library remains 
the same, then the library calls will remain compatible across all 
versions. 

Perhaps the most complex part of the process is setting up the data 
tables - and that'll be the subject of a future piece. 

Programmers in 'C' and .\\ODULA-2 need to perform very much the same 
sort of rituaL Fortunately, much of the gromd worlc is done by the 
compiler and linker which means that there is no need to worry about 
the Ii bra ry offsets and so on. 
In 'C' for instance, the opening of intuition.library and opening the 
'vindow is performed as follows: 

lntuiBase = Openlibrary ('intuition. library' ,0); 
\VindowPtr = Open\Vindow (\VindowData); -Closelibrary (lntuibase); 
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A great deal easier, I'm sure you will agree. The compiler takes care 
of all the shuffling of pointers - you jU>t haYe to ensure that the 
variable types are correct, and the tables are set up correctly. . 

In MODULA-2 (the TOI, or Modula Software, compiler) the procedure ~s 
very much the same. The biggest difference bet,veen 'C' and MODULA-2 is 
the way in which the functions are defined. In 'C' (and assembler), the 
functions are defined within one of the libraries linked in by the 
linker (in the examples we've seen, these are contained in A}OGAJ..IB on 
the 'C' and Assembler disks). In MODULA-2, the procedures are held 
within modules held' in files and specified using the FROM •• • IMPORT 
••• feature which is at the heart of the modular nature of HODULA-2. 

I recently started using the ~\OOULA-2 compiler from Modula Soft\vare and 
1 have been generally pleased with it. It does lack support for 'con
current cooperating processes', \Vhich is part of the specification f or 
the language - ironic on a machine \vith multitasking as its prima ry 
feature. 

1 also found the users' manual rather poor - consisting of only 53 
pages. The remaining 340 or so pages are listings of definition . m~ules 
included on the disk for the Amiga features (although this is an 
essential part of the documentation). 

1 haven't had time to try it out fully, so a full review of it \viii 
ha11e to wait until nelrt time. 

For those who would rather play around with a simple version of 
MODULA-2 before expending money on the 'real thing', the public domain 
compiler in the library is well worth looking at - but you'll need to 
read up about the language first. 

ANALLY 
The Amiga is a complex, but extremely powerful, beast and many are 
finding some aspects tough going but I'm finding it difficult. to kno~ 
what to write about in the newsletter - please let me l:no\v 1f there 1s 
any aspect you would particularly like discussed. 

--000--
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COMAL CORNER 

by Brian Grainger 

I have to start the article this r•lonth with some bad news and some good 
news. 

I have sonie bad ne\vs regarding the COMAL cartridge. Oespite refusing 
ICPUG's offer of about f19 each, Commodore UK later sold out their 
stock for a rock-bottom price. These were then sold by the purchaser at 
the Northern Commodore show at prices under £10. We mow they have all 
been sold. Being lJlderstandably miffed with Commodore UK, ICPUG 
subsequently decided to investigate purchasing direct from Denmark. 
Costs were equivalent to what we paid to Commodore UK (despite the fact 
that the Danish street price is about three times our price). However, 
we have had significant problems with Oenrnark when purchasing COMAL 
manuals. Basically they are slow to respond and do not always answer 
our telephone calls. We are therefore not happy to continue dealing 
\vith them. This point of view was put to the ICPUG committee of 4th 
November and committee decided to discontinue selling the CO~~AL 
cartridge. This includes both the 64 version and the forthcoming 128 
version. 

If you are one of the unfortunate people who have not got a cartridge 
and now want one 1 suspect that one course of action is to try and get 
a cartridge on the second-hand market. This sudden course of action has 
caught out our O\VO publicity rep., •vho wanted some more cartridges for 
his school and I suspect it will also sadden a few Scottish teachers 
who are no\v using COHAL. Can I therefore ask those of you who have 
cartridges and are not using ther:i to co .. sider putting them in the For 
Sale colurnn. You might as well let some worthy students get their use 
rather than leaving tner, in a dra•verl 

I shall try and obtain an address and costs for members to purchase 
direct from Denr'lark, particularly for the 128 version. This \viii be 
notified via this column in a future ne\vsletter. 

Despite the above, there is some good ne\vs. I shall still be continuing 
to support COMAL, both cartridge version and disk 0.14 version. The 
latter has lately been undergoing so1ne enhancenents. Recent requestors 
of the disk COMAL have been sent a fast loading version of COMAL which 
includes inbuilt error 1nessages. This COMAL is fast-loaded using the 
'Epix Vorpal system' and loads incredibly quickly. 1 strongly recommend 
all 0.14 disk users to ask me for a copy of this · 'Fast-loading 0.14 
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COHAL'. By the time this appears I hope to have an enhanced version 
with some extra free memory, giving about 11.5'< rather than the normal 
9.9K, and text and screen dump facilities. This \viii bring the disk 
version clC6er to the cartridge standard and will help to offset the 
inability to get the latter. These additional enhancer.ients are being 
carried out bv a COHAL enthusiast so I cannot give an exact date on 
availability. 

In addition to the fast-loading disk we now have a fast-load1n., 
CASSETTE version of CO~\Al 0.14 \Yith INBUILT error messages. Existing 
cassette COMAL users will kno\Y it is a big program and it is a long 
wa;t to load in. Also error numbers are given rather than messages. 
Both these problems have been solved and existing users are advised t o 
upgrade. Those of you \Ylthout disk drives yet to try COt.IAl are also 
advised to try the ne\Y version. The fast-loading cassette COMAL is 
available bv sending a cassette (C60 min) and return postage to Peter 
Crowder. Peter is the QRT 64 Software Librarian so his address is in 
the inside back cover. PLEASE INDICATE IN YOUR REQUEST WHETHER 
YOU ARE AN EXISTING COMAL USER OR A NEW USER. 

David Pirie wrote to tell me of some errors in the OIFF'EQUATIOr~s 
program on CO'AAL Today Disk 7, 21) side. Apologies to those 'vho found 
this program would not run. The revised lines to change are as follows: 

1320 PRINT 0 1500 e=(-2)' 
1330 PRINT ·1s10 f=(sin(t ))' 
1940 PRINT ' 2140 a=(-x12)' 
1950 PRINT •2150 e=(-1)' 
1960 PRINT ' 2160 f=(sin (t ))' 
2430 PRINT 0 2640 b=(-5)' 
2440 PRINT ' 2650 a=(-xt2) ' 
2450 PRINT ' 2660 e=(-1)' 
24(i() PRINT ' 2670 f=(tl 10)' 
2920 PRINT lhe coefficient of x'=a' 
2980 PRINT ' 3200 c=(-x)" 
2990 PRINT '3210 b=(-6)' 
JOO) PRINT ' 3220 a=(-5)' 
3010 PRl"IT '3230 e=(-1)' 
3020 PRll~T ' 3240 f=(2)' 

Copies of the disk identified on the directory as 'amended ~-11-66' 
have already had these correctioos made. 
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David also sent me a handy tip for using t he definable fooction keys on 
cart ridge COMAL. IVhen editing a program one often wants to delete lines 
quickly. David suggests redefining function key 3 as follows : 

USE sys tem 
iS=ch rS{1 48) ;cl1s=chrS(13) ;kS=ehrS( 11) 
jS=iS+iS+iS+iS 
defkey{3,jS+.del ' +crS+kS+crS) 

Now, list the lines to be deleted on the screeo (possibly through the 
use of FINO). Place the cursor on column 1 of the first of these lines 
and press F3 as many times as there are lines to be deleted. 

Some time ago Jonathan Cooley asked me for a COl.\AL routine to load a 
,,achine code routine di rectly into memory. I asked Peter Crowder to 
have a look at t he problem, and he came up wi th the follo,ving routines 
for the COMAL cartridge. One routine loads a standard machine code disk 
file into me•!lory \Yith start address as gi-..en in the file header. The 
o t he r routine >aves machine code fro ·n the COMAL envi ronr:'lent as a 
standard 1'1aChine code disk file. 

900> II 
9010 II Procedures to allow loading of 'l/C or other data files 

directly int o 
9020 II RAH, and to save the data in the first place. 
9030 II 
9040 II First, the SAVE - syntax 

SAV E'COOE(f ilenameS,sta rt'addr,end' addr) 
~ II 

~ PROC save'code(nar.ieS,start,finish) CLOSEU 
9070 OPEtJ FILE 7,name$+' ,p',l'{RJTE 

~ hi~h~tart DIV 256; low;::start 'iOO 256 

9090 PRl~T FILE 7: CHRS(lo,v),CHRS(high), 

9100 FOR i:=start TO finish 00 PRUIT flLE 7: <:HRS(PEfK{i)), 

9110 CLOSE FILE 7 

9120 ENOPROC save'code 

9130 II 

9140 11 NO\V tlie LOAD - syntax L ')AO'CODE(filenameS) - a non-forced 
LO AO 



9'.200 t5:=GETS(7,1) 
9'110 start ;::()RD(tS+CHRS(O)) 
9220 tS:=GETS(7,1) 
9230 start :+256•0RD{tS+CHRS(O)) 
9240 WHILE NOT EOF{7) DO 
9250 tS:=GETS(7,1) 
9260 POKE start+counter,ORD(tS+CHRS(O)) 
9270 counter:+1 
9280 8'-IDWHltE 
9290 CLOSE FILE 7 
9»1 ENIJPROC load'code 

That is about it. I await requests for fast-loading CO'.~Al 0.14. 

--oOo--

COMAL DISK FOR THE CARTRIDGE 

by Brian Grainger 

I am not going to list a directory of the latest ("loA) dsk for the 
COMAL cartridge fror1 the UK COMAL SIC. The titles will not rnean much. 
Suffice it to say that it is filled cornpletely with useful routines to 
define, draw, load and save just about dny type of Jraph you are likely 
to use along \Vith suitable demonstrations and instructions for use. 

The disk has been months in the preparation and much blood has been 
sweated by Bert Millest in the preparation. 

Make this effort worthwhile by sendini; a disk and return postage (no"' 
26p in the UK) to me and asking for CO'.IAL 2fl1 UK No.4. 

--000--

C01"1PUNET COMMENTS 

by Brian Grainger 

\Veit, what is there to say about Cornpunet this time? It has not 
improved since last tirae has it? Surprisingly, I did not recei11e r"lany 
comments on my criticisms of Compunet last ti me although those I did 
recei11e were all in a;1reement. A largP.r number of people have informed 
me, via Prestel, that they are no longer witn Compunet. 
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Tony \Vright wrote to agree \vlth my comments and add his own dis
pleasure about the admin charge on the VAT refund. In Pf'Otest he has 
cancelled his direct debit agreement with Compunet and suggested this 
is the time for ICPUG to show its teeth and tell Compunet they cannot 
take subscribers for granted. This is an interesting point and one that 
was discussed by the Uational Committee. Other rnembers may ha11e similar 
views and I feel I ought to explain my point of view that we can do 
nothing at this time, which was accepted by Committee, 

Despite the number of withdrawals from Compunet due to the increased 
charAes, they have been rer:\arkably successful in recruiting ne\v 
nembers. The free mode:n offer must be the reason for this. This is 
reflected in the nunber of ICPUC members in the Compunet CUC. The 
numbers ha11e increased by over a third in the period July-No11ember. 
Consequently, despite the price increase, Compunet is at present being 
successful. Against this backgr<>t.Wld of success I feel that the view of 
the longstancing rnember \vould cut little ice. Therefore I feel at 
present ICPUG does not stand a chance of winning the argument. Maybe 
this 'viii change if the service does not irnprove and all these ne>v 
members do not decide to renew. However, rf Compunet get a computer 
dedicated to them alone the service will improve or maybe they •viii 
think of another scherne to attract new members such as including other 
computer owners. My only advice at present is to weigh up the costs of 
the revised standard charge a11ainst the unchanged basic charge and see 
whether, for your use, basic charge is now the cheaper option. 
Personally, I am still on the system - somebody has to register all the 
new members into the CUC! 

Last time I mentioned a couple of demo program; on the system but 1 did 
not kno\v where to direct you to find them. Since then I have looked at 
the Compunet index and GOTO DEMOS will find them. <)l page 431 of the 
last ne,vsletter a certain program ('Sta rs hip Hero In Trouble') was 
mentioned. Well, it had not been banned when I \vent on Cornpunet and it 
really is an amusi'lg adventure, particularly if you know the 
idiosyncracies of the various committee members. You did a good job 
John! Mopefully those of you that downloaded it have found yours truly 
hiding in the comer of the hanger bay! 

Another useful area •Yithin the ICPUC CUC is that \Vhich gives the 
listings of prograrns published in the newsletter. No longef" do we have 
t o type the things in only to spend tirne finding all the typing errors. 
Ha11e a look •Yhen you can. 

--000--
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DIVISION WITH REMAINDER 

based on an idea by Joe Bowman 

If you ask a computer to do a division sum such as 5/ 4 the result will 
be 1.25. This is all very well if you simply want accuracy, but if you 
are writing educational programs it is better to have a result in the 
form : 1 + R 1. This can be achieved bv the foll o•vint routine: 

10 INPUT A,B 
20 A = INT(A): 8= INT(B) 
30 IF A ( B THEN: C = A: A = B: 8 = C 
40 D = INT(A/8) 
50 R = A - (D • B} 
liO PRINT A' I ' 6' = 'D' +R ' R 

Line 20 ensures integer-only sums 
Line 30 is a catch to stop the likes of 5/9. 

-oOo--

S(lVID AIL YOUR AD~ ? 

OOMIUTED AIL YOUR ARCAII ~ ? 

~ yoor ~ rM m~ 6+ dik .Xtware f<X' as kttle 
aa 2 imxls ( ~ with run docmnentatm ooly) 
Fer fuB W mi an SAE esrhmg a list rl the dtware yoo fish 
to ~ to : 11iK EXOONCI 6+ 

P.O OOX + 
CARTf.RTON 
OXFOOD. OX8 j.f 

REVIEW- WORD WRITER 128 

bv T Raynor 

\"lord Writer is a word processor for the Commodore 128. It runs in both 
40 and 80 columns and is a '\Vhat you see is •vhat you getr word 
processor. Simply, the text on screen appears the same as the printed 
output ( Nell almost!). 

l.\y first impressions of this package were, to be quite honest, not 
too good. Ho•vever, after a short time, I realised there was a lot more 
to it than I first had thought. The package is very easy to learn and 
get used to. It took me about an hour of use, after which I was able to 
use the word processor to its full potential. l't'ord writer is similar to 
Viz.a Classic in many ways, as it has pull-down menus and \Vindows. 
However, these facilities are not implemented as •veil and are not so 
appealing to the eye. 

Cornmands are either selected bv the function keys or bv the pull--down 
1nenus • .._t first, remembering the commands is quite tricky but there is 
a. very usef~I help window which lists the commands in a scrolling 
display. I 1v1sh -nore packages had help screens like this! I also found 
the documentation quite good, with a nice ring-bound manual which was 
inforrnative and explained the features in reasonable det ail: There is a 
handy reference section at the back of the manual, which is useful as a 
quick rer"linder on how to do something. 

Entering text is fairly easy, although, there were a couple of 
features that I f<>lK!d ditticult to cope •Vith. INST/ 11a when shifted 
sets insert •node and does not insert a single character, and DEL 
deletes the current character and moves t he rest of the line back a 
space, but does not move a character to t he leftl Thus the rest of the 
line is 'sucked' into the cursor. Backarrow <ioes the closest job to the 
:>rdinary delete, giving a backspace. There is a wordwrap feature but 
when text is edited in the docu1nent this feature does not work. It' only 
\VOfks at the end of the document. This 1nay sound ~ry painful but all 
t hat is required is a formdt command to tidy up the document. 
Formatting is also ~ry quick. The advantages of this system, as 
opposed to Superscript, whid1 generally tidies up as it goes along is 
t hat it is r:iuch faster and there are less delays. In general, 

1

the 
editin3 is quite good and aft er a short time, I becal""E! qui te used to 
it. 

When entering text, it is very easy t o centre, right justify and 
indent simply bv pressing a function key. I found thi~ extremely 
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useful. Another very nice feature is the on-screen highli5hting. To 
print in bold or italic is Yery easy - just press CBl.l+B or CB'.\+I. Frorn 
then on eYerything you type is printed in bold or italic. It is 
easy to see which parts are in bold because the bold shows on the 
screen, and the same applies to italics, underlining, superscript and 
subscript. These features r.'lake using Word \Vriter extremely easy. It is 
possible to take standard tellt and mo\le over it and add extra features 
such as underlining \vithout any problem. 

Included in the \Vord \Vriter package is a spelling checker. Entering 
words into the user dictionary is difficult hecause you need to create 
a standard Word \•triter file and enter the '"ords manually. The spelling 
checker however, includes a nice search facility. \Vhen it finds a word 
it doesn't understand, it will search for similar words in the 
dictionary thus making correcting spelling much easier! 

Also built in is a simple calculator. It works in the Sdme \vay as a 
standard hand-held calculator and results rnay be transferred to the 
document. There are no column-adding facilities but I found the 
calculator much easier to use than \Vith other word processors. 

Setting up the printer is quite an easy JOb. One najor fault is the 
inability to use printers that do not connect to the serial connect or. 
It will quite happily \York '"ith an Epson, provided you ha\le a serial 
interface! The progra1n is Arnerican and I assume over there users do not 
tend to link printers to the user port. It would be nice if this were 
corrected for the UK Ye rs ion. 

\Vord \Vriter is not as sophisticated as '/ii.a Classic or Superscript. 
Ho,vever, after a short time I found it very easy to use and it has 
several nice features not available on other \vord processors. It seems 
to be fast and I did not discover any bugs. \ly major criticisrn of the 
progra1~ was the inability to drive Centronics printers. If you are 
buying a \vord processor for the C128, I would recon1mend that you take a 
look at \Vord \Vriter as it is a very ~asy to learn and quite a sophisti
cated packa5e. 

-oOo-

KEYBOARD CLA'IP FOR THE DISl\llLE'1 

By oversight we have not included in this issue a nescription of an 
adjustable board to holrl cot"'lputer keyboards for the disabled, o r others 
\vho desire to support their keyboard at an unusual angle. \'le sha ll 
include it in the next issue, but anyooe urgently requiring such a 
thing may contact Rossin Educational l)esigns, 8 'loore Grove, Ly1"1•n, 
Cheshire \VA13 9RT or phone 092575 2509 and ask about the SEERS HOARO. 
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PASCAL CORNER 3 

by Marc Bray 

Since writing Comer 2, I have obtained three other Pascal Compilers. 
These are: 

First Publishing's -..ersion (for C64) 
Oxford Pascal 128 
JRT Pascal. 

JRT Pascal is a version of Pascal available for the Commodore 128 
from ICPUG. It runs under CP/M and details for obtaining a Yersion 
should be available elsewhere in the Newsletter. 

As ICPUG now has its own version of Pascal and, according to the last 
Hewsletter, there are 716 members .vith 128's (18.24% of users), I hope 
to be hearinz from the other 700 members when they have obtained their 
versions. 

T\VO ciscs are supplied for JRT. These are numbered CU and CL3. The 
compiler and associated subroutines are on CL2. CL3 contains the 
manuals. I have been lucky enough to have had a copy of JRT for the 
past two months - although I haYe not had enough tinie t o t ry it out 
fully yet. 

The first thing to do when you receive your copy is to print out the 
manuals, found on CL3. The files have been created under \Vordstar. 
Unfortunately, I do not haYe \Vordstar and so had to resort to the slow 
method of printin5 the manuals. This involves copying the file TYPF.COM 
from Commodore's CP/M Utilities disc onto the Manual cisc (CL3), press 
<CTRL>P, and then enter the a>mnand TYft filename [NOPAGE] to print the 
manual on the printer. To print out the full manual, it takes 
approxlmately 3 hours - so be warned!. 

Using the TYPE.COM format to print out the manuals means that some 
format commands for Wordstar are also printed. These do not detract too 
much from the appearance, although if you do have \Yordstar available 
t he finished result would be better. 

Pascal programs for JRT are written using any of the Editors 
currently available. Two are currently available ED.COii and 
EOIT3.COM. The latter is available on ICPUG disc CU1. I have been 
using ED.CO•.t as 1 cannot find any instructions on how to use EOIT3.COlil, 
apart frorn the OOCument file on the same disc. 

Jow, \Vi th four Pascal compilers available, the idea of a library 
system seer.is to be getting a little bit complicated. I shall now try 
and eJtplain ho\v I intend to organise itL 



' 

Tony Harrison-Smith, the C12R CP/H Librarian is going to oc~a~ise the 
JRT library. I shall be vetting these programs and organ1s1ng the 
libraries for the other three systems - Oxford64, Oxford128 and First. 

\Vhen sending any programs (on disc or tape - with return P&P) please 
state for which compiler they \Vere written. JRT prograns can be sent to 
either Tony oc myself. 

At the time of writing this article I ha11e not received any 
donations, although I am wori<lng on sone prograns mvself. These are 
mainly mathematical routines, nanely the solution of non-linear 
equations and various routines to manipulate matrices. I should like to 
hear from anyone 'vriting similar programs. 

Now on to some letters received. for anyone '~1th problems compiling 
programs using Oxford64, a solutioo from Lorean Adrian of \lallasey. 

1. Enter program in the normal way. 
2. Type DISK - to enter compiler node. 
3. Type PUT filename - to sa...e program. 
4. Place system disc into drive. 
s. Type CO~P filename. 
6. Swap asks. 
7. Type EX filename - to run progra!'l. 
8. Swap disks. 
9. Type LOCATE:secondname::lilenaMe 

Three files have now been produced on the disk: 
filename - source code (operation 3) 
filename.OBJ - object code (operation 4) 
secondname - 13ASIC code (operatioo 9) 

Operation 9 enables a compiled Pascal program to be executed from RASIC 
without the Pascal conpiler being present. 

In a letter fron Switzerland, Paul Schofield states that he is 
currently using a Commodore 128 and two 1570 disc drives. He is using 
TURBO Pascal from Borlands' German distributors. As it is running under 
CP /t.t there should be no problem obtaining British 11ersions. Paul has 
given me a couple of addresses of possible British distributors. \Vatch 
this space for further inforrnation. If there is anyone also using this 
version, please get in touch. 

Stephen Earl in Oxford has supplied some useful information. Oxford 
Pascal has now been taken over by Systems Software(Oxford) Ltd, 16b 
\~orcester Place, Oxford. Stephen has also been in touch with Systems 
Soft ware and has informed me that they do not think the ma~t 
just ifies a new, bug-free version of OxfordM. Letters of complaint to 
me a t the address below. 
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I have also been sent a number of bugs that can be found on OxfordM. 
I shall be testin~ these and reporting in the next issue. 

Remer.iber, get writing ycur Pascal programs and send them to me. 
Everyone with a Commodore 128 now has no excuse for not obtaining 
P~cal. 

-oOo-

18 Hillside Road, Hillside, Southport, l.ierseyside, PR8 4QB 

edited by Jim Kennedy 

Due to the long review article on Superbase for the Amiga, the Comer 
in this issue will be very short. You will read elsewhere 1n the 
t~ewsletter about the 1571 ROM bugs 'vhich affect Superbase and 
Superscript on the 128, which I made mention of in previous articles. 
Readers are referred to rny column entitled Jim's Jottings for a 
detailed discussion of these points. 

Karsten Huni;er from Den r.iark furnished me with a printout of a 
Superscript Defaults file for a Seikosha SPlOOOVC Printer which he says 
\vorks for him. SAE to me if you \vould lil<e a copy. Also, Graham 
Johnson of Sutton Coldfield sent me his Superscript defaults for a 
S.nith-Corona D200. Since they are on disk I can either furnish a 
printout (again SAE please) or I can place them on a formatted disk 
sent to me witti return postage and label in a reusable mailer. 

Pete Miles in Dorset has come up \vith another series of Superscript 
macros for daily recording of materials and labour used on various jobs 
such as electrical, plumbing, carpentry contracts, Of anywhere else one 
uses a variety of materials and spends varying amounts of time on 
projects during the day which must be accolSlted for. Rough notes can be 
1nade at \vork and transferred to a Superscript document later. Each item 
is saved as a separate 'document' on the disk so the limit is somewhat 
less than 144, th~ maximum nunber of files on a 1571. Again, a 
formatted disk to ·ne 'vith return postage, label and reusable mailer. 
Oon't for6et to say which ite ·,1 you want - I cannot read m1ndsl 

If any of you are reaching a point where you are running out of room 
for a Superbase database on a <isk then it may pay you to do some quick 
calculations. Superbase stores data in 12&-byte blocks of which only 
123 cJre useable. If the records in a file · contain an a11era5e of say 135 
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bytes (allow one byte per character in a field plus one for each field 
as a field separator) then your database is using two Superoase blocks 
of 128 bytes for each record which is equivalent to one CB\~ disk block 
of 256 bytes. However, if you were to do things like cut do'"'° the 
number of fields in the record and the amount of inforrnation stored in 
the fields to say an average of 110 characters per record you would be 
able to almost double the nu1nber of records on your disk. It doesn't 
matter if the odd record goes over the 128-byte limit and uses t•vo 
Superbase blocks, just try to keep the average do'vn so most records use 
only the one. Savings can rnade bv use of abbreviations, ornission of 
commas and full stops and concatenation of many 'tick the box' fields 
into only one field using a series of letters as a code. Don't be 
alarmed that you will not see any extra blocks free after doing this 
'condensation'; once Superbase has allocated a block for database use, 
it stays committed. But the space is there, free to be used for the 
next record to be entered. A backup makes an identical copy of the 
existing disk so it will also not show increase in the nu1""lber of blocks 
free. These savings will, ho'vever, show up after export and ir:iport, as 
these operations rebuild the files in the ir;'li)Orted database. This is 
also a useful thing to do once a database has been in use for so1""le 
while. 

Superdesk, \.Yhich is available from the 128 Library, may be useful to 
members just learning to use Superbase and/or Superscript on any of the 
Comr:iodore '1\achines including the C64. Whilst on the C64 t>ne cannot use 
the integrated parts of the pro6ra1'1 where Suµerbase cal Is Superscript, 
but other parts 1nay prove useful. Things like the Set and Dunp 
commands, rnodifications to the Start.p progra1n and Help screens for 
11enus are used, so one 1nay see how these are e .nployed and incorporate 
them into other programs. I have placed Superdesk in the public domain 
so everyone is free to use and 1nodify it as they desire. It '"as nl.)t 
written as the 'final version' of a desktop utility but rather as 
something to st1rnolate others into doing something really useful. 

Those of you who have purchased 'Superbase: The !look' rnay have 
noticed so11lething miss1ni: frorn the bottl.) n of page 30 and the top 01 

page 31. The missing \VOrds are: 

' ••• output or other processing. You can copy, rena•"le, 
or delete lists. 

Memos 
These are created with the 'ner '°' option. They •• .' 
Thanks to ltike Hatt for brin6ing tliis to my attention. 

'i02 

AT LAST! 
R HOHE MORK STATIOH 

MITH A TOUCH or CLASS 

~ith shelf and doors closed our Cabinets 
becone ele9ant pieces of furniture built 

in traditional st~le uhich uill qrace 
any hone. 

ALTERHATIVELV 
A CGH?UTER HOUSIH6 UNIT 

ror furth2- details on our ran9e of 
Ccnput2r ~urniture and prices please 

cont~ct us at:-
AHDOVER CnBINET fl"KERS 

Alf 's YnRO, PICK(T PIECE , 
RHDOV£R , H~NTS , SPll 6lU 

or ph~ne: RSDOVE~ {0264) 62023 
~overt,snent by· 8VTCSIZC C070S> 321115 
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0'1 THE ·~UMBER OF CORUERS 1'1 4- RECT ANGUlAR '4E\"ISLETTER 

bv Brian Grainger 

I was aMUsed to read the Editor's comment last time {pA15) \\/hen Orian 
Cutts suggested starting a CP/M Comer. 

I believe I can lay claim t o founding the first 'comer' with CQl\Al 
COR'4ER in the July 1982 issue. CO\\ 4-l had appeared before then under the 
boring t itle of COMAL .•4ews or some such. In January 1984 John 
Bickerstaff claimed the second 'comer' '"ith Discooot Comer. In 
Sep~ember of the same year Superbase Comer arrived (now all
embracingly called Super" Comer). The fourth comer was claimed in 
July of this year with Pascal (wash my mouth out) Corner. There is no 
truth in the rumour that the newsletter cover desilifl competition had a 
µentagonal entry so I'm afraid we have run out of comers. I guess 
Brian will have to become a little 1nore imaginative. 

As ins pi ration for ne'" series t itles perhaps I can explain ho'" I 
thought of mine. \'I hen it was clear that COM AL '"as t o have a regular 
column I tried to think of something snappy as a title. I read a loni; 
time ago hO\v alliteration provided this effect so I 'vanted a word 
beginning with 'C' that conveyed a suitable meaning. COMAL Comer 'vas 
born. It '"as not difficult to continue this t echnique when 'letwori< ~Jews 
became a regular feature. I had a probleM when Compunet beca1ne a 
separate feature as another word beginning "'ith 'C' was needed. 
Eventually I hit on Con1punet Coriments. It is not iceable that o t her 
authors use this technique as well . At one tilne '"e had a Comriodore 
Column and at the mol':'lent '"e have \\ike's 'leanderingS (not to nentitJn 
Jim's Jottings, which we are wonderin1o: whether, having seen the first, 
to rename 'Jim's Jehad' - Ed). 

Perhaps as a bit o f fun we can have your suggestions in this vein for 
other regular features. l'lhat ideas for 'Editor's E •• .' [Elegy?J, 
'Amiga A •• .' {Amiga-Wat ch is clever, I must admit), 'CP/1.\ C • • .' 
etcl 

Perhaps can suggest removing a Comer bv having a Pascal Prattle 
column! I'm only joking, •\arc. CPI'\ Complications springs to mind as 
well but , if I say that, Brian Cutts may sugges t COMAL Claptrap instead 
of COMAL Comer! 

-000--

JIM'S JOTTI GS 

bv Jim Kennedy 

SEASON'S GREETINGS 
Oy the time you read this a rotund man dressed mostly in red and riding 
a sledge drawn bv some rather curious-looking creatures will be on his 
'"ay south delivering cheer throughout this green and pleasant land. 
likely it will be green; we shall probably not have a White Christmas 
with lots of snow and the Thames frozen over but for most members a new 
A':"iga under the tree will do very nicely thank you. Then Boxing Day 
\ 1111 probably see e...eryone playing with their new hi-tech toys until 
the 'vee small hours. 'Nhich reminds me, did you know that the cifference 
bet,veen •"len and boys ls the price of their toysl I thought not. Allyway, 
here at lost Battles, which happens to be the name of the humble abode 
in which I dwell, we shall likely be playing with our new toys as well 
as reflecting on the events of the year past, looking ahead to the year 
to co1ne and contemplating ICPUG's first year as a Co-operative. 1 hope 
all members enjoy their holidays as much I am planning to enjoy mine. 

NATIONAL COMl.\ITTEE 

Since being elected as your new Chainnan I felt a column like this 
\\/Ould be in order to keep all members informed of what's going on in 
the world of ICPUG, ~e and romputers n eeneraL av the Wll( 1-t.igh 
de Glanville came up with the name. I don't kno'v what we'd call a 
column if we had a Chairman '"ith a name like Zachariah, maybe lacks 
Zygo111orphisms? I won't write one for each issue but, being more 
loquacious than phlegmatic, you'll probably see it fairly often. 

One of the first things that I would like to discuss is the members 
of the t~ational Committee and '"hat they do. Now although in most 
organizations everyone knows the chairman and remembers his name, it is 
usual I~ the other people on the committee '"ho end up doing the really 
essential tasks and hard work. ')ne way of looking at the ICPUG National 
Committee and what they do is to think of them running a half million 
pound a year business in their spare time without pay. I'll mention 
1ust four out of the many areas of ICPUG operations of which many 
people are only vaguely aware of the size of the tasks involved. 

Hu11h de Glanville and Henry Velleman produce this New•slett er 
? !though the term Journal 1nlght be 1nore appropriate, which, in its sl~ 
issues a year, contains 1nore text than is produced in 12 issues of some 
of the so-called popular computer magazines. Now I'm sure no-one 
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subscribes to ICPUC just for the number of words in the Newsletter, we 
like to think it's more to do with the quality, but it does make for an 
interesting situation. Two people in the ir spare tine (what spare tiine? 
- Ed) turning out the same volume of work as the 6 or 7 full -t ime staff 
of most of the popular Commodore computer magazines. 

Jack Cohen runs our 'Front End' of ICPUG and handles membership 
details. \Vith approximately 3000 members that means an average of 10 
transactions per day just for enrolments. That and the dozens of 
telephone calls each day, written enquiries, the task of maintaining 
our membership database along ,..,ith a dozen or so other matters, means 
that he has more on his plate than many full-time administrators have 
in highly paid jobs. 

In addition to hls duties as Secretary and Vice Chairman, John 
Bickerstaff, along with his team of Discounts Officers, operates the 
discount program \'tlith a turnover in the hundreds of thousands of pounds 
a year level. \Vho else do you know runs that size business for no 
salary? And this not only involves processing mernbers' orders, it also 
means a lot of hard work contacting suppliers, negotiating terms of 
discounts, stocking various items and iriporting others fro'll abroad. It 
is a more complex business than your average comer shop. 

Joe Griffin and his team of software librarians send out more disks 
than most soft \Ya re dealers sell. Further, the dealer doesn't usually 
have to copy each disk. In fact, ICPUG has more titles in its library 
than most dealers have in stock, and rnost of these ha1.1e been personally 
checked and placed into ICPUC forrnat, things a dealer need not do. 

I cite these four areas as examples of \vhat !loe5 on just to keep 
ICPUC alive and well. Other officials not mentioned 6ive equally long 
and dedicated eHorts. And they do all this in their spare ti•ne, 
without pay and to help their chosen hobby. So on behalf of all the 
membership I would like to than!.. all those rnentioned above and listed 
below for all they have done in the past year and 'vish the.., all a \le rry 
Christ mas and a Happy Ne\·1 Year. 

During this forthcoming year 1'1:i also sure it \vould be \vell 
received if you were to let them kno'v ho\v their efforts are appreciated 
when you next deal ,..,ith any of them. l'li thout their voluntary efforts 
ICPUG wouldn't exist. But, like any other 5roup of people, we are not 
perfect. And we cannot read minds either. So please let us kno'v rf 
anything goes wrong and we'll try to put it right. 

• 

A complete list of the ICPUG 
Chairman 

National Committee is as follows: 

Vice Chairman/Secretary 
~.lembership Secretary/,\anager 
Treasurer 
~Jewsletter Editor 
Managing Editor 
Software Librarian 
PET Librarian 
128 Librarian 
64 Librarian 
Amiga Librarian 
PC Librarian 
VIC20 Librarian 
Plus 4 Librarian 
Discounts OHicer 
Asst f)lscounts Officer 
.4,sst Discounts Officer 
Asst Discoonts ')fficer 
Publicity Officer 
CO\IAL 
Communications 
Cornpunet Editor 
Asst Compunet Editor 
Pres tel Edit or 
Regional Organiz.er 
Regional Organiar Anglia 
ReJional Organizer 'Aidlands 
Regional Organizer Scot land 
Legal Aclvis or 
Technical Coordinator 
Technical Advisor 
Technica I Advisor 
Technical Advisor 
Minutes Secretary 
Liaison Officer for Disabled 
l\CC Representative 
Comriodore Liaison 
~lachine Code Course Ori:anizer 
Exhibitions Organizer 
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Jim Kennedy 
John Bickerstaff 
Jack Cohen 
Jennifer Goldsmith 
I !ugh de Glanville 
Henry Velleman 
Joe Griffin 
Joe Griffin 
Tony Harrison-Smith 
Andrew Hartley 
'like Todd 
Peter Reynolds 
9rian Wise 
Richard Hunt 
John Bickerstaff 
Derek 1-loare 
David ._.urray 
Brian \'lise 
Will light 
Brian Grainger 
Brian Grainger 
Tim Arnot 
David Harrow 
Jim Clavier 
'3rian \Vise 
Joe Bo\vr.-ian 
John Broad 
John Smith 
Alistair Kelman 
Mi~e Todd 
Torn Cranstoun 
Peter Reynolds 
Raeto West 
Eileen Cro11e 
David Bate 
David Annal 
John Collins 
Fred Offler 
Jim Kennedy (\Vhewl - Ed) 



WE HOLD PROBABLY THE LARGEST STOCKS OF USED 
COMMODORE EQUIPMENT IN THE COUNTRY. WE CAN 

OFFER NE , EX-DEMO AND USED HARDWARE. 

Tel 0404 86 363 
IF WE HAVE NOT LISTED AN ITEM YOU ARE INTERESTED 
IN THEN PLEASE GIVE US A RING. WE ALSO CARRY VAST 

STOCKS OF SPARE PARTS. 

COMPUTERS 
2/4/8000 Series ............ from £75 
500 / 600 / 700 Series ......... from £75 
PC10 / 20 (IBM compatible) .. from £500 
AMIGAs ..................... P.0.A. 

DISC DRIVES 
2031 / 2040 / 3040 / 4040 ..... from £100 
8050 / 8250HP/ 8250LP ..... from £250 
8280 8" Twin double sided 

disc drives ......... see Special Offer 
Hard Disc 9060 / 9090 ....... from £150 

PRINTERS 
DOT MATRIX 2023 / 3022 / 4022 

8023 / 8024/ 1361 ........ from£150 
DAISY WHEEL 

8027 / 6400 / 8300 .. ..... . from £150 

' SPECIAL OFFERS 
For the enthusiast, a chance to buy some 
interesting new equipment at special 

clearance prices 
c. p . u. 500 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7 5 
Disc Drives 8280 8" ............. £100 
Hard Disc 9090 ................. £300 
Hard Disc 9060 ................. £250 
1361 Printer ...... ......... .... . £250 
IEEE to IEEE Genuine Commodore 

cables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . each £20 

.... ----~. --..................... .... 
{ 

N OTE: All prices are subject to V.A .T . at 15%. 

Post and Packing extra. 
Adwell also offer New and Used FAX machines. 

Home Computer 
Hardware 
Computer +4 .... £48 
Computer C16 . . . £35 
Computer Vic 20 .. £35 
Computer C64 . . . £95 
Computer 128 .. £174 
Computer 128D . £392 
Monitor 1701 . . . £105 
Monitor 1702 . . . £130 
Monitor 1901 ... £218 
Cassette . . . . . . . . £22 
Printer 1515 . . . . . £30 
Printer 1525 . . . . . £48 
Printer MPS801 .. £56 
Printer MPS803 .. £61 
Printer 1101 . . . . . £65 
Disc Drive 1541 . . £90 
Disc Drive 1551 . £113 
Disc Drive 1570 . £148 
Disc Drive 1571 . £174 
Joy Stick 1341 . £6.50 

ADWEU'S RANGE r;< SERVICES ALSO INCLUDES THE SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTERS 
NEW/USED. HARDW4 RE. SOFlWARE. STATIONERY. FURNITURE AND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. 

Authorised NEC FAX Dealer Tel. 0404 86 363 fax. 0404 86 579 



DISABLED AFFAIRS 
ICPUC (some think we are now ICPUL, but no; we are registered with the 
Registrar of Friendly Societies as Independent Commodore Products Users 
limited but we 'trade' as Independent Commodore Products Users Group as 
per the motion passed at the AG\t) has a new committee position of 
Liaison Officer for Disabled Affairs. David Bate from Merseyside has 
the job. If you have any queries along these lines contact David at n 
Bedford Road, Bootle, Merseyside l20 70N. And speaking of disabled 
matters, I committed ICPUG to help escort wheelchair bound visitors 
around at Commodore computer shows where "Ne ha'lle a stand. So in case 
any member sees someone in need of this type of assistance see us or 
ask the organizers to contact us at the stand and we'll help out. 

1571 AND 128 ROM PRORLE\tS 
~tany of those who read Super-9 Comer 'viii blow that I, along with many 
others, had problems with data becoming corrupted ,..,hen the second side 
of a 1571 disk is in use. It now tums out that Conmodore has been 
aware of the problem for some tiine and developed a ne\Y RO\\ chip for the 
1571 t o overcome this deficiency. This most serious problem arises 
because the BA~t gets the front and the back sides of the disk rnixed up 
and corrupts files that extend over both sides of the disk. Comr.lo<lore 
have also p roduced some new ROM chips for the 128 to cure various bugs 
such as the Caps lock Q problem and an incorrect RS232 implernent.ttion. 
t-towever, these 128 bugs are not as serious and the changes in the new 
ROMs are apparently not all that drastic so I ,..,ouldn't lose too much 
sleep over them; the 1571 appears to be the main problen. 

I received a set of these new chips for testing on very short notice 
so was not able to determine whether or not all the bugs have been 
fixed. However, '~igel Peters borrowed them and has promised an .trticle 
for the :-.tewsletter on the ,...-hole problem shortly. 'teantime, and since I 
suspect that many custotners will be letting Commodore blo\v just 'vhat 
they think of this si t uation, we ,..,ould be interested in receiving 
photocopies of Commodore's reply to their letters, including those fro1n 
branches of Commodore outside the United Kingdom. Af ter all, the 
problem is \YOrldwide. 

ICPUG is negot iat ing with Conmodore (UK) to t ry to ensure our ne1nbers 
get t he new 1571 RO'-t chips as soon as possible. I'll keep everyone 
posted on this matter as things develop. In the r1'eanti ne, please don't 
ring me or anyone else on t he Committee askin& ,..,hen anyone \viii have 
the new RO•.ts or \...-hat is happening. \Ve'll let everyone blo,.., what, if 
anything, is being done as soon as possible. Rut until your ne'" RO'ls 
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are installed, r.tf acMce Is not t o rely on storing important data using 
bot h sides of a disk in a 1571 drive ei ther on its o-. or in a 1280. 
Keep at least 664 blocks free in a 1571 double-sided disk. 

ICPUG TIE 
Some may remember nlention in a previous Exhibi t ions Report t hat we 
would be looking int o making an ICPUG tie available to our members. 
Well we have found a source who wi ll produce good quali ty t ies to our 
specification in Navy \Ylth a small , gold coloured ICPUG logo a ppearing 
in the centre (\Yhat is blown in the t rade as an 'under blot motif), the 
logo being as shown on t he back of the Newsletter covers but in a 
finer, smaller pattem. The Committee are not certain how many people 
\vould like these ties so I would request members express their views to 
ne by E-mail, phone or letter. \Ve shall then order a reasonable 
quantity. The price should be around E3.SO each posted to the UK or 
Europe and £4.50 for the rest of the \Vorld. 

>,\EM\3ERSHIP REt·lEW ALS 
\'/hen sending in your membership renewal (loose \vith this issue) forms 
t o Jack Cohen please indicate the equipment you are using. This lets us 
know ,.,hat our rnembers have, so we can better serve all interests. The 
equipment 'spread' affects things like \Yhat soft1vare we arrange 
discounts for, and it has an influence, albei t limited, on what 
articles appear in the Newsletter. It is also useful if your telephone 
number is included on the form. This is particularly important for our 
free raffle prizes as the prize winners are contacted by phone to 
select their prize. Those who cannot be contacted easily and quickly 
receive one of the prizes that is not specific to a particular machine. 
In case you have an ex-directory number you should be aware that we do 
not release the memhership list outside ICPUC so it won't become widely 
available ll:llike the practice in some organizations. 

Reminder! ·~ernbership rene\vals are due before the 1st of •\arch in 
order to be able t o qualify for the free £1 share in ICPUG. Mew members 
and all e)(isting members renewing after 1 Harch 1987 will have to pay 
£1 for their one share in the co- operative. l3e sure to pass this 
ioformation on to your regional group and to any others it may affect. 
l<e shall be preparing and distributing ne\v membership forms which 
reflect this change but some of the old forms may st ill be floating 
around amongst the groups. 

Finally, remenber that it is a lonstanding ICPUG policy that \Ve don't
0 

send out individual notices ..,f membership renewals. The basic 
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subs have been kept at £.10.00 again for 1967 and we absorbed all of the 
increase in postal charges (except for Eire which has been reclassified 
by the Post Office as Europe), so we cannot afford the extra postage 
such notices would cost. Sending in your 1967 subscription early helps 
us and ensures you don't miss an issue of the Newsletter. 

SOME ITEMS ON OFFER 
Under a special discotXlt offer the price of the Amiga fell during 
October to £975 ex VAT. This offer is scheduled to end 30 Nolo'l?mber so I 
don't lcnow what the price will be whe11 you read this. Sut if any of you 
were contemplating getting an Amiga you should halo'!? given john 
Bickerstaff a ring. As rnost are well aware ICPUG members can usually 
get substantial discounts over and above the normal discount price. 
Such was the case during October and ~~ovember \vith the Amiga. If you 
are now kicking yourself after reading this, remember r:'tf advice in the 
future, ring John before you buy any hardware Of serious software. Ring 
him even if you are just waiting for the price to col':le down before 
buying a major item, it may have already done so. Remember, if he blows 
the item is cheaper somewhere else then he will tell you about it . In 
all cases you'll usually save a bundle because, unlike a commercial 
enterprise, it makes no difference to us \vhether a r;iember buys through 
us or someone else. Unfortunately, with overseas orders things are not 
quite so simple; we cannot export most items easily. But we \vish we 
could. 

I expect many will complain they bought their .\miga at the old price 
and now feel 'cheated' by this reduction. I sympathize with them. But 
,vhat are we to do, ask Commodore to raise the price back to its 
original value when we said it was too high in the past 1 The economic 
history of the micro computer world is one of falling prices. Remember 
when a decent calculator cost around £.100? A :nore powerful ooe today is 
under E10. Early C64 owners will also lcnow what I 'llean. 

You will also see an offer in the Discount Comer for Partner from 
Ti me works. This is a utility package that has things like an 
appointment calendar, address and telephone book, calculator, and 
access to printer for quick notes and the Ii ke. It is on a cartridge 
which plugs into the cartridge port as well as having a flying lead 
that plugs into joystick port 2. A button on top of the cartridge is 
pressed to call up the Partner menu. Timeworks claims it wor1cs ,vith 
most other programs except those like Vizastar that are also on 
cartridge. However, I could not get it to work with Superscript or 
Superbase in rrtf 1280. 
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Partner requires a separate disk to store the data used by the 
various facilities, so some disk swapping is required. It was obviously 
designed with the 128 in mind, as when used in the 1280 cartridge port 
it requires quite a long reach around to the rear of the system bol( to 
press the button. The cartridge could be quite useful for those 
requiring the usual desktop facilities such as Sidekick and Spotlight 
provide for the PC or Superdesk does 'vith Superbase and Superscript 
128. But check that it i~ COfnpatible \vith your favourite programs. I 
lent 1ny copy of Partner 128 to someone to do a review for Commodore 
Cor':lpJting International so cannot test it more thoroughly \vith other 
progran"6. ~Aaybe another member would like to have a go and write a 
detailed review? 8ut please check with Hugh or Henry first; it avoids 
the 'five articles on the same subject' syndrome. 

Tuming our attention to another program available through our 
discounts program, I must 1nake 1ny apologies. I was to have reviewed 
Vizastar 128, a spreadsheet from Viza Software Ltd. Time has precluded 
1ne finishing the article for this issue so it 'viii have to wait till 
the next. llut Vizastar is really good. I have used ~lultiplan on the G4 
for some time now, I always felt that 'vhile it did the job, there had 
to be a better way. Vizastar is that better way. It has all the usual 
spreadsheet facilities plus a database option, graphics and macros. You 
really ought to see the multiple skyscraper bar graphs that it produces 
in full colour for up to four rows of figures at a time - very elegant; 
'"lakes me 1vish I had a colour printer. 'lore next time. Rut if you're in 
neecl of a spreadsheet ask Father Christmas to pot Vi1astar in your 
st<>cking. It's not cheap, but it's the best I've seen. 

TO CHl\~~CE OR "lOT TO CHANCE 
l\ couple of people hal.<E! asked my lliews on S\vitching to other ne,vly 
launched computers particularly follo,ving the disclosure of the 1571 
RO•.\ problems. There are t'vo things one should bear in mind in 
circumstances like this. First, if every time a bug \Vas discovered in a 
co,nputer, its operating system or a progra1n, and you s1vitched to 
another, you'd be ringing the changes on a n1onthly basis. I know of no 
coniputer system of any size and cornplexity •vhlch got it completely 
right the first time. '.\y view is that as lon11 as a systern is supported 
and the bugs fixed by those that rnade/wrote it, then you are probably 
better off with the one you l:no>v than the one you don't. Changing over 
to a ne\v system is not easy and a loni; learning period is essential 
before one is able to use any nev~ systen '"ith confidence. Hasty 
decisions here are out of the frying pan into the fire. 
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Second it is highly probable that any new system looks good not 
least be~use no-one has yet discovered all the hidden bugs and written 
about them. Wanna bet a fiver on a ne\v PC clone being bug-free? One is 
well advised to wait a bit before purchasing any system to see what 
happens; bugs need to be discovered and fixed; software has to bec~1ne 
available; prices have to stabilize (i .e. drop). None of these things 
happen in less than a year and most seem to take around 18 months 

The 128 RO\~ bugs, while irksome and probably the topic of much future 
discussion in many popular magazines, are of only rr1oderate seriousness. 
If Commodore produces replacement ROMS cheaply and for all customers 
their reputation might even be erihanced. 18\\ never produced bug-free 
machines, but they do take care of their customers. Coosequently, many 
people trust them and pay way over the odds for their machines. 

The 1sn ROJA is another matter. The bugs here are killers. I believe 
Commodore has an obligation to replace at no charge the ROI\ in all 
drives. The wiping out of files places the current drive squarely in 
the category of 'not suitable for the purpose for which it is sold', to 
wit: a double-sided disk drive. Their actions on this matter could be 
crucial to the survival of the company. \Vho \viii buy an Amiga if they 
are seen as not supporting one of their major pieces of equipment? I 
hear from friends in the U.S. that Co"Timodore got burned over there with 
the 700 machines (they call t hem a R128) when they dropped them without 
supporting the customers. The 81211 User Croup apparently too~ their 
case to a U.S. Government body with the result that ComModore is now 
forced into giving them all kinds of support at very low cost just to 
keep the legal writs at bay. Let hope they don't shoot thernselves in 
the foot again over the 1571. 

Happy Christmas and a Joyful New Year to all . 

--000--

REVI EW-CAUPLUS 

b'( \VCC Austin 

-

This prograr:i (costing £19.95 from Parasoft Ltd., 6 \Vorcester Park, 'iurre~. 
KT4 7JZ; discount for ICPUC r:iembers) on a cartridge for the PLUS/ 4 C16 
machines did not great ly impress me. It would be a good st3rter prograr'l 
for a first-t ime sprcacisheet user, but is ha rdly the 'sophisticated 
elect ronic spreadsheet ' t he blurb claims. 

Cells may be set from 5 to 20 screen colunins wide and may he ;>rinted as 
left justified, right justified or centrally. They May be formatted to 
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contain literals or numbers, and these may be set to 2 decimal places 
dollar forriat), to integers oJf floating point. Cell parameters may be 

changed Jlobally or for individual colur:ins/cells. 
Addition, subtraction, 1:"1Ultiplication, division and exponentiation, SUM 

(of a block of cells), ABS(), EXP(), lr~T(), natural LOG(), rounding to 2 
deci tnals (RDOL) and rounding to nearest integer (RltjT) are supported, as 
are complex algebraic expressions (written as in BASIC). (The % function 
did not work on nv cartridge.) 

The suggestion that the spreadsheet can be arranged as 25~ columns bv 63 
rows 1night rnislead naive users int o thinking they can use far more cells 
than in fact possible. In actual use one can opt for 254 colur:lns bv 5 rows 
or 12 rO\VS by 63 columns, etc, and the precise number of cells available 
depends on what is in thet"l. 

The progran is rather slow to calculate .vhen rnany cells are in use and 
it takes over a rninute to replicate 63 cells. Replication of cell data or 
formu lae can be relative or absolute, but one has to decide which for each 
cell. There is no flag to enable absolute cell references to be mariced. 
This can be rather frustrating if one \vants a large block of cells repli
c.ite-:i in one r:lode. 

Printouts Qf the ~heet :"'lay 1)1! in the forrn of the actual data in the 
cells or they may sho\v the 'nodel parameters' used for the sheet, showing 
types of cells and forr,ulae rather than the results of cell calculations. 
I found 1t difficult to achie\le a pleasing printout with proper under
lining and bold print using ny OPS 1101. There appears to be no way of 
~.\SILY ~endin6 control characters to the printer and so one has t o use the 
s ... itches on the printP.r. Si,.,ple bar graphs can be printed to the screen or 
O\Jtput to a suitable printer such as the ·~PS 803, '\PS &'l1 and the 1525. I 
coulJ not test this. 

The handbook is quite edsy t o follo,·. anrl is generally \veil laid out, 
t h,>ugh not up to the stc1nJard of the Superscript ,,anual. Some functions 
1vP.re difficult or i1npossible to trace through the index. It does not say 
ho,v to output a sheet so that it can be taken up by SCRIPT /PLUS and 
ioc()rporated into a report. 1 did not succeed 1n producing a satisfactory 
Ide by trial and error either. 

The g,,od ne\VS is that sheets can be loacied from and saved to tape or 
rl sl.. There are sone ?isk co,.,Mands to allow disk operations from within 
t he 1>rOJram, like assigning a logical filenar'le, disµlaying the <irectory, 
erdsing fil~ and for•,atting blank disks. 

I ~han't use Cal/Plu~. ;lartly because 1 have VllAST AR l:IXL, partly 
h"cause of its lirnitation~. It is reasonably ;>riced but not of Precision/ 
Para~nft'~ usual ~t..in. : · ·•. 
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C64 ARITHMETIC 

by Robin Harvey 

Halling to do a few calculations in a machine-code routine last week, 
emphasised the problem of finding the required bits of code in the 
kemal. There is nothing µdrticularly difficult in using these 
routines; it is only what BASIC would do, but without the delays of the 
interµreter. However, the right entry points to the routines have to be 
found to give the precise action required. For instance, there are 
se....eral ways into the 'multiply' routine, depending on where the two 
nunbers happen to be stored; BASIC of course sorts all this out for 
you. 

Although various puhlications (including the Newsletter) have given 
conprehensive lists of routines and their addresses, they are scattered 
around the kemal in no particular order, and it seemed useful to 
extract just those that were purely arithmetic, with a little guidance 
on how to l.l!>e them. All Conmodore computers, of course, make use of 
very sinilar routines, but at different addresses. 

One or two things are worth mentioning beforehand. 

Firstly the system of abbreviations, which are fairly common, but 
\'ery necessary to avoid repeating longwinded explanations. 

The single letters A, X, Y refer to the normal 1-byte ACCUHULATOR, 
X & Y registers, which can hold integers up to decimal 255 or 
hex SFF. FAC1 and FAC2 refer to 2 separate 6-byte registers, which can 
hold fractional nunbers (in FLOP or Floating Point forr'.l.lt) up to 
4,000,000,0CO odd (SFFFFFFFF). FACX refers to a 3rd area \Vhich can 
form a te1nporary e><tension to FAC1 or FAC2. Because the t\vo numbers 
to be operated on are normally µlaced in FAC1 and FAC2, and the result 
normally lands up in FAC1, these two FP accumulators are sometirnes 
known as FAC and ARC, particularly in routine names. MEI.I implies 
so:ne\vhere else in memory. FAC1 Ii ves at S0061-(X))S, F >\C2 at S0069-006E, 
FACX at 50026-0029. 

Other areas in zero page are also used as necessary for temporary 
storage; there are, for instance, addresses set aside for saving the 
contents of A, X and Y vvhilst these registers are used for some 
intermediate purpose. 

IVhere a register or an address is bracketed, e.g. (A) or (S65), it 
iriplies the COt~TENTS of that register or address. In many instances, 
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two registers are used to hold the two parts (lo-hi) of an address, so 
for instance ( A., Y) is said to POINT TO address S1234 if A holds S34 and 
Y holds S12. 

Secondly, the routines can be used \Vithout a complete understanding of 
how floating-point numbers are stored and manipulated, but a rathe r 
simplified eicplanation may be in order. 

Since an FP number can be non-integral, e.g. 12.34567 or O.oo98765, 
the decimal form is converted to binary, and held as powers of 2 with 
an associated figure that shows where the 'decimal' point should be, 
Of the 6 bytes in the FACs, therefore, one holds this EXPONEl'~T, four 
hold the MANTISSA (the number itself) and ooe holds its sign. 

This method allows any decimal number between -2.1 *1019 and +2.1*10!9 
~if the sign matters) or between O and 4.2*1019 (if it is unsigned; 
1.e. known to be positive) to be represented with an accuracy of about 
9 significant figures. The rather unwieldy way in which FP nur1bers have 
to be manipulated, however, makes it almost essential t o use existing 
routines rather than trying to write alternative ones. 

Thirdly, kemal rout ines have been given mner.ionic names, but different 
ones by different people. Those used here are those that seem to be 
most descriptive. 

BCE9 ZEFAC Empties FAC1 (puts O into all mantissa t>ttes). 
LDA #0/JSR SBCE9 

BFB4 NECOP Changes the sign of (FAC1). 
JSR SBFB4 

BC58 ABS Sets the sign of (FAC1) to positive. 
JSR SBC58 

BC3C FLOAT Puts a 1-byte integer (-128 to +127) in A to FP in FAC1 . 
LDA #INT/ JSR SBC3C 

8391 YFLOAT Puts a 2-byte integer (0 to +65335) in A,Y to FP in FAC1. 
LOA #INTLO/LOY #INTHl/JSR SB391 

BC49 FLOATC Puts a 2-byte Integer (-32768 to +32767) to FP in FAC1. 
LOA #LO/ LOY #HI/JSR SBC49 

8395 Puts a 2-byte integer (O to 65535) t o FP in FAC1. 
LOY #LO/LOA #HI/STY $63/ ST A S62/ LOX #S~/JSR SAC49 

BBA2 MEMFACCopies a 5-byte FP number f rom memory into FAC1. 
LOA #AODLO/LDY #ADOHl/JSR SBBA2 
ADDLO & AOOHI are the two parts of the address containing 
the most significant byte of the FP number 
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[3A8C i iEMAR<Xopies a 5-byte FP number from memory into FAC2. 
LDA #ADOLO/LOY #ADOHl/J SR SBAllC 
AOOLO/ ADOHI as for MEJ,~F AC. 

BBD4 FAC.'.iE~ICopies (FAC1) into memory. 
LOX #-ADDLO/LOY #AOOHl/JSR SBB04 
ADOLO/AODHI as for MEHFAC. 

BCOC FACARCCopies (FAC1) into FAC2; (FAC1 stays unchanged). 
JSR Sf3COC 

f3BFC ARGFACCopies (FAC2) into FAC1; (FAC2 stays 111changed). 
JSR SBBFC 

B849 PLU915 Adds IJ.5 to (FAC1 ). 
JSR SB849 

1386F PLUS Adds (FAC1) & (FAC2); sum left in FAC1. 
JSR SB86F 

H867 l\EMPLLJ Adds a FP nurnber from memory into (FAC1 ); sum left in 
FAC1. 
LOA F,AODLO/LOY #ADDHl/JSft 58867 
ADDLO/ADDHI as for 1iEMFAC. 

l.3853 /.\ltJUS Subtracts (FAC2) from (FAC1); difference left in FAC1. 
JSR SB85~ 

rJ.850 ~.\E.,~!.\lr J Subtracts (F AC1) f ror.i FP nu1nber in mer.1ory; result in 

FAC1. 
LOA #ADOLO/llJY #ADUHl/JSR $8850 
AIJDLO &. AIJOHJ are as for PLUS 

BAE! nME10 ~ultiplies (FAC1) by 10; product in FAC1 . 
JSR Sl:lAE2 

B"'2B MULT l\ultiplies (FAC1) Xe (FAC2); product in FAC1. 
JSR SBA2B 

BA28 1-\EJIMUU\ultiplies FP number in ,nenory by (FAC1); product in FAC1 
LDA ;#ADOLO/LDY 1*AODHl/JSR SBA28 
AODLO/ADDHI as for MEMFAC. 

BAFE DIV10 Divides (FAC1) by 10; quotient in FAC1. 
JSR SBAFE 

OB12 DIV Divides (FAC2} by (FAC1); quotient in FAC1; FAC2 is used. 

JSI~ SBA12 
BPllF t.IEHOIV l)ivides FP nunber in 'lemory by (FAC1); quotient in FAC1. 

LDA ;IADDLO/LOY #ADDHl/J~ SBBl)f 
A0f)l()/<\00Hl as for '\E'IFAC. 

RC111 ROUND Rounds (FAC1) to 9th decimal place; result in FAC1 . 

JSR SBC1A 
e.g. 2.~ stay-;; 2.~ becol':'les 3.0 
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BC9B QINT Changes (FAC1) from FP to an integer in (S62)-(S65). 
JSR SBC913 
l=4096*(562)+256*(S63)+16• (564)+ (SGS) 

(562) is S7f max, hi bit gives sign: O=pos, 1=oeg. 
BDDDFlASC Con...erts (FAC1) to an ASCII string starting 50100. 

JSR SBDOO 
AB1E STROUTPrints to screen the string pointed to by (A,Y). 

LOA ltSTRLO/lDY #STRHl/ JSR A81E. 

Lastly the k.emal routines contain nany constants, stored in FP form, 
for specific arithmetical purposes, b<Jt which can be used by a 
prograr:ir:ler. A list of these and their addresses is attached. 

FP CONSTANTS Ir' ICERNAL 

AEAB 3.14159265 Pl £081) 11879546 
B1AS -32768 -2116 E092 3.9276m4 E-4 
89BC 1.0 UNITY E2EO 1.5707963) 
B9C2 OA3425S942 E2E5 6.28318531 2"1'1 
139C7 0.576584541 E2FS 42.f/J77'171 
B9CC 0.9618XP'59 E2FA -76.7041703 
8901 Ul8539007 E304 -41.3147021 
B9lJ6 0Jon~181 1/ SQR(2) E300 6.28318531 2"1'1 
B90B 1.41421356 SQR(2) E33F -6.84793912 E-4 
B9BJ --0.5 -112 E344 4.85094216 E-3 
B9ES Q.693147181 LOC(2) E349 -o.cnn111701s 
BAF9 10 E34E 0.034209638 
BDB3 99999999.9 E353 -MS4279133 
BOBO 1 E9 E3S8 0.0724571%5 
BFBF 1.44269504 1/l.OG(2) E350 -0.0096019185 
BFCS 2.14986737 E-5 E362 0.110932413 
BFCA 1.4352314 E-4 867 -0.1428)~ 
BFCF 1.34226348 E-3 E3fiC 0.19999912 
BFD4 9.614011701 E-3 E371 -Q.33333316 
BFD9 O.OS55051269 E376 1 UNITY 
BFDE Cl.240226385 
6FE3 a.693147186 
BFE8 1 UNITY 

--oOo--
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REVIEW-SWIFTCALC 128 

by Brian Wise 

Swiftcalc 128 is a spreadsheet program from Timeworks (UK) Ltd., one of 
the few prograr.'IS written especially for the Commodore 128 computer; in 
fact it is one of a range of products which can be used by itself or 
interfaced with other Timeworlcs software, i.e. Data 'lanager 128 of \Vord 
Writer 128. 

I have always insisted that the businessman only requires three 
pieces of software - spreadsheet, wordprocessor and a database - as 
from these he can design his own business needs instead of adjusting 
his accounts to fit an off-the-shelf accounting packages. It was 
therefore with great interest that I approached Swiftcalc 128; not only 
was it interfaced with the other programs but also it had Sideways, an 
option that permits printing \vide spreadsheets on narrow paper by 
automatically rotatin6 them 90 degrees as they print out. 

Swiftcalc 128 comes complete with a very comprehensive manual and is 
extremely well presented, explaining every functioo clearly. One 
section is very helpful, as it comes cornplete with sample spreadsheets 
for everday uses; these can be easily adapted for your own purposes or 
to help the beginner understand the layout and construction of a good 
spreadsheet. 

The program self-boots and after you have selected the method of 
printing, i.e serial, RS-232 or parallel, dra'vs your attention to their 
Customer support service, a very useful feature of all Timev1orlcs 
programs, and one \Ye hope will force all other software houses to 
follow suit. 'lo 'serious' software packai;e should be considered for use 
unless it offers help to the user by means of a simple telephone call. 
When the program is loaded, a framework of rows and colu1TV1S appears. 
You can select a colour for the background and also change the 
character colour. A nice feature of Swiftcalc is the pull-down rnenus, 
to help you use the program as easily and as quickly as possible. You 
use the escape key to call the menu headings, 'vhich appear at the top 
of the screen, and the right and left cursor keys to highlight the one 
you want; you then press return and the menu for that heading will pull 
down. Use the up and down cursor keys to select the option you •vant, 
and press return again to ellecute that option. 

The largest part of the Swiftcalc display is the spreadsheet \Vindow, 
which contains the rows and columns that make up the spreadsheet. It 
has the standard heacings - a,b,c, etc across the tops of the colurms 
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and nurnbers down the left side of the display for the rows. The window 
on your screen is only a part of a larger spreadsheet with 250 columns 
and 250 rows (62,500 cells) in which you can place information. As you 
can see, this is a very large work area, taking spreadsheets of all 
shapes and siz.es. Information is entered into the cells in three ways, 
label (titles), values, or formulae. A label is a title that you give a 
column or ro\v, A value is a number that you enter into the spreadsheet. 
values are often used by the computer to perform calculations. A 
formula is a simple mathematical sentence telling the co1nputer which 
mathematical operations to perform. A formula can include values from 
the spreadsheet or cell addresses indicating values to be used, or it 
can include values that are not used in the spreadsheP.t. IVhen the value 
in ooe cell is changed, all formulae containing that value \viii be 
recalculated automatically using the ne•v value • 

.\s 5,viftcalc was designed for the C128 it has special function keys 
and these can be found easily by use of the help key, which brings a 
\vindo\v containing a list of S•viftcalc's program commands to the screen. 
f l inserts a row or column; f2 edits a cell; F3 deletes a row or 
c olunln; F4 clears a cell; F5 recalculates; f6 is the 'goto' comr:iand; F7 
quick entry, F8 freezes a row or column. In fact function keys ~~n be 
used •vith the Co1nmodore key, and also ;vith the control key, g1V1ng a 
ve ry comprehensive set of multi-key commands to one keystroke. 
S•viftcalc also includes a help screen which contains information on the 
prograrn's •nathematical functions. . . 

Another very useful feature is the quick entry key: with this one can 
enter days of the week, month, year or a series of numbers entered as a 
label in any ci rection by use of the cursor; e.g. enter •.tonday in the 
fi rst 

1 

cell, press f7, mo\!!! the cursor, and it enters Tuesday in the 
next cell, Wednesday in the third, Thursday in the fourth, etc. You are 
able t~ freeze a colurm or row, but not both, on your screen while you 
r:iovc around the spreadsheet. 

Swiftcalc includes six different types of graph which you can use to 
display your numerical data. Bar charts, which are common!~ used 
graphs, display values as vertical bars on the graph and Sw1ftcalc 
includes two types of these. The vertical charts display bars that run 
1Jp and do'vn on your screen. The three-dimensional charts are mo~ 
cor:iplex and visually interesting, \vith bars that appear as sohd 
blocks. '.tore than one set of data can be displayed and compared (such 
as sales data for different products for months of the year) on 30 
charts. A scatter plot (also known as a pointer cluster ciagra"ll) shows 
yow data as a series of points on a graph. In a line plot, your data 
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is represented by dots on the graph. Then the dots are connected to 
make trends in the data clearer to you. A pie chart can cisplay values 
using a 'pie' format. The size of each pie 'slice' will vary according 
to the size of the value represented by that 'slice'. An exploded pie 
chart is like a pie chart but with the slices separated and looking as 
if they have been forced from the middle of the pie outward. 

All of Swiftcalc's cells default to a ~character width, but you are 
able to select a width between 3 and 20 characters, for any colurm or 
range of colu1nns. Other features included are Search and Replace, which 
locates information within your spreadsheet and auto'llatically replaces 
data at your command; Insert and Delete, which inserts or deletes rows 
or columns at the press of a key; Formatting - choice of five formats: 
Decimal (up to 9 places): Exponential Notation; pound sign and commas; 
Automatic Cursor - automatically moves t he cursor in any direction you 
specify, after each data entry. 

Timeworks Swiftcalc 128 is extremely good, particularly easy to use, 
and ideal for anyone who needs a spreadsheet for serious business use. 

-oOo--

PACKET RADIO A D CQf\,\PUTERS 

by Robin Harvey 

The link between hobby computing and amateur r-adio ls a very strong one 
with a good proportion of radio amateurs owning and using computers as 
part of their hobby. t.\ike Todd shares both hobbies and has mentioned a 
number of times in his ICPUG magazine articles that he \vo~d I 1ke to 
encourage more on the sub1ect. 

The purpose of this offering is to explore another facet of amateur 
radio which really follo, .. s on from '.like's series of articles in so much 
as it relates to digital communication as against the more widely 
accepted voice communications aspect of amateur radio. T~ transmissi~n 
of digital data has historically been based on a land-line cornmun1.
cat ions path going right hack to the early days of 13audot and his 
telegraphic communication systern. There is not much vvrong wit~ t.his 
because, generally, line-based systems offer a consistent transm1ss1on 
path and once the linl. is established, reliable communications can be 
expected. 

.\pplying I and I ine techniques to radio communication paths presents 
the systen ,, ith a path that In no \vay can be described as consistent 
and therefore using a technique that does not recognise this, will 
cause problems in the form of less than 100% communications. \'/hat makes 
"'iltters '"orse is that the communications path may deteriorate causing 
corruptions that May not be noticed. If the material being transmitted 
is text of a language you understand, then this riay not be too much of 
a problern. For exar1ple rece1v1nc: 

' If you ade not dear adout ho'v to herform an operation, read the 
f~I fescription in yfor referenct> sention.' 

is unli'-ely to cause any real problems, but what if you \vere sending 
datd and you received the follov.ing: 

'20 E4 FF FO FB A2 <J1. UlJ 21 20 FU 85 CA 10 F8 30 EO 

It as unlikely that the errors '"°"d become im1ned1ately apparent and 
may only show up "hen you attempt to use the data. 

1<ad10 comn1unications t'1eref ore require techniques that allo\v data to 
be transmitted in a form that can guarantee to the recipient that what 
arrives on his desk is accurate. In other words, IJHSl\~YG (\Yhat he sent 
1s , .. hat you get). A number of diffr:rent techniques exist for achieving 
t'l1s ideal. 
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There are t\VO fundamental techniques for achieving error-I ree 
communications. The simplest to achieve is \Vhat is called 'Fol"\.vard 
Error Correcting' (FEC ~ In this mode of operation the transmitted 
signal is enhanced with extra coding so that the rec~iving stat ion can 
not only examine the received code and note if any errors \vere 
received, but as long as only one bit of each character code was 
corrupted, correct the error. 

. The. advantage of this system is that the transmission path is uni
directional and the system is relatively simple to implement. Where it 
falls dovm is when the communication path deteriorates beyond just 
singl_e bit errors or fades out completely, then the transmitting 
station cannot have any indication that reception is corrupt and 
incapable of correction. 

The second method addresses the problems of the FEC mode and insists 
that the receiving station acknowledges that the transmission was 
received correctly and if not, it must be re-transr:iitted The system 
does not perform any miracles by guaranteeing that transmission wil 
al\vays be possible, but it does guarantee that \vhat was received and 
presented to the recipient \vas indeed correct. This system is often 
referred t o as 'ARQ, meaning 'Auto,.,atic Request-Repeat'. 

This system has heen used commercially for a nurnber of years on the 
dt'.bious quality HF hands and more recently by amateurs using a systen1 
\~~ the aaorr,'l'Tl AMTOR (Amatar Microprocessor T elew-aplv Over Radio) 
\~1th lo\v cost computers the complete system can be implementerl quite 
cheaply, less than E50 on the Commodore 64. 

AMTOR has been demonstrated as providing very reliable communications 
on the Hf bands and indeed has been optimised for their particular 
characteristics, i.e. a noisy com1nun1cation path '"ith a highly variable 
path loss. One thing it does not provide is high-speed communications 
its overall communication rate being not too dissimilar to the originai 
Baudot transmission speed of about one '"ord per second The reason is 
simple, it was adequate for the purpose it was required for, inainly 
hand-typed text. The emergence of COfTlmercial and amateur radio users 
wantin~ no\v ~o send large quantities of data reliably, '"ith the 
emphasis on reliable, has led to nev. con1munication techniques. 

t.\oving data quicl.iy bet ween communicating stations can be achieved 
but the problem is compounded some '"hat by the fact that '"e do not now 
have keyboards talking to l..eyboards but computers to cornputers. If all 
t he world \vere equipped \vith Commodore b4 computers, then this '"oijd 
create no great technological problem, but alas, there are other types 
of machine ranging from the ••• you blow them as well as I do. So how 
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does one tyµe of computer talk to another if they are all different? 
Enter stage left the IVhite Knight on his charger with the answer. 

This white blii;ht is the International Standards Organisation (150) 
,vhich decided a number of years ago that a standard was required such 
tha t if all computers could implement it, all computers could talk t o 
all other computers. Unbelievably this attempt at setting a world 
standard has \vorl..ed with the introduction of an Open Svstem Inter
connection (OSI) model which sets out the various protocols to allow 
t his to happen. 

The model consists of seven layers which allow computers, programs 
and terminals to communicate with any others. The basic concept is that 
the original data is split up into discrete packets and each of the 
se\'en layers adds to the packet extra control data to satisfy its 
particular task. It is not intended to make this article a tutorial on 
the OSI standard but for interest I \viii just I ist the seven layers and 
their functions: 

l)AT.\ IMPUT 
7 Application 

6 Present at ion 

5 Session 

4 Transport 

J r let '"or\.. 

2 Data Lin!.. 

DATA OUTPUT 
Interface to user program 

Restructures data frorn 
format used 

Set up and control the 
Cofllmunication channel 

Optimises use of network 

Provides message routing 
for data transfer 

Forr:is packets, controls flow 
and error recoYery 

1 Physical TRAt~~\ISSION &lcodes/decodes & physically 
transfers packets 

SOURCE 
(layer 'names' ) 

DESTINA TlON 
(layer 'functions' ) 

'•otice the '"ords 'net,vork', 'error recovery' and 'message routing' 
in tl-ie above model. This suggests that we are talking something more 
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grandiose than point-to-point comrnunicat ions but rather the concept of 
a commulication network that includes intelligence, not only to ensure 
reliable communications, but also Includes passing rnessage packets via 
alternative routes in t he network to optimise throughput. This is the 
heart of the concept and one that offers new challenges to the radio 
amateur. 

Many people believe packet radio to be one of the greatest revo
lutions in the way amateurs communicate and, as befits the educational 
and experimental nature of the hobby, there has been no shortage of 
amateurs who are exploiting these new techniques. Progress so far has 
been limited to the OSI model layers 1, 2 and 3. It is worth reminding 
ourselves that the OSI model defines the various interfaces and proto
cols required for the system to work: what it does not do is tell you 
how to implement them. 

Layer one, the Physical layer, is concemen with the actual trans
mission path and the interfaces t o it. In the amateur's case this is 
from the output of the source of data, say the CoP1r:>Odore 64, to a modem 
to convert the DC output of the 64 to audio tones, and hence to the 
radio transmitter it self. This wil include a control \'<ire to s'vitch 
the transmitter on and off. The actual transmission path is a radio 
transmission on any of the amateur allocated frequency bands to the 
recipient receiver. Here t he received audio tones a re sent t o the 
modem, demodrJated into DC prJses, and hence fed to the co1nputer 
terminal. That is all the physical I ayer does and does not represent 
any great technological challenge. 
· The next layer is the Uata Link layer and it is here where most of 
the real work is done. The purpose of this layer is to define ho'" the 
data is split up into pacl.ets and add the extra Information required so 
that a data-I ink may be established, maintained and finally released at 
the dose of the communicat ion. Each individual packet (\vhich can be 
made up of one or more frames) is self-contained and foll o'vs a closely 
defined format. 

The final layer to be discussed is the Net\vork layer. Its purpose is 
to allow a network of interconnected stations or nodes to exist and be 
recognised such that an originator can address a message to another 
station on the net work 'vith the network deciding and controlling the 
act ual communicat ion path used to get it there. This may not 
necessarily be a direct path; the packet may be sent via a number of 
different nodes to obtain the optimum routing. It's important to note 
that the originator of the message does not need to get involved in 
deciding routing, he merely throws his addressed message into the 
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net,.,,ork and forgets it. The network layer will ensure 1t gets there and 
the I ink I ayer ,vii guarantee that is '"as received correctly. 

So ho\v does all this effect the arnateur? If we go back a bit, what 

e set out to achieve is a reliable comrnunications path for shifting \\ . c da quickly large quantities of data. Sorne pioneering amateurs in ana 
an'.'! the USA sa'" that the package communications being advocated for 
commercial use corJd be adapted to satisfy the amateur's need. 
I rnplement ing the Physical I ayer presents no great problems, modem 
modems and transf'1itter/ receivers ''ith i1terface connectors easay 
~olved this probleri. 
. nut ,.,hat about the nE>xt two layers? It was recognised that the 
estab'ishr'l<'nt of a nuMher of netv .. orks would involve a lot of work and 
to enable a....ateurs to he involved 1mnediately, rt was µroposed that the 
l:Mta-L1nlo. layer he imfllemented first follo\.ved by the ·~et,vork lay~r. 
Wit'iin the last year or so, virtually all the worlds amateur radio 
national organisat1uns have adopted the OSI Data-I ink layer called X.25 
Level 2 protocol as the standard The X.25 standard has been modified 
to cater for the special needs of amateur radio and is now called 

AX.25. 
Ii '"e look at a typical 1nf ormation trane in '\X.25, '"e see that it is 

oJde up of seven separate fields. The first f 1eld is a FLAG a~d is just 
1 byte containin' S7E ie 01111110 (I am using the more famrl1ar byte 
rather than the

6 ,..x:is preferred term Octet). This flag provides 
)ynchronization and rdentrf res the Std rt of the pacl..l.!t. This character 
is unique and nust not appear any•vhere else. If 1t o~curs ~s. a 
legitimate character in the data heing sent, that character rs mod1f1ed 
slightly to make 1t different. . 

This 1s follo\•,ed by the ADDRESS f 1eld and this is ,\#here A)(.25 differs 
1 rom the norrnal con1mercial standard. tJormally this would be 1ust one 
byte and ,.,oijd contain the destination address of the pac\..et. Th~ AX.25 
protocol extends this fra1ne from bet"een 14 and 70 bytes allo'"'"g the 
arnateur callsign of the source and destination comn1un1cators plus up t~ 
1•1gnt in t ermediary call signs. This is a po,verful additi~ ~cause rt 

110,\.S a form of net.-..orking to exist before the standard1sat1on of the 
e\~I 3 net'"ork layer. I shall explore this feature a bit later. . 

The next field is thE> C<>tlTRuL field, and is just one byte which 
1dE>ntif ies .-hat type of packet this one is as 'vell as a f e,11 more 
supervisory functions. ~ single-hyte field called the Protocol 
l11e:itifier (PID) co,.,es ne~t a1d is used to 1rientify the type of Level 3 
protocol used 1f any. Th rs 1s follo,ved by the It .FOfill.4.TIOtJ field 
.. hich n•>t sur;u1sin,;l'r contdins the text of the message or the data 
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being sent. The length of this field is generally varialie but in 
amateur Ax.25, its maximum length is 256 bytes. 
The penultimate field is the FRAME CHECK SEQUENCE consisting of 

two bytes and is similar to a checksum. Checking the received packet 
\vith the FCS information wit provide a very reliable indication of 
whether the pa cl.et has been received 100: correct. Finally the packet 
is terminated by another FlAG field identical to the start flag. This 
is the indicator which starts the complete packet cl\ecking sequence. 

Clearly, implementing that lot on a home computer is not a task for the 
faint-hearted but it is helped considerably by the availability of a 
chip that \vii look after all the error-checking sequence and protocol 
conversion for you. In general, all the above is put together in one 
package called a 'Terminal tlode Controller' (Tr.IC~ 1\part from power, 
all that is required is a simple interface lead to the transmitter/ 
receiver and an RS 232 connection to a home computer \vith a siriple 
terminal-emulator program running. One particular offenn5 plugs 
directly into the cartridge port of the Commodore 64 and, besides 
implementing all of the pacl.et radio functions, gives normal t~TIY. 
AMTOR and Morse code as an added bonus. 

One of the original objectives was to increase the speed of 
communicat ions from the rather slow Raudot (typically 50 bauds) to 
something faster. Depending what frequency bands are used, packet radio 
offers 300 or 1200 bauds. This is of course the com~nication rate of 
the signal, not the information rate. The difference is important, 
especially when one 'vishes to compare different forms of communication 
for efficiency. Communication rate is the speed of transmission through 
the medium in use: 50 baud for example means that each intelligence 
element (or bit) is 20 milliseconds long. Information rat e is the speed 
at which the data to be transmitted arrives at the destination. tJot 
included in this this figure will be all the control infor'Tlat1on added 
to a packet, time spent in acknowledging receipt or other\\ ise of a 
packet and many other factors. 

tlevertheless the ovemeads of packet coMmunications need not be that 
great and in practice, a significant increase in data flo,.., can be 
achieved. There is one qualifier that has to be mentioned and that 
comes back to the point that the Hf radio bands are not the friendliest 
from the communicator's point of vie'"· They are suhject to noise, 
signal path fading, interference and just plain overcrowding. When the 
going gets tough, it is likely that packet radio with its fast data 
rates will fail to maintain a path before sone of the slower, more 
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resil ient types of signal like >\MTOR. 
That last comment rnay seem a bit gloomy but it can be overcome in a 

most efficient way and this leads us back to the networking concept. 
Let's consider a community of amateurs situated in GI oucestershire \vho 
"ish to comtnJnicate using packet radio. Here most of them will be 
suff iciently dose to not require corimunications using HF bands but 
able to use ,vith ease VHF or even UHF amateur bands. These frequencies 
do not suifer froii' many of the disadvantages of the llf bands and can 
sustain high speed communications (1200 bauds) without any real 
proble "lls. There may he a simi ar coMmunity in >\von and Somerset (there 
is!) and obviously members of both networks w~I \vish to comm"'1cate. 
Tli1s is where the riodif icatioos to the L>ata Lint.. Ax..!5 layer co me in. 

Let's assume that m; amateur radio station, call sign G48BR, wishes 
to establish a connection with a fimed, call sign G2AFD. He is well in 
range and I can simply establish the connection by sending the 
following comrnand into the TNC: 

CU',"IECT G2AFD (or abbreviated, C G2.>\FO) 

•Jote that I did not need to enter ITT'/ call sign, the TNC has been 
p reviously told who I am. In this case the TNC wit switch on rrry 
t ransn1itter and send out a 'connect' pacl..et l'vhich the G2AFD system wit 
rece1\le, if it's s'vitched on, and reply with a 'connected' acknowledge
rnent. That's all that is required and I a"' nov .. free to exchange data. 
ltO, .. ever, it r:iay be that I \v1sh to communicate \vith a station in 
C re,vl<eme, call sign G~ Q£, who 1s out of ITT'/ range but '"ho is in the 
range of G2AFD. I no, .. modify ~ command to the folio" ing: 

COrJrlECT C~QE VIA G2AFO (or C G~QE V G2AF0) 

In this case the G2AFD system wal receive ITT( message, acknowledge 
tha t it has received it correctly, and then proceed to send its connect 
message to G~QE. Once that is established, the stat ion at G2Af0 acts 
as ,.,l,at is called a 'digipeater' (Digital Repeater) and passes all 
,,.,essages bet,veen rie and G~GE. That is not the end of it, because the 
sy~tem allo,vs a connection to be established using up to eight digi
peaters in cascade. 

\'/hen t\vO statioos establish a contact direct or via a digipeater, all 
t ransmissions share a common frequency. This may seem strange or even 
impossible but because each packet is quite short in time, typically 
less than a second, there is plenty of time for other users to use the 
tune intervals bet ween other stations pacl<ets. The AX.25 system senses 
'"hen another t ransm1tter is using the frequency and only transmits •vhen 
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it detects the frequency is free. Obviously life is not that easy and 
occasionally two stations will try and access the same frequency at the 
same time with the res\Jt that both ,.,,ill fail . The receiving stations 
wal be unable to acknowledge the reception of good packets and the hvo 
transmitters will repeat their packets. To avoid further sim~taneous 
collision, it is normal for transmitters to wait a random period of 
time before re-transmitting repeated packets of data. Each of the links 
between digipeaters is at 1200 bauds and as each link is relatively 
short and reliable, efficient connect ions can be maintained with ease 
over quite I ong distances. 

In this country it's now possible to link station over most of the 
South-\Vest to the llidands and in the U~. there are established 
digipeaters from ~;orth to South California and from Aorida to ' le,·1 York 
on the East coast. Well-established reliable digipeater I inks are not 
restrained to 1200 bauds and for maximuri efficiency, can run at MUch 
higher speeds, typically 9600 bauds. 

HF communications allow \vorid--wide coverage but this is not a barrier 
to packet radio because it is possible to I ink networks separated by 
long distances by HF radio using the more resilient but slower 3<X) baud 
speed via a 'Gateway'. It does not finish there. The next generation of 
amateur satellites (yes, there are a number of them) will contain 
Digital Communication Experiment (OCE) pacl.;ages that wal allow 
Gateways to send packet data at high sµeed to the satellite for either 
direct retransmission or for down-loading when the orbiting satellite 
is over another continent. This is not a pipe dream, it has been done 
with experimental packages on existing amateur satel I ites. 

Packet radio is a rather ne'" innovation and it dearly 'v~I develop 
at quite a prolific rate. One area that is now being addressed is the 
implementation of the level 3 OSI protocol. This net,vork level should 
avoid the need for existing users to specify the ro.iting of their 
packets because a true net,vork system will allo.v a comr:iunity of 
amateurs to set up their own network with the indusicn of a system 
allowing one to simply address your destination contact within the 
network, and the network \vii automatically do the routing for you. An 
extension of this \viii be to allow different net,vork communities to 
communicate via Gateways. 

One area that has not yet been nientioned is cost, and it is here that 
one is in for a big surprise. An amateur \Vith a transmitter/ receiver 
and a home computer that can act as a terminal \vith an RS232 interface, 
needs only to buy a Terminal !lode Controller to be an active 
'packeteer'. If you have a soldering iron, kits are availahle for a T~.c 
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at under £150 or just over £200 assembled for you. 
1 said in the very beginning of this artide that the link between 

comµuters and amateur radio was a strong one and I think the exploit
ation of packet radio well demonstrates the level of sophist1cat1on 
chat has already been achieved. Quite what \\ill exist in 10 years time 
is perhaps the title of another artide by someone 'vith a vivid 

11nag1nat ion and a crystal ball. 

-o-')o--

T~i[ l\\P 1000 \VITH THE AJ\.11GA 

bv '3rian Fo\vler 

l recently took delivery of an 'IPS 1000, \Vhich I chose 1';'lainly for its 
abili ty to work both with the ~'>4 and the Amiga. \Yith the 1)4 it is a joy 
t •l use, not 1Jnly t"'luch faster than the old ll01, but also producing a 
niuch bettPr quality of hard copy. 

With the Amiga, I found the printer 'vorked fine using notepad -
wht•ther in draft mode or using the Amiga's own fonts. I loaded up BASIC 
- and disaster struck! All I could get frorn the printer was listings or 
st raightfor\vdrd printing - no access to all the printer's features such 
~s douhlestrike, bold, margin settings and the rest. I spent hours 
typing in ESCape codes as in the printer rnanual. I read and re-read the 
\ r.iigaflasic "'1anual - all to no avail . Eventually l phoned CB~l's tech
nical suppo rt µeople (now based at •.\aiden~ad). All was revealed • • • 

A very helpful man at Co•nmodore lcindly sent three or four sheets of 
explanations on using printers 'vi th A1niga. It turns out that the Amiga 
has its own list of codes for µrinter control. IVhen one of these is 
received the Ar1iga uses the Preferences setting to convert to a code 
understood bf thP. target printer • .\11 good stuff! \'fell, so much for the 
theory, bu! \voult:I ii work? 

' .o. ·•ot •)Il ly do you have to use the Ainiga's own codes, but you can't 
use LPR1·•T to send them. The Amiga only understands these codes if you 
op<'n a file to the pri11ter and use PRINT;: (familiar territory?) I 
Opened a file, as sho'"" belo\v, •Jo'v \vould it \York? 

Yes, it did, and no'v 1lie house is full of listing paper adorned with 
e~ry possible cornbination of type from the printer. 

I found 1t a lot easier to ~1rite a SIJB for the most-used facilities, 
and I include a list ing of the SUSs I use, together with a short deno 
'J11ti1e: 
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' PrinterSubs 
' Bri.ln Fow1er 17 /10/86 
' sa~ as •PrinterSubs',a 
' and tlERCE with your progra~ 
' - works with ~.\PSlOOO 
' - shoold work with others 

SUB lpsetup STATIC 
SHARED tumon,t.,moff ,escs 
OPC..?'pn:" FORrOUTPUTp"5::199 'unfikely this ""mber in use I 
tumon=l 
tum off.<> 
es~HRS(27}+CHRS(91) 

END SUB 

SUB lpfinish STATIC 
PRlNTtrl." 
CLOSE 199 

E.'10 SUB 

SUB p.ige STATIC 
PRl~T~199,CHRS 12) 

ENC SUB 

SUR type STATIC 
endcna<=O 
lastS=RICHTS(textS, 1) 
IF last5c' ; ' THEN textSoot.EFTS(te xtS,LEN(texrS)-1 ):endcha r.s1 
lf~last5c',' THEN texts.(.EfTS(textS,LEN(textS)-l ):endchar..:! 
If endcha<=l THEN Pltll•Ti"199,textS, 
IF endchar-2 TliEN*Rl~T~199,te"1S, 
IF endcha<=O rne.•. PRlr>;T:1?9,textS 

END Sl.B 

SUB lpreset STATIC 
PRJ ~T ;1199 ,CHRS(27}+CH RS( 99) 

END SUB 

SUB lpinit STATIC 
PRlt1Till199,CHRS(2'}+CHRS· 3Sl<HRS(49) 

END SUB 

SUB II STATIC 
PRlt~T•199,CHRS(Z7)+CHRS,68) 

ENO SUB 

SUB normalchar STATIC 
SHARED escS 
PRl'ITt199,escS+CHRS(~)+CHRS(109) 

E'IO SUB 

• 
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SUB italics (State) STATIC 
SH\RW escS 
If stat~l THEtl PPJr, T"199,escS;CHRS(51);CHRS(109); 
If state.() THEN PRl1'T;t199,esc.S;CHRS(SO);CHRS(51);CHR5(109); 

ND SUB 

sue underline (state} STATIC 
91 \RED escS 
If state-1 THEN PRl' IT:199,escS,CHRS(S2);CHRS(109); 
If stateoO THE'I PRl'~T;199,escS;CHRS(SO);<:HRS(S2);CHRS· 109}; 

e.o SUB 

SUB boldface (state) STATIC 
SH \RED escS 
If state=l THEtl PRlNT#199,escS;CHRS(49);CHRS(109); 
If stat~ THEN PRINT#199,escS,CHRS(50);CHRS(SO);CHRS(109); 

E'~D SUB 

SUB elite (state) STATIC 
SH >.REI> escS 
If srate-1 THN pru·~T=199,escS;CHRS,SO,;CHRS(119); 
I~ state.() nit'I PR1•;r:199,escS;CHRS "9;,CHRS'119); 

E'· n 9.JB 

5' B condensed (state) STATIC 
SHA P.£0 es cs 
IF state=t T~tEN PRINT?'199,CHRS(15); 
If state=O TllE·~ PRl'~Tot199,CHRS(18); 

E'.O SUB 

5'Jfl enlarged (state) STATIC 
SH .\RED escS 
If stat<!"'1 TH[;-.; PRll.:T=199,escS.CI !RS .>4 ;CliRS.,119), 
If state=O n~e- PR!' Ti1199,escS;CHRS 53);CHRS(119); 

E'.O Sl..B 

SUB snadow (stdte) STATIC 
!HARED ~cs 
If state=l THE.'1 P!U'~T#199,escS,CHP.s(54),CHRS(34};CHRS(122); 
IF state"') THE"I PRl"T:199,escS;CHRS(53);CHRS;34);CHRS!122); 

t·.D 9.JB 

SUB dooblest" <e (state) ST" TIC 
SH.\REO escS 
IF state=l Ttie'-; pru-.;~:199,escS,C iRS 52 ,CHRS(34);CHRS,1?2); 
If stat~ THE~ PRJ•IT;i99,escS,C:HR5(51),CHR:5\34};CHRS(1Z?); 

E'ID SUB 

Sl.B 'iLQ (state) STATIC 
9-i AREO escs 
F st•te=l TitEI" P'tJ•, T;199,escS,CliP.S 50);CHO.S(34};CHRS(122); 
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IF •t•t.e>O THEN PRINT;s199,esCS;CHRS(49);CHRS,34);CHRS(122); 
END SUB 

SUB supellcript (n•te) STATIC 
SHARED esc:S 
IF nateool THEN PRINT;;199,esCS,~HRS{SO);CHRS(118}; 
IF •t<ueoO THEN PRINTit199,esc:S;CHRS(49};CHRS(111!); 

END SUB 

SUB sublcrlpt (nate} ST A TIC 
SHARED escs 
IF stat~ THEN PRINT#199,escS,CHRS(52);CHRS(118); 

' IF stateoO THEN PRINT;f199,escS;CHRS{51);CHRS{118), 
END SUS 

SUB lines (•late} STATIC 
SHARED escS 
PRlt1Ton99,escS,CHRS(48};CHRS{122); 

END SUB 

SUB 1ine6 (nate) ST A TIC 
SHARED eKS 
PRINT '199 ,escS ,C HP.S{ 49) ;CHRS(122); 

END SUB 

SUB forl':\length (lines) STATIC 
SHARED esc.S 
Diii IS(l} 
ls-sT RS( lines) 
FOR i • 1 to LEtl(IS} 

IS{i)-1-llDS(IS,i, 1) 
next 

PRl~ITi199,escS;IS(2);1S<,3);CHRS(116}; 
END SUB 

SUB •kipperf (howmany) STATIC 
If howmany<O THIN EXIT SUB 
If howmany>'J THEtl EXIT SUll 
SHARED escS 
IF hownan)"(l THCI PRl'~T#199,escS;CHRS{48),CHRS(113); 
If howmany))O THEN PRl:-IT'f!99,escS;CHRS{-13•howmany);CHRS{113); 

£:-ID SUB 

SUB rnarain (left ,right ) STATIC 
SHARED escs 
Diii IS(3),rS{3) 
IS..ST RS{ left) 
FOR I = 1 t o LE.'l(IS) 

IS'.1)-1-\IDS(IS,l,1} 
next 

6mSTRS .ri&ht) 
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fO!t 1 = 1 to LEN rS. 
r> F'·llOS'tS,i, 1) 

ne•1 
P'll '. T .:199,escS;IS'2);1S(3 ), CHRS(59), rS(21;rS{3);CHRS( 115); 

£'ID SUB 

51..B ClearHarg1ni STATIC 
PRI '• T ;;199 ,CHRS{27) ;CH RS{ 35) ;CH RS{S 1); 

E'iD SUB ............. _. .......... . 
1 test prog starts here 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OEA'JT tumon,tumoff ,state,left,right,howmany ' saYeS all those %'s 

lpsetup 
a~'This is a test st ring. ' 

'largin 15,25 
type as 

elite tumon 
type as 

Clear.largins 
doublestrike 1 

type aS+' ;' 

superscript 1 
type aS+';' 

superscript turnoff 
type a5 

condensed 1 
type as 

lpfinish 
buffer 

E.'-.10 

'get ready 

'set left nargin=15, right=25 

'change to elite typeface. 

'Clear r'largins to defaults. 
' and engage doublestrike mode 
' equivalent to 
'LPRJl-.IT aS· • 
' print as superscript 
• 
'dispense with superscript. 
• 
'change to condensed type 

' close file & empty printer 

tlote that some facilities (e.g. it alics) are not supported by the 
\PS 100:>, but I use them as I also haYe access to an FX-80. 

The aboYe list is not exhaustive; you can easily add to it using the 
codes contained in the CB•\ bulletin. 

--o':>o-
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ElWORK EWS 

bv Brian Grainger 

Not very much news to report this time I am afraid. At the AG'-1 a new 
Prestel Editor, Jim Clavier, was appointed and since then I have been 
going through the process of preparing him for editing. Jim's 
credentials are that he was already a Prestel Editor and lived in 
London where the phone calls to the editing computer are cheap! 
Hopefully Jim will soon be underway and providing a more frequent 
update of pages. 

I think I have mentioned in the past the British Rail timetables oo 
Prestel which are really useful. On passing through Kings Cross 
recently I realised why. In the Travel Centre one can find a viewdata 
terminal with the exact same database as on Prestel available for 
travellers' use. It includes a printing facility so the traveller can 
print off their O\vn timetable from the viewdata pages. Perhaps British 
Rail is getting there after alll 

A mention of future Prester enhancements is perhaps in order. The next 
one likely to be seen is the keyword search capability. This enables 
one to go to certain pages bv description rather than number. For 
example the front page of ICPUG will be obtained bv keying • tCPUG/t 
rather than 98102132#. This mimics a facility that has been available 
on Compunet for a while but is very welcome. Some Prestel computers 
already have this facility although it is restricted to certain classes 
of users. Full implementation is expected bv the end of the year. 
Another enhancement mentioned on the Micronet µages a while back was a 
link to Telecom Cold. 'low this would be very useful and if we all have 
Cold mailboxes it will allow much irnproved facilities over rnailbox. I 
have no idea of implementation timescale and More importantly cost but 
I a wait this development with keen interest. 

Not much else to say, really, except to thank all those who responded 
to mt request for information on the RS232 on the 128. It shows you are 
still reading the pages despite the slow updating cycle, Many thanks. 

--oOo-
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ROUND THE REGIONS 

by Brian \Vise 

I ha'ill! taken O'iler from Tim Arnot and ha'ill! been checking our regional 
records.. If you are a regional organiser, and I ha...e not yet contacted 
you, please would you supply me \Vith the following information: 

Name and address of regional contact with telephone number and if 
possible, and systel or Compmet IDs; location of meeting place ,:ith 
day and time; also your National membership number. 

For example, I am the membership secretary of ICPUG South East 
Region, so information is as follows:- Contact Brian \Vise, 17 Knighton 
Close, South Croydon, Surrey CR2 6DP. Telephone: 01-668 3017; systel: 
016683017; cnet BW2; we meet at the Charles Darwin School Jail Lane 
Biggin Hill, Kent during school tirne and at IJiggin Hill Library whe~ 
the school is closed, on e'ill!ry Thursday except the 1st Thursday in the 
month, at 7.30pnl; my ICPUG National number is 310453. 

I hope to keep all regional organisers up to date \Vith reports on 
committee meetings, and on any help we can supply. I ha'ill! attached a 
report by David .,.urray on the Canterbury Group, which appeared in South 
East's newsletter; if any organiser 'vould like to write a similar 
piece, it will be published in the national newsletter, and with any 
luck it will give ideas t o others and help in obtaining new members for 
local regional groups. 

CA ''TERRU RY TALES 
by David 'tu rray 

How the Canterbury Group formed fro"Tl an early meeting at Riggin Hill is 
past history, but it may be of interest to giYe details of our present 
strength. \Ve are a small group, with some t\VO dozen 1ae1nbers .vho 
regularly attend our meet lngs at the university, where a \vide range of 
topics are demonstrated and discussed. Visits to other establishmenu 
are arranged to see the systems being used. 

Our 1nost recent outing was a e'ill!ning at the Kent and Canterbury 
Hospital to see the intensi'ill! use of Commodore machines (f rom 2000 to 
8000's) in the production of everything from labels to t he calculation 
of dispensing quantities for patients on drip-feeding, allo\ving for 
body 'veight and daily loss of fluids. Other machines \vere in use for 
stock control and economic ordering of supplies, with costing, 
overheads and other incidentals being included. Hovi \Ve :nanaged ,vith 
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card indexes and bits of paper in the old days is still a wonder to me. 
Our group's interest covers the whole range of Commodore machines and 

pe-compatibles, while the Amiga is still a star on the horizon which we 
,vatch with interest. 

Our rneetings are held on the first Wecklesday of the month, from 
October to June, from 7.30pm to 10.)()pm, in the Physics laboratory of 
the University of Kent at Canterbury. All ICPUG members are very 
welcome to drop in for any meeting and if you are unsure of our 
location, a call to Ron 'toseley (Secretary) ~22-37643, or myself, 
David \lurray 0217-'114962, to confirm date, time and <irections is all 
that is required. 

--000--

PC LIBRARY 

by Peter Reynolds 

The library is flourishing and now stands at 65 'volumes' as our 
Ainerican benefactors like to call their dislcs of public domain 
softvvare. More prograns are always \velco1ne provided that we ha'ill! not 
got them already, they have adequate documentation on disk and the 
donor knows that they •vork and can be interesting, informative, useful 
or amusing. 
All the files in the present ICPUG collect ion are believed to work on 
IB\I P:::s and most clones: any exceptions that come to light will (given 
enough help) either be remedied, excised or given a warning notice. 
There is plenty of work to be done in such areas as Ut 1 lities where 
prograrns often overlap or duplicate in function and new collections 
wait to be compile:! from the best. The popular disk S is such a 
collection but already there are better routine, deserving to oust some 
ageing favourites : let's have your nominations for the component 
progra•ns of a good disk for a) BASIC utilities b) DOS 2 utilities c) 
Hard disk utilities. ~lo prize is offered but a good •Vinner will be 
recognized in the naning of the cisk. To rnake certain of such faMe, why 
n•>t subrn1t your choice as a collect ion on disk, with helpful comment in 
a ~E-\DJIE file? . You can dra'v from ICPUG's or any other public donain 
~ource. 

Copies of library disks are free t o members quoting current membership 
number and sending suitable dislcs (double-sided, formatted \Vith 9 
><?Ct<>rs per track: 1e the usual DOS 2 standard) and retum postage and 
decent rnailing material. Order by disk number and include labels if 
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you want to know what is on each dsk. The ration is two at a tirne, 
with occasional exceptions for member.; who have helped the library in 
some way or where a piece of software runs to more than two cisks. 

\Vith the increasing activity the library dislcs have been categorized 
alphabetically by ·apparent type, eg A for Assemblers and hackers' 
interests, C for Comms and radio interests and three new library 
copiers hold approximately one-third each. Write to: 

David Murray (for copies in categories A to D), at 
8 Enticott Close, Tankerton, Whitstable, Kent CTS 3ET 

Peter Crowder (for E to 0 ) at 
27 Crawford Drive, Liverpool L15 8AE 

David Harro w (for P to Z and cornmercial de"OO <isks) at 
28 Phoenix Drive, Wateringbury, Maidstone, Kent /.\E18 SOR 

Peter Reynolds (with comment, requests, offers of help/ software) at 
65 Claremont Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 1TE 

While PC library affa irs remain so lively the arrangements are liable 
to change, so check for administrative alterations as well as disk 
additions to be announced in each edition of the tlewsletter in 1987. 

Some commercial demo disks are held, experimentally, by Oavid Harrow. 
iVe shall decide whether to continue in the light of member.;' reactions. 
Most of the demos are simply slide shows, an alternative to looking at 
a brochure, and have little intrinsic value except as sar:lples of screen 
techniques usually unrelated to the software being described. 
Chart1naster demo includes animation and graphics apparently beyond the 
capability of the programs on offer. But Superproject, Odtaease, 
IAultiplan and Supercalc 4 allow the user some free interaction while 
Microchart is the full package overwritten witli a spoiler message on 
the charts produced. 

Nearly all the other dsks come from one of the major libraries of 
public donain software for PCs, [PC-SIG, PC-RLUE (the 'Je"' Yo ri. ,O,CC), 
PCBBUK) and the full lists for these libraries, numbering more than 
100J, will be found on disks 36 to 39 in 5roup 0 (Peter CrO\\ der). It 
is hoped to show those library references for oor asks on a future 
occasion in the Newsletter or even, .Jiven the help, to prepare our own 
library catalogue dsk. 

The present list of dsks held 1s as fo!lo\YS: 
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Ra t i na 
..~1labl• rro• DAVID HURR~Y 

pisk No. T itle Conte nts 

6 A Ctia.sa 
11 ~ Scree n editor 
J .... A PC·Spr l nt 
S7 ~ Coaputer ••curity 
50 8 Expe nding liste r 
65 8 i;ASf(:. aid• 

• C PC-T•l< 
~a C frtnter Q~ sort 

- C BBS 
... 3 C ll•ra!t 
... ::r C Proco••l 
c: C ~adio1 

5 D &e•t utllltl•s 
1~ D Ult~• uttllttes ,, -· [J 

::s t 
_s D 
Z' D 
.'.'!So 0 
•O D 
: I 0 
S2 0 
54 D 

f'•r3onal \l"lls 
09$~•ate-
DOS proapte r 
DOS ut! Is-
L 1 s tma te 
House-ceep•t 
A.utoaenu 
Ba!en ••t•n•lon 
·.--rt ler 

~•~tl•cte frog P~TE~ CROV~£K 
3 E PC ProrPssor 

10 E H•tns tutor 
2~ E Typlng t~tor 

3 F FC-F! i• 
7 F Pbase 
l~ F 18VV recio• 
:~ F File e•pr•ss 
- - F .. 

S H 
S~ H 
3() I. 
3_ -
E- L 
'5~ L 
s- I. 
r; o 
3~ 0 
37 0 
~5 0 
3; 0 
55 0 

G•ne a I 0 1>·: 
Flight s1mul•tor 
Turbo rasc•I pgas 
E.xi:e ~ t Q • A 
f.-;010 1 

XI.ISP 
l.e~Yl>UI 
C:.C.i 
PC·SIGl co lo I 0 1 
f'C·51GZ cataloi 
PC - 51ul' ca~alo& 
PCESTJr c• ·~• I ocu 
Olr • nalysts 

~,atlaole from DAVID HARR0 -
1.W. 1C Advent.:..1re 
33 R Pl~bal 13 
53 n Fars i consol• 
5! ~ Ad~er~ur• co-p1ler 

"" S fC-C a c 
~i S A~aJytiealc 
~: S A~aJyt.tealc 

• CHea p A5 s eHol•r 
For prog r••• : • g r ilpntcs ooool•~ 
Speed s vst•• c oc~ <board aod• 
Enctph•r tn1 •ni tne 
BASIC 1 i s t.tnc. inot> nt•d 
BASIC utilit.te1 
Coma~ 
For Q11~3ea d•t• 
Sut.et1~ boa rd pg>s ror radac na as 
Coaas 
Major comms drl~er 
For r • oio 1'111111: • Silt e allto 

• DOS aios. now 1net PCBGSS 
pies 

• Li~• Ngrto~ ut1l$: recover 9tc 
C•ltndar a lar•. l e tters. ree1pes: 
~-~-res 1o•nt clock. ca1c &. c 
Cn·ltn& s.~t• • 1 ne lp ·~ascali 

S•-era l Of U~ or1 1 1n 
Vartous r outines. tnct BICCAL.C 
Copy1n1 . f.ii •t. t oraa t dt •"'• 4-c 
Front-enc a e nu !or 005 
Auto-load•r &. c 

• Cweep ~ r ront- e nd loade r 

BASIC tutorlal 
US SCtOGl &tades 
Pr• ctise Q.E~ii keys 
Cat • ba. s e 
LC .. :;:, 06111 r lc"" c~.art. f\•ei;:-• pi-c• 
:es~ est• ror 01s' 3 F 
(8'15. 2 di•,..s 
2no Otsk: 

Farn:ll)f tr••· ne._. l l 60 
71.4 i J'..laDO 

Fro• aoo k '"Co•pl•t• Turbo Pasca l~ 
P s eudo Al 1nte7en~e enc 1n• 
fro.:g ~ Jn:ro:t~ cc•ptlers 
Llst prcces•or ror Al 
LO;o l ~ar1y versionJ 
01sk e~ta lo 1u• s y s t•m 

• Cel 1 -~7i ~T.COH to FINV. 
• Cat 300-57- • T.COM to SO~T·dir. 
• Cat to 1~0 •T.CO~ ~o • a ss-copy 
• Ca t to ~70 • T.CO~ 

Also co•p•cts scree n du•ps 

• Th• Colos sal Cave cl ass ic 
3 ~cons truction s et " 1•••• 
tricky h• ckers ' proa ra•• 
~aae cons~ruc•lon set 
!pre-a os~,e-•'!. 

Spreaosneet • <~II 3 01s~s neededJ 
2.nd o . s ... 
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•3 s 
35 T 

I \I 
IS II 
19 \I 
17 x 
18 x 
20 x 
31 x 
AA 'Y 
AS Y 
•6 y 
56 z 
60 2 

LEGEND 

An a t y ti ca 1 c 
PC Tlpsl 
PC-Ur i t.e v2.6 
PC·Outl ine 
PC-Spe 11 
dSase Jil procrms 
t 2 3 l te111s 
PAM•s Home budaet 
Sidewrltet 
freeway accounts 
Freewa y accounts 
Fre•vay accounts 
Surv•y s:ort 
EZ for11s 

3rd. disk 
70 tips. ei "organising dls~s" 

• Popular wo rd processor 
' Ideas organizer / wordpro front e nd 

Sp• ll lng ch•cke r <1500 ASCII wo rd• 
Hoae [ ·nventory; Cub pack records 
Prin t f ormulas &~ 
123 template, personal a ccnts angr 
Sidew•ys p r1r;ter r oe 12.3 
UK pay~oll ' Sa l es ~ furehases 
2nd disk 
3rd disk 
For la nd surveyo~s 
Design & p,.int ?Orms ? 

-. Cateaorle5 
A Assembler . h~ckers• t ools 
B BAS IC ut llll les ~c 
C Com111s. BBS. lnterf1icint. radio 
D DOS a i ds. front - end ~ memory-restdent prims 
E Educ~t ion ~ trai ning 
F F I I Ing, UlltlS 
G Graphics <p l ots. pies ~ CADJ 
H Hobbies t ee aenealog y. c ooking> 
L Lancuaces teg Pro toi, Lf SP> 
0 Or1anlz&~s f or d isks & dltectorles 
P Persona l ~ domest ic finane• <s e e 20 X> 
R Recreat ional t game5, ausie ) 
S Spreadsh••ts &c 
T Tips & art icl es (text > 
~ ~otdprocessors, printer~ Le 
X Add ~ons f or commercial 123, dSase etc 
V Bu • iness •ccounts & fi n•nce 
Z Other business applications 

Rat1ng1 + Indicates users• a cclaim 
poss ! b 1e installaticn proble~~ 

COHMERCIAL DEMO DISKS <Ava ilable from David Harro w1 
• Kicrochart <ty pe MC2 & cha nge detault cr1ve ~o A> CDl 

CD2 
CD3 
CDA 
cos 
C06 
CD7 
CDS 
C09 
C010 • 

- Superca l c 3 tDEMOC or ~Ertoa~ > 
Super ca l c 4 ( 2) l SC.a J 2 d l s ks 
GEM <DEMO• 

" SAGE t SAGELEMO> ~c 
\Jords tar 2000 HISO:COLOR or iJS2110NO > 
llu I t l II& l@ 
Multlpla.n 
Easy 
Superp~oject 
Oataease 

<DEMO> 
<DE110 J 
<TUTDf< J 
<SPJDEMO> 
<DEMORUNJ COll 
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COMHENT ARY 
Rating~ indicate with a + the disks getting some sort of acclaim. No 

1nark is shown for unfavourable comment but those programs are earmarked 
for dropping in we course, either when a better one comes along 
(Genealogy2 has ousted the first genealogy disk) or when, in due 
course, there is evidently no demand to retain them. 

Oocumentatioo is often poor and so1netimes frustratingly verbose, 
especially \Yith some user-supported programs like PC-Write, PC-Cale and 
PC-File. The longwindedness may be the author's way of encouraging 
users to pay for registration, \Yhich is sometimes re ·Narded with a 
printed manual as \Yell as an improved version of the software. It 
should be possible to compose succinct instructions for most programs 
on two or three pages, to go on the disk: any volunteers? 

For an exanple of a program needing no external documentation see 
PCBOSS, currently my favourite DOS utility, no\V on disk SD. One member, 
\Yrit ing favourably of 50, finds he also needs V-filer on 540. 

In the Comms area there are now two programs reputed to he~ computer 
talk t o computer, oo disks 48 and 49. The latter, Procomm, is said to 
be reviewed in the November 1966 issue of PC \Vorld. And disks 47 and 61 
should interest radio hans. 

•. ,embers interested in afferent programming languages should look at 
disks 62 to 64 for Prolog, Forth, Lisp and Logo: please report oo the 
qua Ii ty and usefulness of this free soft ,.,.are, both to guide others and 
possible to influence the 'purchase' of other public domain software if 
and when it can be found. Note that there is no Pascal compiler in the 
library yet: disk 30 just holds [;>rograll"6 from a Pascal book. 

The Recreational disks are a poor relation to the 64 library as far 
as colour and sound go. Pinball, disk 33, uses graphics to represent a 
machine and the two Shift keys operate the flippers. Fansi console (53) 
is for hackers only: some libraiy lists describe this as a DOS utility. 

Analyticalc runs to three disks and in spite of suggestions that 
disks one and t\YO are mutually exclusi-..e you need all three in order to 
get all the facilities. There seem to be many features but the program 
is tedious (compared with commercial spreadsheets) to set up and I 
never really got into it. Nor could I see that there were facilities 
for importing spreadsheet and other files from similar programs: 
hopefully someone \Viii write to say that I am wroog, for virtually 
every spreadsheet program worth its salt has Import and Export 
faci lities. \Vithout them users .vould be locked into the first systern 
they bought for years oo end. 
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P<:-Outline is enthusiastically acclaimed by Guy Kewney, who writes for 
P<:W. He implies that most of his joumalistic work is composed on it, 
but it seems to be necessary to use a normal wordprocessor to print out 
the text. Disk 15 apparently resembles Brain-stonn or the outlinin.i 
facility included in some more sophisticated wordpro packages. 

--000--

COMPUNET REFUNDS 

You may ha11e wondered why Cornpunet have given you a refund, and even 
why they have made a small administration charge for making this 
refund. The explanation concerns Compunet's battle ''Vith the VATman to 
get VAT excluded from your subscriptions. Compunet were not at all 
pleased tD find that 1-M U&toms & Excise <Emanded Pill'fTlerlt of 15 % VAT on 
all subscriptions. 

After a long long battle the VATman agreed with CoMpunet to exclude 
VAT from subscriptions. Therefore future subscriptions will not carry 
the 15 % charge. So far so good. llut what about the VAT that had already 
been collected from you? The usual way for each member to claim hack 
this VAT would be to go through the dea ler from whor:1 they bought their 
modem (complete \Vith subscriptions), who in tum would need to go to 
Commodore (UK) Ltd, who in their tum would have to go and do battle 
with their own VATman in Corby. Then any refund would return along the 
same route to you less any costs incurred by CBI.\ and your dealer. 

However, Compunet negotiated with their VAT man for a bulk refund for 
all subscribers. Eventually this principle was accepted and Compunet 
employed someone to calculate the ar:1ounts due to each subscriber, agree 
these with the VATman, and adjust the subscribers' accounts. The cost 
of this work was divided equally between the subscribers and Compunet 
with the result that each subscriber due for a refund was charged (1.30 
plus VAT (no way to get out of this VAT charge) equal to f1.SO as an 
administration fee. 

Therefore your recent account was subject to a crecit of either £3.LXJ 
or E4.50 less a total of £1.SO - made up of £1.30 plus VAT. \Ve think 
that Compunet have done well to get a few bob back for subscribers in 
this way. The other route was tortuous and could well have been less 

I 

or even non-productive. 

JB 
--oOo--
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1520 GROUP RESURRECTION 

by \l'GC Austin 

Co1nrnodore, true-to-forr'.l, and one rnight even suspect true-to-strategy, 
(~ee "Jewsletter,Vol 8, LJo 2, p151 ), got it all wrong when they first 
released the 1520. It had a <1u1nber and not a name, it was overpriced 
and undersupported and was advertised for the wrong market. Now CB\i are 
no longer interested in the 1>lotters and one can buy them for under fSO 
from a ••ts. So \Vhy not get one to play around \Yithl 

.\s the hard-copy-end of a \vordprocessor it might score a generous 
1.9E-39 on the scale O to 1000. Oh, yes! you can interface it (as they 
say) 'vith EasyScript and Superscript if you do sorne juggling and set 
the plotter ;:irior to using it in the program ('The 1520 Printer/Plotter 
ctnd Easy Script', Ne,vsletter Vol 7, No 6, p 439). But it is 0-h s-o 
s-l-o-\vl The resulting copy would hardly strike fear into your com
'"lercial competitors or get you that once-in-a-lifetime job. A cringeing 
hegging letter t o rich Aunt Letitia, written on the plotter, may prove 
slighly more efficacious than one printed by the cheapest of matrix 
printers dotting its way across perforated paper, purchased from the 
hatliroorl accessories section of the local cheapo nart. \/ell, what sort 
of letter wouldn't l 

As a lister of progra1'lS it is slightly better, provided you are 
willing to set it listing whilst you go off to prepare a 14-course meal 
for 12 colleagues fro,.., tlie office, sit down to eat it and drink a few 
bottles of the ho•ne brew before collectin5 the resultant hard copy. It 
is hetter than rapidly scrolling screens of 40-colurnn w·ide t!phe.-:leral 
characters written by electron beans on a cathode-ray tube - Just! 'tany 
pr<Jgra"1 listings rn r:lonthly magarines have obviously been printed by 
1520s and they do look better thdn many produced by cheap 1natrix 
i>rinters. 

But as a plotter of scatter6raphs, line gra;>hs, bar 6raphs, pie 
charts, all decorated \Yith four-colour shadings of horizontal, slanting 
or vertical pecked or firr:l lines, it is superb. When plotted in red it 
will 5ivc very good photocopies for inclusion 1n reports. 

It can be 1uogra nmed to plot mathematical functions, show the 
•nfluence of harmonics on sine waves and print seasonally adjusted or 
srnoot"ied data straight fro n the raw observed data. And it is good at 
producing a •,..,hat if • • .' from data nas~ged by an optimistic 
Progr;i .,,_ 

There are progra'TlS that produce lD 'wire diagrams' and those that 
drspla~ different perspectives. 
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For those who \vish to enter into the consultancy field, advising rich 
ladies on how to conduct their affair{e)s, we ha-..e a program to plot 
biorhythms and to print out a weightwatcher's chart! 

If, like me, you had 15 Computer Enthusiasts' Diary's for 1985 and 
ha~ng dropped the hints to the relatives, you ha-..e no\v got 15 day-glo 
green ties but no diary this year, do not despair. \Ve ha-..e a program 
that will print out a calendar for you. This has been market tested 
with a class of 6-year- olds and they ha-..e used it to print 1696 (sic) 
calendars for their (sick) parents, so 1t has to be foolproof, 'cos 
they are no fools! 

Lastly, but not leastly, (leave the best selling pOint to the end, 
they tell me ) it is a f~ thing! 'Oo not get out of jail', all you who 
think you purchased that roomful of hardware not to play around with 
it, even a teeny bitl 

Now for the punch line. \Ye have tried to resurrect ttie 1520 Users' 
Group. \Ve have a disk of varied programs and \ve would like a lot more. 
So we are making you an offer which we hope you will not refuse. \Ve 
will send you our 1520 programs in return for your 1520 programs. In 
that way we will have a lot more to send to you in return for ones 
which you wi II send to us and •• • 

If you want a copy of our disk please send a diskette that has a 
program on it, or at least one that has been forr:•atted, together with 
return packing and postage to: \VGC Austin, School of Geography, Faculty 
of Humanities, Newcastle Polytechnic, Lip1nan Building, Sandyford Rd, 
t~ewcastle upon Tyne, NE1 UST. 

If you would like up to 4 programs on tape please send a suitable 
cassette, together with names of prograans and return packing and 
postage to: John Bentley, 38 Conway Rd, Taplow, Maidenhead, Uerks 
SU> Cl.O. 

0 "1520 GROUP l)lSKl" 01 2a } "geornet ric design" prg 
3 "cone - circles" prg 

"* 64 UTILITIES *" 3 "cone - squares" prg 
6 "menu" prg 6 "rotating figure" prg 
6 "qdsys" prg 6 "changing form" prq 
2 "qd" prg 5 "hatching" prg 
l "c64 wedge" prg 12 "bar-graph l demo" prq 
4 "dos 5.1" prg 15 "bar-graph 2 demo" prg 
0 "* MANUAL PROGS .... seq 0 "*UlSK UTILITIES*" seq 
4 "cone" prg 10 "directory print" prg 
3 "spiral" prg 10 "virtual dir" prq 
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7 "ideate 1 oq" prg "* DATA BASES *" 
""'CALENDAR PROGS*" seq 31 "music file" prg 

15 ''calendar print'' prg 9 "rrusic data" seq 
19 "1752 calendar" prg 15 "run-cost" prg 

" ~ GRAPHICS *" "*MATHEMATICAL*" 
ti ""'i neg lass" µrg 4 "sine-wave demo" prg 
4 "scr~endump b11sic" prg 11 "harmonicsjb" prg 
3 "screendui:p mcode" prg 12 "poppyramid" prg 
lB "casslabela" prg 11 "lissajous" prg 
7 "l52tlcharset" prg 3 "funcplot" prg 

""liUI IAN 11'. TEH[S r • 11 "*POST tlENU ADOS*" 
17 "biorhythms" pry 6 "piegraph" prg 
19 "genealogy" prg 3 11 tr1an9les .hb11 prg 
61 "weight "'atchers" prg 26 "perspect" fll'9 

BRE ,\KIN•:; ANO EXITlt~G 

by loe Bowr;lan 

.\ neniber , vho helped out on the club stand at the ~\anchester Computer 
Show found himself in a rather ernbarrassing situation. He - for reasons 
that will beco ne obvious he ,-,ust remain nameless - had parked his car 
1n the UP\IST car park on the Saturday 1noming • .\fter the show finished 
that evening, and ttie usual visit to a place of refreshment, the 
lucl..less helper returned to. the car park to find it had been closed for 
•>ne-and-a-half '"tours. 

He considered all the usual o;.itions: contact the O\vners, return home 
br train, stay ovemig'"it in a hotel, lift the barrier, z.i&-z.ag round 
the barriers. .\fter discounting these for various reasons, he had a 
sudden brain,vave. The Cl.)rrect t~ls Here quickly found, and in rapid 
>1.1ccess1on the barn~r '"as cismantled, his car was extricated and the 
barrier ,.,as remantled (as this worj is as a-nazing as the story itself 
it has not been edited out - Ed). He would liic.e to apologise to the 
o.,ners in person but is afraid of being arrested ror Breaking & 
[11;111ni:I 

--oOo--



ACC COMMS NEWS 

by Len Stuart 

(ICPUG is a leading member of the Association of Computer Clubs, a 
"-'ational forum which allows discussion between, and a unified wice 
for, the many and varied user groups and special interest groupS in the 
amateur computing \VOrld). 

Clubs pot 
Over the last few months the size and popularity of the ACC Prestel 
IJatabase, Clubspot 810, has rapidly increased and it is now at number 
three in the league table of Information Prolliders with oYer one 
million accesses per month. ~:ew areas recently introduced include 
Science Fiction, Ptiotography and Scouts, together \vith a greatly 
increased Amateur Radio area of over 600 frames. 

PC Gateway 
At the inllitation of Pres tel, ACC Iii sited Bi rmingharn recently to see a 
demonstration of the new Gate\vay 2.3 which enables a PC XT or AT to act 
as a gateway into Prestel, An interesting facility of this package is 
the possibility of running 80-colunvi scrolling software and having the 
6ateway ConYert it to 40 columns for Prestel users. Another, e11en more 
interesting, possibility is to ignore the Viewdata forr:iat completely 
and use Prestel purely as the distribution medium. It is possible that 
the ACC will be operating such a Gateway, If you have any ideas to 
contribute, then contact Len Stuart as soon as possible (see end of 
article for Mailboxes). Possibilities include keyword search databases, 
private 'members only' areas, differential charging for members and 
non-members and many other facilities that are not available on the 
main Prestel database. Renember, that ooce you are through the Gateway, 
any type of microcomputer can be attached and any type of software can 
be run. 

ADO 
The ACC is currently running two systems on machines donated by Sperry. 
Both are linked into the international FlOO mail network. The first of 
these, Log-on-the-Tyne, is being run by ComputerTown North East on 091-
477 3339; V21 and V13. The second one is being rm by the St ockton 
Amateur Computer Club on 0642 605838 from 6pm to 6am; V21 only at 
present. 

sso 

c omnon Ground 
This public domain conferencing system has been set-up by UetReach with 
help from the i\CC and Paxdata. Full details of Common Ground are in the 
oecernber 1985 issue of Byte (p239), an issue devoted to computer 
conferencing; or try it yourself on 01-928 7qf,Q, By the time you read 
this, howe11er, it is possible that Conexus will be running. This is a 
far more advanced system with facilities for mail, conferences, 
bulle tin boards, filing and much more besides, 

Caucus 
This is a ne,vly available conferencing system for the PC, based on 
Confer 2 as used by •\etanet. A 1.11ique feature ls the availability of 
mult i-user Yersions as 'vell - in fact up to 80 simultaneous users of a 
V AX8fi00. A single-user version has been installed on one of the ACC 
Sperrys and is now available on 0403 752492. 

Mailbo xes for Len Stuart 

Prestel - 013373747 
Gold/Oialcom/'Aicrolink - 83:J'~L007 
J A~~ET / i\RPAnet - LEHSQALVEY or 620@t~JIT-EIES.MAIL~ET. 

Common Ground, Caucus, Conexus, Geonet - Len 

-oOo--

*** NflVSFLASH *** 
PLUS 4'C16 LIBRARY LAU CH 

Richard G Hunt, forthwrite meonber of ICPUG South East Regional Group, 
says 'A library of Plus 4/C-16 prograr.is is now officially launched 
• • • I have created three diskettes so far, none of which is by any 
means full but at least it's a start. The three sub-titles are 
Util t ies, Ga'lles and Other. The usual conditions apply to those wishing 
copies.' 
This library remains under the terms of all other ICPUG libraries 'vith 
tne usual disclai1ner relating to public domain material. 
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Here are the cirectories as they stand. 

0 "plus4 lib/games " 01 
56 "conqueror" 
24 "mani Ila" 
43 "pontoon" 
18 "blackjack!" 
22 "afo" 
14 "battleships" 
32 11forestwelk 11

• 

9 "geiger counter" 
15 "hangman" 
8 "jot to" 
21 "life expect" 
9 "mastermind" 
22 "three dox's" 
12 "twinbagles" 
359 blocks free . 

0 "plus4 lib/other " 01 
15 "auto-graph" 
4 ''factors . vic64'' 
3 "surprise!" 
9 "bar graph" 
14 "weatherman" 
4 "cascade" 
615 blocks free . 

2a 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 

2a 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 

CJ "plus4 lib/util " 01 2e 
1 "load addr" 
o "align test" 
3 "frame maker" 
l ''turbo instrs" 
14 "p4 tape fastload" 
5 "change dev no" 
2 "datamaker plus4" 
9 "unicopy inst" 
8 "uni copy .p4'' 
9 ''directory sort'' 
6 "disk rename" 
14 "display t&s" 
4 "felign check" 
2 "load address" 
3 ''reed any seq'' 
16 "rel file" 
14 ''cl6 t-fastloed'' 
547 blocks free. 

prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 
prg 

No distinction has been made between Plus-4 and C-16 progra .. :is. 
Obvious ly Unicopy is the main contender for no< running on C-16. Please 
send anything you think may add t o the list. 

Richard's address is: 

45 Cumberland Road, 
Bromley, 
l(ent, 
BR2 OPL 

Please note that he has a wife and five chldren to deal ,vith before 
copying disks &c. Therefore it l""lay be a clay or five before he gets 
round to i t. 
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A"-\IGA LIBRARY 

There are now available quite a few disks of public domain software for 
the .\miga. The most famous of these are the ones blown as Fish Disks -
the nar:le being that of the arranger of these PO disks, Fred Fish. Mike 
Todd is now rearranging t hese Fish Disks t o exclude such things as 
source code and generally to tidy things up for the benefit of the 

ICPUG user. 
About 40 disks of puhlic domain software are now held in our library 

and, should you be interested in obtaining copies of any of these, 
please send an AS-size stamped self addressed envelope to John 
Bickerstaff - address inside front cover - marking the envelope Amiga 

software. 
The cisks available include the original Fish Disks although those 

filleted bv ltike Todd \viii be substituted as soon as conpleted. Other 
disks are from the A\\ICUS Public !:>onain Software Library and there are 
so:"le general demonstration disks. 

JB 
--000--

ICPUG SAYS THAl'IK YOU 

'\any of you responded with enthusiasm to our request for volunteers t o 
fill committee positions becoming vacant on the 27th September. We were 
very pleased to hear that you were \villing to ~ve so much of your free 
ti ne to help other members in ICPUG. 

Each person's abilities \vere considered carefully, bv the relevant 
officers, whose recom1nenclations vtere then put before the \vhole 
committee. The decision of the co1nmitte was indicated in the names put 
forward at the Annual General Meeting \vi th the results that you will 
see elsewhere in this newsletter. 

Your committee would like to record here their thanks to all 
applicants and to say to those of you who were not elected that we 
appreciate your offers of help and regret any cisappointment non
elected members may feel. 

John Bickerst aff, Secretary and Vice Chairman. 
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C128 LIBRARY 

Since t he last t ime I list ed the disks available for the C128 anot her • 
FIVE disks have been added. A short description of each will follow. If 
anybody has written any progra'1'1S for the C128 I would be very 
interested in evaluat ing t hem for t he C12.8 library. ~Ve are very short 
of progra1ns written in C128 mode. These can be adventures subroutines , , 
utilities or any other good or interesting programs. Remember, it is 
the progr.tms that YOU ~nd in that keep the libra ry growing - don't 
leaYe it to everyone else! 

The ne\v disks available are: 

Disk CU3. 

This is a utility disk that contains a patch to convert your existing 
version of CP/'A to the latest version. Also included are a modem 
progral':"I and a keyboard-cOf'lfigurator-type program. 

Disk Cl2 II. Cl3 

--------------
This is a version of PASCAL for use in CP/M mode. Oisk Cl2 contains JRT 
Pascal version 2.00 and disk Cl3 is the manual for using Pascal. It is 
st rongly recol':"lmended that these t\vo are ordered together. 

Disk S1 

This is the 'SuperOesk' ment ioned in the Super* colunn in July/Aug 86 
newsletter. This is an office utility disk based on Superbase and 
Superscript 128. 

Disk S2 
-------
This is a stock control suite of programs for use 'vi th Superbase 128, 
written by Paul Smith and suitable for small businesses or shops. 

T.H-S 
--oOo--

128 Library 
Would t he mer:tber \vho sent Joe two 8050 disks please contact him as soon 
as possible? 
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S()FTIVARE LIBRARY REQUESTS 

one nr two hiccups have occurred recently with some members reques ts 
for software froM the club's Software library. Whilst members are 
requested to be patient in their dealings \vith software librarians, if 
you have sent dislcs with a request for software and are still waiting 
after nore than ooe month please cootact Joe Griffin irnmedlat ely. Joe's 
address is inside t he back coYer, and don't forget to include an SAE 
for his reply. 

DISCOUNT CORNER 

Please refer to pages 82 to 85, 188 to 190, 276 to 278, 352 to 353 and 
449 to 451 in the earlier 1986 issues for general information and 
details of other discounted items. You should quote your 1966 member
sli1p nunber w·hen you purchase an item mentioned in one of these 
discount comers. 

Please rernember that postage has increased and first class is nO\Y 18p. 

CB•.1 have done it again! First they announce to dealers and us t hat the 
"IE\~ 64C P.6,CK \viii cone with GE<)S on disk. Then they let slip that 
instead there will be a voucher inside the box allowing you to buy CEOS 
for only E29 and finally out comes the CONNOISSEUR PACK wi t hout either. 
Only the high i>rice (RRP £249.99) remains. Ho'v do they manage to muck 
up the chance of selling lots of high-priced disk drives to people \vho 
say 'a free disk, let's get a dri...e to use it on'! 

On the other hand Mr K. has been persuaded to offer to genuine 
Curnmodore o'vners (are we not all genuine owners?) (500 off Amigas unt il 
t'ie 30th "loYernber - just like they dld in the US of A last fall in S 
not £, but then Commodore UK think these are the same. Please remember, 
if you want a good buy no any Commodore hard·Nare, call me for details 
'•rst. 

STl)CK (see page 449). \Ve have - subject to prior sale - a few items 
left. These include 3 Easy'icripts on disk, 1 Pascal on disk, 2 1531 
cassettes •vrth 1530 adaptors. There are several Intro to Basie's parts 
1 '' 2 on disk and on cassette. 



• 

Timeworks (UK) Ltd, now Timeware Ltd, are allowing us a discount of 25% 
on their new product the PARTNER cartridge, which is an ts1altered USA 
product. The price to members when purchasing through me is £44.63. 
This new product is mentioned elsewhere in this issue. Timeworks advise 
that their other programs are all con11erted for use here and thei r 
packs carry a note 'UK edition' with a Union Jack. Just in case there 
are still programs imported from the USA left in the shops, and if you 
buy from a store, please make sure you only get one marked 'UK 
edition'. 

V1u Software Ltd, are producing Viuwrite for the Ar.liga to sell at 
£149.95 RRP but the ICPUG members' price will be only £97.45. Available 
around the tum of the year. Orders through me as usual, please, with 
cheques made out to Viza Soft,vare limited and a stamp for forwarding 
your order, 

Transworld Publishers have advised that due to increased costs 
(exchange variation and postal increases) their books will be subject 
to a surcharge .• Please call me for the actual additional cost before 
ordering. 

Brain· Boxes IEEE interface is now available only in the switchable 
64/128 edition at £69.95 plus VAT. Their C64/128 RS232 interface costs 
£49.95 plus VAT, Centronics to parallel printer cable costs £19.95 plus 
VAT and the IMB PC to IEEE bi-directional interface costs £199.95 plus 
VAT. All items are subject to 15 % discount to members against direct 
purchases. 

First Analytical Ltd of 6 tJewcornen Street, London SE1 1YR, who 
distribute GEOS in this country, are now re leasing additiooal programs. 
These may be purchased directly, but please call me for details and 
ICPUG discounted prices. 

Parasoft limited, of 6 Park Terrace, Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ, 
market two programs in cartridge form for the Plus4: Script Plus and 
Cale Plus, which retail at £19.95 each. These are available to members 
on direct application at E15.95 each, E29.90 if ordered together. Call 
01-330 7166 for further details. 
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Serious 
Digital 
Solutions 
Inc. 

software that's 
simple to use 

j>ocl<.et writer (64 or 128) - a wrd proc:ess1ng systm 

A sophisticated easy-to-learn word processor with 
on screen fon:iatting, wordittap, bold, underline, 
italics, on screen help, spelling checker, 80 or 
40 coll.rll'l display. Files cocrpat~ble with 
Papercllp. 

Pod<et Writer Dictionary 

A J2,000 word dictionary that can be accessed by 
the spelling checker facility of Pocket Writer 6A 
er 128. Saves creating yoor aim dictionary fra:i 
scratch. 

Pocket Plamer C64 or 128) 

A beginners {and yet powerful) spreadsheet . For 
household budgetting or business accounting, 
Planner has 16 digit accuracy, sideways printing 
for large spreadsheets, Ol'l-screen help, COt'ipatible 
with Visicalc files, 80 or 40 colurn display, 
c::eates ~ kinds of graphs - Bar, stacked ba=, line 
or pie - that: can be used with ,;ord processing 
'iles. 

Pocket Filer (64 or 128) - a database system 

Organise mailing lists, telephone rurbers, 
inventories, recipes etc. Can use data with 
Pocket Writer to create pe::sonalised letters. Up 
to 255 fields/record (Uj) to 2000 chars/record), 9 
sort criteria, print labels in llllltiple col\r.lns. 
Reports with headers and footers, pass~ording and 
liir.ited access for security, on screen help and 
arithmetic facilities in reports. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

2 5 '7° off to club members 



• 

Haba ~tems Ltd are marketing the products of Digital Solutions Inc in 
this country. Their 64 & 128 integratable programs are Pocket Writer, 
Pocket Planner and Pocket Filer. Members' prices (25 % less than RRP) 
for the three 64 programs - £29.96 each and for the three 128 programs 
- £37.46 each. The dictionary for use with Pocket \Vriter is £14.96. 
Please add £1 fOf postage to each iten and forward your orders through 
me enclosing a first class stllmp. Maba can supply Soft,vood's Prograrn 
l.\iAmiga Ledger at £74.96 to members (RRP £99.95). 

Dialog Software. This company has ceased to operate. 

Microtext, suppliers of a teletext adaptor which sel Is at £69.95, ha Ye 
agreed to sell this item t o nlembers at the special price of £64.95 
including postage and packing. This product was reviewed on page 306 of 
the July/August newsletter. If you would like further information 
please call Terry Cassell on 0705-595694 or write to him at 7 Sirdlip 
Place, Homdean, Hants P08 9f>l'V. 

H & P Computers are now offenng their lat est ;:iroduct, the ANAL 
CARTRIDGE II, to members at £35.00 against the RRP of £39.00. 
Please contact them direct ly, advising them of your me.rbership when 
ordering. (There is no discount on upgrades.) 

Hardworks Ltd are 1niffed with us and haYe 'vithdrc1wn their ciscounts. 

C.W. ~terns , 37 Cecil Street, Lytham, Lanes, FY8 5"1N (see t heir adYert 
in this issue) \viii allow members discounts on their products. THE LAST 
ONE for the 64 (or 128 in 64 mode) is £31.00 to members (RRP 57.50), 
and the Hint s & Tips book is only £5 to members - both prices post 
free. Also 5 DWD disks are priced at £4 plus 35p p & p. Send an S~E 
to Chris \Vright at C.W.S for details on the £>.i and the 18\t PC versions 
(ESO off IB.~ list price to members). 

FINALLY, AGNN • •• 
It would be appreciated if, as I have previously requested, calls could 
be made only after 8.30 pm · ~onday to Friday (I do not usually get ho:ne 
from 'vork until late) and after lunchti1ne at \Yeekends. Please do not 
call in the mornings. Should you get my ansafone, please lea~ your 
name and number and I 'viii call you back. 

JB 

READERS WRITE 

coR·.ERCnPEI A 

Roch•rd Html, South East's forth man, ns~ to the bait in the last issue's Notebook 
ca• did Brian Grainger - see pSQ.;) 

~·rfy you should bew•n- of asking rhetoncal questions such as ~ow many comers can 
oM "'ctangular ne.-sletter ha,-er I can appreciate that logic dictates that there must 
ti.? a finite ans .ver to your question, but there is alwaY' 6oing to be someone li•e me 
who nses to such an attractive bait ••• 

Of course the newsletter is not just rectangular. That woulJ Imply that it is llrnited 
to two dimensions, and we all lalow that tl>ere are no claims that :ne newsletter ls a 
Um1ted edition. You may say th.i it ha• three dimensions, being quite thick (in the 
nJceH p0<sible way . Some may lll!fltu"' e-. to say tnat it has four dimensions because 
u t•i.es ti-ne to read ot. 

•.ow. with three dimensions imnediately the nuoiber of comers doubles from four to 
e ah:. ~ there are a number of pages (d.- that malce time a filth dinensionl) and each 
;iagd has two sides, each pa,;e probably ha$ eight comers. '.\athematics determines the 
number of co"'ers as the product of the nu"'ber of pages (including the front and back 
ci»ers, naturally) and eight. But, as we have reached out into pan-dlmensionality, 
literary reference tells us that the answer is 4'.!. Ti'Yt alone should satisfy the 
1,-eraee ICPUC Member. 

\"o1thout douot ho"ever you are say.nil to yourself that this fellow Hunt i'Ys not ione 
to so ....,ch trouble to tell me that th""' should be .Q comers tn the mag. v.r,thout doubt 
you a•e nght. I will note, not shal • will) • I "ill now give you two de•in1t1ve 
an5wers to your question. (Please don't interrupt with trivial quibbles about how many 
°"tin1ti11e answers there -nay be t•> any given question. That is as bad as reply1n~ to 
~torical questions in the first place ••• ) For the first I quote from the eminent 
19th century nathem•t ic1an, so"T>etimes l:>o...,.. as lew>s urroll. His answer has a certain 
elo?ga,,ce to it: 

'T al.ing t~ree a> the subiect to "'•son •bout -
.\ cunve.,ien: number to state -
We 3dd Seve., and Ten, and then mu:tlply out 
6\ One Thousand d1 minished by 6iht. 

The result "'e pr<>ceed to divide, as you see. 
By :.ine Hu<W<ed and 'linety Two: 
Then subtract 5e""1teen, and the ans.-er must !:Je 
Euctly and perfectly true. 

The method ~nployed I would gl.id'y explain, 
•l'iile I ha11e it so c:ear n rrrv head, 
If I had but the tome and you had the brain • 
Out much ~·et rerna1ris to re said.' 

From the Hu1:ing ot the ~ark, Fit the Fift">, the Bea~r's l~son) 

for t!'ie last, 'no, not the 5econd. °'C"l?r the second) I i•ve you simply t~t the 
• :1.,..•t'! com"' is w'lat you originally ~t ha,,, SUrrT1tsed: a FORTH comer. 
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1541 HEALTH 

MD Weaver of 21 France Hill Drive, Camberley CIJ1S 3QE writes: 

I have read with interest the recent correspondence in the ·~,vsJetter regarding the 
pros and cons of the 1>61 Quiet Drive Stop and its associated projlral':I '1541 Phy5iul 
E>car.t' mariceted by Eiieshar:1 l\icro. lty experie11ee with this product may be of help to 
others. 

H.J"'na reason to doubt the aood health of "'Y 1541 last Christmas, I in-ested ., 
Evesham ~licro's '1Sfl Phy5ica1 Exar:1' which, on running. apparently confirned mv lea ... 
With no Gule uepodation I disauembled the Dri•<e and gave it the full treatment, 
following the U>$t1Uctions to the letter Md achievina an e.-<cellent display at the end. 
The job was not Ptrticularty clff1cult, thoui;h it was tune-comuming and could not be 
hUTned. \fith pride in a job well done, I reas$embled the 1541 and restoced 11 to iu 
normal place next to the C64. lmai;1ne r1?f comtemation when, on re-running the prograt:'I 
as a 'Ina! check, Track lS would not read at all. 

To keep this short I will sloss over the many dsmantlings, reassemblings and 
tearings of hair that followed. It seems the 1541 simply did not like the position in 
which I put it, namely, alongside the 64 and below and to the left of the monitor - a 
1702. lloving it further to the left as far as ny desk allows rgtored evel)'thing 10 
- more or less - nort:'lal, 1hou1h beinc now below the p<inter there is a mariinal change 
dependini on whether the printer Is powered or not. It is eve<1 possible 10 detect a 
change on powerlna the 26"TV in the next room - 3'6" away through a brick wall! 

So mv advice to anyone contemplating buying '1>11 Physical E;cam' is to ensure fil5t 
that tl>eir problem does In fact lie In the drive and Is not merely due to proximity to 
high levels of ma&fletic flux; nove the drive as far as possible from the monitor or TV. 
If the problem then pe151sts by all means spend your money, Certainly the purr of the 
head against the spring dri1111 stop is a lot less horrendous thari the little man with a 
pneumatic drill that Comnodore build inl 

I enclose printouts of the physical examination of my 1~1 uneer the v.!rious 
condtions mentioned. I hope all thts Is helpful to oche ... 

CEOPOUTICS 

AH Po!le<i, 14 fo•Mead, Rlvenhall End, Witham C\18 JHO has reservations about 1'1e US 
CEOS ve151on he boui;ht.: 
Ha..;ng caui:hl a ,nmpse of CEOS at the PCIV Show and not being naturally patient, I 
order a copy as soon as I saw an advert for it, as it sounded really super. It arnved 
prol"lptly. It would not load at the hnt, but dd at t'le second, and indeed I always 
have to enter the LOAD cor:r.>and twice 10 aet 11 up. But woise, the alarm and file-dat ing 
functions, and the cons software and 1anes on the reve15e of the dsl aol do not work 
because I have the US ve15ion. I wrote 10 fiDt Analytical but am still aw.Utin& a 
reply. So what do I find in the Sept/Oct N/lelter but a re..;ew of CEOS bv 9tian 
Cniinger with no mention of these dni ... bacl.s - but perhaps he had a different .el5ion 
for review (we undel5tood 11 was t'le US ve15ion he had - Ed}. 

Despite the frequent a<Mce froM ICPIJC, I never seem to leam. I paid ~49.95 for ny 
copy: insult added to injury! So here are three points for those about to purcnase 
software: (1) '""'ke sure it's fully compatible with your cor'lputer and all us 
periphenils (2) check if you can &et a clscount (3) checlt. up first to see of 11 has 
bee<i reYiewed and, preferably, try to &el it demomtrated. 

In the excltef"Wfll of 1ett1nc a new ptogra-n 1t ts all too easy to OYerlook one or t:'IOre 
of these points and then comes disappointnent. ';ever assume a program will be all you 
have a right to expect. 
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PlMl fll;JfJJI 
Fellewia1 • c•aa1• •f c••••ler sy ... a. 1111 of these CBM 
products are avlilable from an ICPUG member (vho is an advertising 
copyvriter. not a computer dealer). They were acquired over a 
period of five yevs, •Ht of them vere bought new a.ad alt were the 
subject or m1,.1ntenuce contracts. 

CIM IM6 (8032 upgrade). £.COO. vitb 50 Commodore m.agszines and 
11111.be ICPUG Nevs.teuers from ,Jaiiua.ry 1981toNov/Dec1986.FREE. 

PfllPllEULS 
1118 li•c ftiTe1 (two). £300 each. 040 disc driTe. £300. 
OZJ ut ••ttlI ftl.ate.r. complete vltb 10 ~v ribbons. £1,0. 
All the above complete wilh cables. 

ACCESSORIES 
SYilc•kK. 2-vay, £.CO. Swi1c•k•. 4-vay.£50. later .... with 
cables, ~- DaWt"ectiea•I Serial Iaaerrace by Sm.all Systems 
Enameerina. Type CICIO. PET I ASCII. coJnplele vitb pover supply. OD 

SUt'J'WOE 

BateTieY bec•liTe (Yordcraft. 80 Tord processor plus M&Aager 
"-'•M·e; wil.h dongle) for 8096 and 8050. £150 

S••lect Gl'&f•ics Pact (with dongle) for 8096. @<({)or 3050 and 
HP 7<IOA Plotter, featuriA11 charts. dr&vins &Ad ten JU'Ogr&ms. £200 
C.••• S. lu Le41e.r Pnana for &096 a.a.d 4040. especially 
devised for involcin& Clients' fees. Ideal for professioo&1. self· 
employed oersop or smau busiJless. £200 

All above prices include VAT at Standard Rate. Offers considered for 
lin&le i&eas or I.he complete sys&ea. Pleue contact: 

.Frank Pycroft., Pl- COPY , 70 Parkview Rood, 
London SE9 3QW. 01-850 5975. (T) 
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fORllATTERY 

raul Schofield writes from Switzerland (Dorfstrasse 82, CHS303 WuerenUngen): 

Just a quick note regarding Brian Cutt's problem$ in formatting dislcs in \IFH formats. 
AS one has co...e to expect, this is made difficult because of incomplete and incorrect 
,nformation in the Commodore manuals. The following snO<t program wlll format a disk in 
IS\1·8 SS format. 

10 CS:'U0+CHRS(6).CHRS(129)+CHl'S(O}+CHRS(2)+CHRS(39}"-CHRS(8) 
:!() OP£!« 1,8, lScS :PRINT "1.'UO'<HRS( 4):CfT"1 ,aS:S3=ASC(AS}-48 
30 IF OS>1 OR SB<>O THEN PRINT 'FORl.l .... T ERROR ' ;OS5:ELSE PRH4T 'OK" 

tne parameter changes required for other •\f't formats supported can be found 11,
looking at the OP8 tables at the end of the CP/'I 8105 soorce file CXOISK.ASH. 

C ;.VE . .\ T E\IPTORES 

\latt Limb, of Grantham (tel 0476 60645) has a warning about a software vendor he is 
!laving to take to court. The pro.tram was an accounts package supplied for the 64/1280 
by a •.tr Ely of Oialoog Software in Saffron Walden. Apart from not running on tne 12a 
when he Up6raded from the &I, it got iu v AT micl<ers in a twist and let him make a 
lar.ie over;:>ayment to t he VAT men thilt they will not refund to him [funny· we can always 
correct our errors, not that - touch wood! • we've r:ione any lari:e ones yet· Ed]. 
·~u' tiple promises of a new version just about to be available, and then 'in the post 
today (we thought that only referred to cheques • Ed}, p<oduced nothing so now I.lat! is 
off on that tiresome trail to the County Court. let others beware! 

HELPS W ANTEI) 

Does aityone have the instructions for the VICREL interlace for the VIC 20? If so, 
please lend them to Joe Bowman, 42 East Creicent, Swanton 'lorley, Oereham, °"orfolk, who 
" ill send then back, plus your postage, 11,- retum al post. 

C•n anyone let ME Ve..,tham, 49 Gills Hill lane, Radlett W07 60G (tel Rad!ett 6059) have 
a circuit diagram for the UPC1 Cartidge frori Trigsoft? {He returned his ooder warranty 
a11d they apparently stopped trading before replacing it: Ile is leh with the modules 
aod software · and it was '""<'f useful · he needs a replacenent. 

R.•. Hizinbotnam, 55 Clea~r Sq, London 5£11 4EA (tel 01·735 8870) is !laving problems 
with an •.\PP 1361 and his 710 and wants to l<now how to set the left and right margins so 
he can do an lllrcolumn screen dunp in the mcdd!e of tile 1361's 132 coluo-ms, without 
using Superscript. And how to set the 1361 margins generally, as he can't Hnd any 
secondary addressing inst Nctions co,..,ring the margins. 

FOR SALE & WANTED 
4032 PET /'4().;() drive, with IEEE cable,manuals, TRIOS chip, sound bo«, 'bishboxes' and 
assorted dislc software t400 ono. Peter Irwin, 5 Crowndale Rd Knowle, 8'istol 8$! 20Z 

4032 PET and 20.w drive • large collection of disk sohware, S.cluding Superscript, 
~tc. Terry [)e,.,.reux, 22 Windmill lane, Southall, Middx U82 4NO, tel 01·574 'Il<» 

CG.4, C2N, 15-41 and Ram Centronics Interlace, all hardly used. Communications moden 
and VIC, both unused Variety of software on disk and tape, and selection of books. 
Offers to R Baines, tel 01· 399 8292 
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The •:ewsrMm (Spnngboard) 00. Nici- Higham tel 061-789 2532 1 'llanchester} 

40'10 (uPSrade) dnve £225; 4022 (u1111rade) tractor printer [100. Trevor li..esey, 
SOa South View Rd, Benfleet SS7 5'~0. tel 01 -387 9466 (day) 0263 755420 (e-enlngs} 

llUST A'IG ~ for ~nba<fng c.o,... IO<~•e D?lesoftware t¥ moderr\ 3 na>tl'll old Cost 
£49.99 accept El:.. "I Spira, S Marlborough Rd, Luton lUl 1EF, tel 0532 2:536 

CB•\ -'\ODEM used onlv t~ce £40. I 1ones, 11 Rea<fing Close, Hastings 

8032/8050. MXllX) Epson printer, all In perfect condi11on, accounting softwa re, 
8udgicalc, Pegasus «>voicing a11d Sales Ledger; 110 floppies. Offers (for the lot, 
unwilling, to spht) to R \'loolfson, tel 093~ 55538 (clayttme) 

SOF 1001 Jisk drive (l'lb) £200; Btalnboxes Interface cable (6-1/113 switchable) £40; 
1541 dri1'e £95, EasyScript ~ All boxed, hardly used. Reasonable offers considered bv 
0 Webb tel 0903 ~23}4 (Wonhng - e~.n~/weekends) 

1541 dri..e (2 available) • C64, with a!I documentation. 1'.en Out'.On, tel mar. 734045 

Cf>.4 (2 available)/1541 drive/1701 "'°""°'• CBm modem, RlOO 1EEE/RS232 bidirectional 
interfac,,, 4040 dri..e (upgrade), IEEE cartridge ()Cl), Assembler cartridge (JCL), Conal 
cartridi:e, Currah speech cartridge, Centronics cable, User port to 6-1-rel~v interface, 
Superscript, Supe.W.Se v2, Multlplan, Loiio. books, 3032 P{T with BASIC Editor Expa11der. 
Offers to Jonathan Cooley (our prnterj on OJ~ 3921l11).1630 (t..., both - he's a N"'fS at 
the other) any tune :Egha n, Su""y 

PET ODDMENTS: SADIE programfT\ilble IEEE/Centronics/RS232 interlace fromCOC (cost SlOO) 
£60; Votrax voice synthesizer 00; Epson IEEE interface for MX printers £10; 5 2-way 
ROM boards £5 each (with BASIC 2 ROMs free if required); 2 Instant ROI.ls £2S each; Cale 
~ult spreadsheet for CBMSOOO £20; all plus postage and packing,. Send SAE for list of 
other items for PET and f>4. Peter Reynolds, 65 Claremont Rd, Tunbridge Wells TNl 1TE. 

15-11 drive, 8C60 dn..e with IEEE-PfT Brainbo>t, MP5801 matrix printer, Phillips \f'.'001 
monitor with soo.nd cable for C64, •lter~implex 6.\ V6.l4 for aa;o, 'licro~imple11 V6.l 
accounts paclcaie for 1541, CBM utilities program disk. All in 0<iginal boxes, complete 
with fnilnuals, almost unused, except 8050, bought completely o..erhauled from Micro
slmplex 18 mooths ago. Any reasonable offers for part cw all considered bv BC Bethell, 
123 ~ells Mead, Buntlngford, Herts SC9 9JH 

WANTED 

ACCOUNT1'4G SOfTWARE - accountl'I&, book-keeping, or invoicing software for 8050/8006 
wanted by Peter Petts, The Herbary Priclcwillow, Ely, tel 0353 88 456/!Jistel 
366.500846/Telecom Cold n:"4Ac.600& 

C64 in good nick ur&ently required (already ha..e peripherals, with Plus 4). Contact 
Mary Ingram on <!JOO 816544 (Rotnerham} 

1541 dri..e: contac t Peter Irwin 0212 m73S (Bristol) (address abo..e) 

Oisk or li.stina of editor and assembler for VlC-20 Forth canridge (Datatronic 1.1) 
wanted by Ml Curtis, 6 Parlt Ave, Stalbrid&e, Oorset OTlO 2RA, tel 0063 62445 
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PET - Joe Gnf hn 
Clovelly 
Lynwick Street 
Rtidiwick, Horslvm 
VI Sussex RH12 301 

SOfTIVARE ORGA."llSERS 

64 - DI ve V orburg 
46 Fensorne Onve 
Houghton Regis 
Dunstable, 
Beds W5 SSH 

128 - Tony Harrison-Sm1tn 

VIC - Brian Wise 
17 K111ghtoo Clc»e 
South Croydon 
Surrey 
CR2 6DP 

(see below - sottware Librarians) 

m· 
Joe Griff 1n 
see abo..e ) 

SOfT rt ARE UBR l\RI A. 'l S 

1.?8 
Tony H.irmon-Smith 
tSO Moreland .t.ve 
Benflttl, Essex SS7 4JW 

•also responsible for 64/VIC programs m 8050 dis~ 

VIC-20 
Brian Wise 
(see above) 

&4 LIBRARY - OISK/CASSElTE 

K ADDRESSES, SURN .\.'1£5 &GINNING WITH -
A or o Kenneth J H"JI. 1S Mount Avenue, Rayle ah, Esse• SS7 7HS 
B Fred Owens, PO Box 3241, R.,F !lildenhall, Suifol\ 
c R Rums, 48 Grasmere Rd, Royton, Oldham, t.oo OU 6SR 
E I J K •A1ke Hingston, 1 Stafford Rd, Eccles, Hanchester 1.UO ~ti. 
f G Geoff Crowther, 60 fleckney Rd, Kibworth Beauchamp, Letcs LE8 CllE 
H DaVld Miller, 38 E>eter ~rdens, llllord, Esse• IG1 3l.B 
l N O N gel Corry, 4 Horsted Way, Rochester, Kent MEl 2XY. 
M Ray Medford. 4a South Crove, Brooldand., Sale, Cheshire 1433 3"U 

P U " I 8 II Hui, Roddea, Pilhna t.ne, Preenall, Blackpool, Lanes x y l) 
Q RT Peter Crowder, V Crawford Ofiw, U..erpool L1S SAE 
S Brl"n wise, 17 Knighton Close, South Croydon, Surrey CR2 6oP 
W Chtis Wn;:ht, 37 Cecil Street, Lytham-S<-Aones, t.ncs FY8 SIN 

Germany ncluding BAOR 
Capt R Hamson, Ord S.Cs Berlin, BFP045 

°"""'en other 
Joe Griff 1n, as above 

12! LIBRARY 

A-C • all 8(5)/8:?.50 requesu - Chris Wr aht, 3~ C..ctl S<r, lytham, Una FY8 SNN 
0-J Damien l.lcEnroe 11 Pentndge Close, Eastf eld ~e. Cramlinston, 

• Northumberland 

K-R Paul Smtth, f&don House, Notttngton, Weymouth, Oorset 
'>-l 8 !I Gardner, 156 Henwood Rd, Compton, Wolverhampton, WV6 1'A 
All °'"'~eas requests - Tony tlarnson-Sm1th - see abo'"' 


